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ABSTRACT

Medical ultrasound imaging is used for many purposes, e.g. for localizing and classifying cysts, lesions, and other
processes. Almost any mass is first observed using B-mode imaging and later classified using e.g. color flow, strain, or
attenuation imaging. It is therefore important that the B-mode images have high contrast. Like all imaging modalities,
ultrasound is subject to a number of inherent artifacts that compromise image quality. The most prominent artifact is
the degradation by coherent wave interference, known as “speckle”, which gives a granular appearance to an otherwise
homogeneous region of parenchyma.

A successful approach to reduce the speckle artifacts is spatial compounding, where images are acquired from a
number of directions and combined after envelope-detection. Today, spatial compounding is implemented in all high-
end ultrasound systems and available when using a low pitch transducer with a fairly high number of independent
channels. A drawback of conventional compounding is a reduction of the frame rate.

In this disseration, a method for obtaining compound images using synthetic aperture data is proposed and investi-
gated. The new approach allows spatial compounding to be performed for any number of angles without reducing
the frame rate or temporal resolution. This important feature is an intrinsic property of how the compound images
are constructed using synthetic aperture data and an improvement compared to how spatial compounding is obtained
using conventional methods.

The method is investigated using simulations and through measurements using both phased array and convex array
transducers. The images all show an improved contrast compared to images without compounding, and by construc-
tion, imaging using an improved frame rate is possible. Using a phased array transducer, it is demonstrated through
theoretical considerations that the compound effect achieved is close to a theoretical maximum for the amount of
compounding attainable and using a λ-pitch convex array transducer, the first in-vivo images are created.

The computational demands for an implementation are massive and the limiting factor is the amount of memory
IO resources available. An equally high demand for memory throughput is found in the computer gaming industry,
where a large part of the processing takes place on the graphics processing unit (GPU). Using the GPU, a framework
for synthetic aperture imaging is implemented providing proof-of-concept for real-time implementations of synthetic
aperture imaging.
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RESUMÉ PÅ DANSK

Medicinsk ultralydsskanning bruges til mange formål, eksempelvis til lokalisering of klassificering af cyster, læsioner
og andre processer. Næsten alle masser observeres først ud fra et B-mode billede og bliver senere klassificeret ved
anvendelse af eksempelvis color flow mapping eller ved at tage en biopsi. Det er derfor vigtigt at B-mode billeder
fremstår med den bedst mulige kontrast og opløsning. Ligesom ved andre billedmodaliteter, så forekommer der
artefakter i ultralydsbilleder som kompromitterer billedkvaliteten. Den mest fremtrædende artefakt og skyldes et
interferensfænomen, som får et ellers homogent område af parenkym til at fremstå med et granulært udseende. Dette
fænomen går under navnet speckle.

En vellykket fremgangsmåde til at reducere speckle er spatial compounding, hvor billeder optages fra forskellige vin-
kle og lægges sammen. I dag er spatial compounding implementeret i alle high-end ultralydssystemer og tilgængelig
når man anvender en transducer med et stor antal uafhængige kanaler. En ulempe ved den konventionelle imple-
mentation af spatial compounding er at der med den forbedrede kontrast følger en forringelse af systemets tidslige
opløsning.

I denne afhandling præsenteres en ny metode, hvor compound billeder kan frembringes ved brug af syntetisk apertur-
billeddannelse. Den nye metode tillader frembringelse af compound billeder svarende til at optage data fra et vilkårligt
antal vinkler og samtidigt uden at gå på kompromis med systemets tidsopløsning. Denne egenskab er en medfødt
egenskab ved metoden, hvorpå billeder frembringes ved brug af syntetisk apertur og en forbedring i forhold til hvordan
compound billeder bliver lavet med konventionel billeddannelse.

Fremgangsmåden bliver undersøgt ved anvendelse af simuleringer og med målinger, hvor både phased-array og kon-
vekse transducere anvendes. Alle billederne viser en forbedret kontrast sammenlignet med billeder lavet uden brug af
spatial compounding og grundet metoden som billederne er fremstillet på, så er det muligt at få en bedre tidlig opløs-
ning. Ved at bruge en phased-array transducer, så demonstreres at den opnåede effekt er tæt på hvad der teoretisk er
muligt og med brug af en konveks transducer skabes de første in-vivo compound billeder med den nye fremgangsmåde.

Kravene til sand-tids behandling af de medicinske ultralydssignaler med den nye metode er meget store - specielt
kravene til hurtig hukommelsestilgang. Lignende krav til hukommelsestilgang findes i spilbranchen, hvor en stor del af
processeringen bliver udført på grafikprocessoren også kendt som GPU’en. Ved hjælp af en hurtig GPU, demonstreres
det hvor hurtigt syntetisk apertur billeddannelse kan afvikles og dette er hurtigt nok til at en sand-tids implementation.
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CHAPTER

ONE

INTRODUCTION

This chapter serves as an introduction to spatial compounding and synthetic aperture imaging. The reader is assumed
to be familiar with ultrasound imaging using conventional focusing often referred to as dynamic receive focusing.

1.1 Speckle and anatomy

When improving the contrast of ultrasound images by removing speckle, it is important to understand what causes
speckle and how it is related to the structure of tissue. In Fig. 1.1, two images of approximately the same cross-
sectional view of the human liver are shown. An optical image and an ultrasound image. The optical image has great

Figure 1.1: Magnification of optical and ultrasound images of the liver. Courtesy of GE Healthcare.

contrast and high detail resolution, whereas the ultrasound image has a granular appearance, which makes it quite hard
to differentiate the different structures. Even though the granularities look like cellular structures, they are not. The
cellular structures are typically two orders of magnitude smaller than what is resolvable by an ultrasound scanner.

By repeating a measurement or by comparing images frame by frame, one will discover that the speckle granularities
are persistent and not the result of a random phenomena, which can be removed, e.g. like additive noise. This indicates
that the speckle is fully deterministic, once the structure of the tissue is known.

1
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1.2 Origins of speckle

To understand the origin and nature of speckle, it is necessary to recall how an image is processed in an ultrasound
scanner.

1.2.1 Resolution Limit

As should be clear to the reader, images from an ultrasound imaging system are formed by envelope-detection of a
sum of received signals delayed by focusing. After possibly a scan-line conversion, the images are logarithmically
compressed to better visualize the large differences in intensity. Due to the simple image formation by envelope
detection, the image of a single scatterer is represented by the received pulse and the axial resolution therefore depends
on its length1. The resolution in the lateral and elevation plane depend on the focusing used, which can be either
geometric or electronic. In the next section, we will demonstrate what happens, when imaging scatterers that are
separated by less than the resolution limit.

1.2.2 Speckle interference

To illustrate the origin of speckle, the pulse-echo fields from a pair of scatterer located symmetrically around the
focus point of a 128-element, λ-pitch linear array were simulated using Field II [2, 3]. The excitation used was a
two-cycle sine at 7 MHz and the electronic focus was at the depth of 40 mm. The signals were beamformed using the
beamformation toolbox [4] and in Fig. 1.2, the images of the two scatterers are shown together with the sum of the
received signals delayed by focusing and the result of the envelope-detection. The axial FWHM was measured to 0.27

∆z = 5 FWHM ∆z = FWHM ∆z = 0.87 FWHM ∆z = 0.62 FWHM

Resolveable Resolution limit Speckle Speckle

Figure 1.2: Two scatterers imaged using dynamic receive focusing.

mm, which is close to half the length of the excitation. Using c = 1540 m/s, we have λ = c/f0 = 0.22 mm. In the
first situation, the scatterers are separated axially by 5 times the FWHM, and they are clearly resolvable in the image.
In the next image, the scatterers are separated by the FWHM, which can be seen by the envelope dropping to half of
its full value. In the two last images, the scatterers are moved even closer together and complex interference causes
the scatterers to first appear as a single scatterer and then again as multiple scatterers. It is this kind of interference
that gives the granular appearance of ultrasound images. A similar situation occurs, when imaging scatterer separated
laterally by less than the lateral FWHM.

1The axial resolution can be shown to be inversely proportional to the bandwidth of the system, e.g. long chirps can be applied to achieve high
penetration and maintain axial resolution [1].

2 Chapter 1. Introduction
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1.2.3 Speckle Pattern

The situation illustrated in Fig. 1.2 does not fully explain the granular appearance of the ultrasound images in Fig. 1.1,
but is an important ingredient for understanding the origin of speckle patterns. We will now extend the analysis to
a situation with 10000 scatters randomly positioned on a line and their amplitudes scaled to simulate a 2 mm water
cyst at a depth of 41 mm. In Fig. 1.3, the image of this line is shown together with the sum of the received signals
delayed by focusing and the result of the envelope-detection. Despite the high density of scatters, different patterns

-1
-0.5

0

38 39 40 41 42 43 44
Depth [mm]

Figure 1.3: Simulated ultrasound image of 10000 scatterers randomly positioned on a line of length 10 mm. At a depth
of 41 mm, a cyst of width 2 mm is represented by scaling the amplitudes of the scatterers. The dynamic range is 30
dB to clearly show the speckle pattern.

are appearing at multiple depths. Repeating the simulation using different realizations of the scatter positions or their
amplitudes give different speckle patterns. For a comparison, in Fig. 1.4, an artificial intensity image is shown. The
intensity image is obtained by a simple convolution of the scatter position map with a Gaussian kernel constructed
using the FWHM obtained from the PSF. The intensity image thereby represents the density of the scatters images.
When comparing the two images, it is clear that the speckle represented by the light and dark areas outside the cyst in

-1
-0.5

0

38 39 40 41 42 43 44

Figure 1.4: Artificial intensity image of the 10000 scatterers used for simulating the image in Fig. 1.3. The dynamic
range is 30 dB.

Fig. 1.3 is not related to the density of the scatterers.

1.2.4 Speckle Image

The situation for the line in previous section can be extended to an image with scatterers distributed over a region. The
distribution can be selected to represent structures found in human tissue using the program Field II. An interesting
situation to simulate is the presence cysts with different diameters and different scattering levels relative to the back-
ground. In this way, the disturbance of speckle can be studied and algorithms for speckle reduction can be examined.

1.2. Origins of speckle 3
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Proceeding in the same way as in the previous section, 100000 scatters were distributed uniformly and their amplitudes
scaled to represent a cyst with a diameter of 5 mm. and a scattering level of -12 dB relative to the background.

Using a 192-element, λ-pitch linear array, the received signals from 192 focused emissions were simulated with Field II
and the signals beamformed using dynamic receive apodization with a Hamming profile and an f-number, frcv = 1.0.
In Fig. 1.5a, the image of a cyst simulated at a depth of 40 mm is shown. A two-dimensional pattern is seen, where
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(b)

Figure 1.5: Simulated ultrasound image of a cyst at depth 40 mm (a). Artificial amplitude image obtained using the
scatter distribution (b).

each of the dimensions have a distribution similar to that of the one-dimensional case. If an image is formed using
instead the scatter position map convolved with a Gaussian kernel representing the axial and lateral resolution, the
image in 1.5b is obtained after envelope detection. Again, it is evident, how the speckle degrades the contrast and
detail resolution. The latter because structures appear, which do not directly represent the scatter distribution. The
small fluctuations in Fig. 1.5b is due to the limited number of scatterers. The distribution of scatters can be viewed
as binning in a multi-dimensional histogram with an average bin size equal to the resolution cell or to be introduced
the later, the speckle cell. Such a binning process is a Poison process and by requiring an average bin count of 10, we
cover situations with bin counts 3 standard deviations below the mean.

1.3 Compounding

Many attempts have been made to reduce the speckle in ultrasound images. This includes the Lee and Frost filters [5, 6]
and other adaptive methods [7]. Often these filters give a marginal reduction in speckle noise and do not preserve the
resolution in the image. More successful approaches are based on averaging decorrelated frames. Independent frames
have different speckle patterns, but share the same feature information. In relation to the discussion in the previous
section, decorrelated images correspond to creating two images using two different sets of samples (scatter locations)
from the same scatter distribution. The images produced will both represent the cyst, but the two speckle patterns
will be different and when averaged, the speckle will be reduced. Averaging methods include temporal averaging,
spatial compounding [8, 9], and frequency compounding [10]. They are all based on averaging multiple decorrelated
frames [11] and decorrelation is obtained through tissue or probe motion in temporal averaging, by transmitting and
receiving at different angles or using different subapertures in spatial compounding, and image formation at different
frequencies in frequency compounding. Today, in addition to temporal averaging, spatial compounding is imple-
mented in all state-of-the-art, high-end ultrasound systems and available when using a low pitch transducer with a
fairly high number of independent channels [12]. The most successful approach due to its simple implementation is
multi-angle compound imaging (MACI), which was investigated at CFU in 1997 by Søren Kragh Jespersen [13] and
later adopted by Philips. A better approach, which is slightly more difficult to implement, is aperture compounding,
where the compound effect is obtained by imaging the same line using different transmit apertures [14]. Siemens are
holding this patent, so they are most likely using this approach for compound imaging. Another and more interesting

4 Chapter 1. Introduction
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approach is compound imaging, where an adaptive synthesis selects, whether the final image point should be made by
compounding or by coherently adding the images [15]. Siemens is also the holder of this patent.

A weakness of all the above methods for spatial compounding is a reduction of the frame rate or at least a reduction of
the true temporal resolution. The latter occurs when a system is using a circular buffer for storing images and reusing
old frames to achieve an apparently higher temporal resolution, a method sometimes referred to as recursive imaging.
To remedy the drop in frame rate, methods have been developed, where only receive compounding is used [16] or
where the number of scan-lines is reduced by using a more uniform scan-line density [17].

In the next section, spatial compounding will be described in more detail using the MACI approach investigated by
Jespersen [13].

1.4 Spatial compounding

To obtain spatial compounding, a low-pitch transducer must be used. In the following, it will be assumed that a linear
array is used, but the method can also be applied to convex arrays. Proceeding with a linear array, a subset of elements
is selected as the active aperture and this aperture is used as a phased array to steer the beam making an angle θ with a
normal to the transducer surface. The active aperture is slided across the transducer, until scan lines originating from
the entire extent of the linear array are recorded. This procedure is repeated for a number of angles, θi. i = 1, . . . Nθ.
In this way, Nθ images can be formed by envelope-detection. The Nθ images are afterwards added using scan-line
conversion. In Fig. 1.6a, an illustration is given of how the scan lines are distributed for a situation with Nθ = 3. An

d

θmaxθmin

Fully compounded region

(a)
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8

0
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2
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4

5

6

7

8

(b)

Figure 1.6: Illustration of scan line directions and origins used for spatial compounding for a setup with Nθ = 3 (a).
Sample strip-integral model used for interpolation among the lines and line samples (b).

alternative formulation will be given in Chapter 2, where the images are obtained by using scan lines always pointing
in a direction normal to the transducer. The images are then created by using apertures, which are located such that
the scan-line originates from their center or by using apertures that are displaced a certain fraction of their size to
either left or right. The advantage with this approach is that there is no need for scan-line conversion and the degree
of compounding can easily be estimated using a one-dimensional theory. This is the “better” approach mentioned in
Section 1.4 and used by Siemens [14].

1.4.1 Early in-vitro Results

In this section, the first experiences I have made with spatial compounding are presented. The work was carried out at
BK Medical and the idea was to get hands-on experience with compounding, and see how speckle can be reduced and
more importantly isolate the speckle reduction caused by compounding. This last point is very important because in a
commercial scanner many attempts are made for removing speckle and therefore it is necessary to isolate the speckle
reduction caused by spatial compounding. I have used the results as a qualitative reference for what kind of speckle
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reduction, I should expect or aim for, when implementing spatial compounding for synthetic aperture imaging. The
results were presented at the Euroson conference in Copenhagen, March 2010 together with the very first simulations
of synthetic aperture compounding.

From the previous section, it should be clear that removing speckle pattern can be achieved by filtering the images, e.g.
by applying a low-pass filter. Applying a low-pass filter to Fig. 1.5a gives an image, which look a lot like Fig. 1.5b,
with the possibility of hiding structures that should have been present either inside or outside the cyst. In ultrasound
imaging, focusing is extremely important. Incorrect focusing causes blurring of the images, which may be confused
with speckle reduction. To isolate the effect of compounding, a commercial scanner was used to record images for a
number of angles. The task for compounding was then reduced to scan-line conversion.

1.4.2 Scan-line conversion

By looking at Fig. 1.6a, it should be clear that the scan-line conversion needed for spatial compounding using MACI
is straightforward. None the less, I decided to spend some time on different algorithms for interpolating among the
samples of the different scan lines. I developed a library, which facilitates nearest neighbor and bi-linear interpolation
between the individual scan lines and line samples. In addition to the two well-known interpolation schemes, I imple-
mented an interpolator based on a strip-integral model, which considers line samples to be rectangles and computes
the overlap of the line samples and a given pixel. The value of the pixel is then computed as a sum of the line samples
values weighted by their overlap. This interpolation scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1.6b, where the center of the scan
lines are shown using thick solid lines (the long ones) and the line samples (their centre) are represented by thick solid
lines arranged on the scan lines. For the pixel highlighted in the figure, it should be clear that four line samples are
contributing. A simplification of this algorithm is also implemented, where the contribution is computed by the length
of the lines crossing the pixel, which we will refer to as the line-integral model. The lines in question are the center
lines of the scan lines and samples respectively.

1.4.3 Results

The images presented in this section were presented at the Euroson conference have not been published in any other
way. A BK transducer Type 8811 with 192 elements operating at 9 MHz was used for scanning a rubber phantom with
small water cysts. Images for 13 compound angles θ = -12◦,-10◦, · · ·+ 12◦ were acquired by steering the array. In
Fig. 1.7, images of the rubber phantom are shown with and without compounding. The compound image is obtained
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Figure 1.7: Ultrasound images of a cyst phantom. Fig. (a) is made without compounding and Fig. (b) is made with
compounding using 13 angles.

by adding all 13 images using the strip-integral interpolation algorithm, which gave the most smooth image. Images
created using linear interpolation and the line-integral model are very hard to distinguish from the image shown here.
The choice for interpolation was based on wire-phantom simulations, which revealed the best detail resolution, when
using the more expensive strip-integral approach for interpolation.
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The speckle appearance in Fig. 1.7 is clearly reduced, when comparing the compound image to the image without
compounding. However, it seems like the dynamic range is reduced. This could be explained by the many additions
applied to already logarithmically compressed data with a limited dynamic range. To illustrate the effect of com-
pounding using different numbers of angles, in Fig. 1.8, a smaller image of one of the water cyst is shown using
compounding with 1, 5, and 9 angles. An increasing effect of speckle reduction is observed when using more angles
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Figure 1.8: Compound images using 1 (a), 5 (b), and 9 (c) angles.

and it is this kind of effect, we would like to see when implementing compounding using synthetic aperture focusing,
which will be introduced in the next section.

1.5 Synthetic Aperture Focusing

Synthetic aperture focusing was originally formulated for improving the spatial resolution of radar images back in the
1950s. The new focusing technique was used for increasing the size of the transmit aperture by repeatedly illuminating
a scene with pulses of radio waves. The many echos were received successively at different antenna position and
coherently detected and processed to better resolve objects in the target scene. The idea was in the late 1960s and early
1970s adopted to ultrasound imaging [18, 19].

In its simplest implementation, a single transducer element is emitting a signal, which is interpreted as a spherical
wave. To coherently detect or focus the signal scattered at a point of interest and received with an element on the
receiving aperture, the time-of-flight must be calculated. Assuming that the speed of sound, c, is constant, the time-
of-flight, tTOF, is given by

tTOF = tTOFxmt + tTOFrcv

=
|~rfp − ~rxmt|+ |~rrcv − ~rfp|

c
, (1.1)

where the location of the emitting element and receiving elements are given by ~rxmt and ~rrcv, respectively. The point
of interest is referred to as the focal point, ~rfp. This procedure is repeated for each element of the transmit aperture
and a weighted sum of contributions from each transmit-receive channel pair are computed. This is different from
conventional focusing, in the sense that for each emission, an entire image is created instead of just a single image
line. The image created from a single emission is often referred to as a low-resolution image, since it lacks transmit
focusing. The transmit focusing is realized by coherently adding low-resolution images from different emissions.

In addition to focusing, the contributions are weighted to suppress side lobes and what we refer to as the beamformed
image at the position ~rfp, can be computed according to

I (~rfp) =

Nxmt∑

xmt=1

Axmt (~rfp)

Nrcv∑

rcv=1

Arcv (~rfp) sxmt,rcv

(
tTOF

(
~rxmt, ~rfpxmt

, ~rfp, ~rrcv

))
, (1.2)
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where Nrcv is the number of receiving elements, Axmt(~rfp) and Arcv(~rfp) are the apodization functions used for
transmit and receive, respectively, and sxmt,rcv(t) is the interpolated time-domain echo signal received at element rcv
after the xmt’th emission. The outer sum is over the Nxmt emissions used to construct the final image point. Equation
(1.2) is general in the sense that it covers all beamformation using delay-and-sum focusing. For focused emissions,
one needs to modify the time-of-flight calculations using a virtual source located at the transmit focus, ~rfpxmt

. This
idea was used by Passmann and Ermert for single-element transducers [20, 21] and extensive work has been done in
our group for focusing using multi-element transducers [22, 23]. For a conventional B-mode image, Nxmt = 1, and
only a single emission contributes to a given line.

Synthetic aperture focusing has been applied to many different transducer geometries for both imaging and blood
velocity estimation. The simple implementation just described, where only a single element is used for transmit and
the transmit position is scanned across the aperture, is referred to as the multistatic approach and is illustrated in
Fig. 1.9. The multistatic approach should be seen as a contrast to the monostatic approach, where a single element

 

receive with all elements

low resolution low resolution low resolution

summation

high resolution image

image # 1 image #2 image #N

emission # 1

element #1 element # 2

emission # 2

element # N

emission # N

Figure 1.9: Simple model for synthetic transmit aperture ultrasound imaging [22].

is used for both transmit and receive, corresponding to moving a single-element transducer along a line [24]. The
two-approaches together with a bi-static approach were investigated by Ermert and Lang [25].

1.6 Virtual Sources

The multistatic approach implemented directly using a phased-array or another low pitch transducer with a fairly high
number of independent elements has an important disadvantage. Using single elements for emissions, limits the energy
due to the small area of each element. The monostatic approach also has disadvantages, since the assumption of the
emission of a spherical wave is obscured especially in the presence of a focusing lens.

The solution to this problem is to use multiple elements and with waveforms delayed to match a spherical wave emitted
from a virtual source behind the transducer [26, 23]. If the virtual source is placed in front of the transducer for focused
emissions, one needs to take into account a shift of the focus, which was explained by Li and Wolf [27]. This is only
relevant for synthetic aperture imaging, since the time-of-flight calculation is unchanged for the line passing through
the virtual source, cf. (2) in the conference paper.

8 Chapter 1. Introduction
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1.6.1 Acceptance Angle

When using multiple elements for focused or defocused emission, the assumption of spherical wave propagation is
not everywhere equally valid. In other others, when using the assumption of spherical propagation, there is limit for
where in the image, a given emission can improve on the focusing.

This relationship was studied by Oddershede et. al and they show that the geometric boundary approximation illus-
trated in Fig. 1.10 is a good approximation and the acceptance angle is given by [28]

θ = arctan

(
1

2fxmt

)
, (1.3)

where fxmt is the f-number derived from the width of the active aperture and the focus depth, fxmt = F
Dact

. The
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Figure 1.10: Virtual source for focused and defocused emissions [23].

focus depth Dact is often chosen such that the angle is at least as large as the 6 dB acceptance angle for the individual
elements to get a fairly low f-number and thereby a high resolution. Ideally, experiments should be made using both
different f-numbers for the focusing and different f-numbers for transmit and receive apodization in (1.2). For all
measurements in this dissertation, an f-number of -0.5 is used for unfocused emissions. This has been used with
success in our group for many publications [29, 30, 31].

1.7 Effective Aperture

As stated in the previous section, it is important to use a sufficiently low f-number to get a high resolution for syn-
thetic aperture focusing. The reader may think that it is equally important to also use many unfocused emissions and
preferably an amount equal to the number of receiving elements. This will work, but it can be shown that to achieve
a resolution equal that of conventional focusing, the effective aperture of the two approaches must be the same. The
effective aperture is related to the lateral resolution by a Fourier relation valid both in the far field and at the focal
point. Using this relation, the continuous wave radiation pattern P (µ) is given by [32]

P (µ) = F
[
Axmt

(x
λ

)
∗Arcv

(x
λ

)]
, (1.4)

where µ = sin (θ) is the direction sine of the steering angle, Axmt and Arcv are the apodization functions, (xλ ) is the
element location in wavelengths, and F denotes the Fourier transform.

Using (1.4), it can be shown that a sparse configuration of apertures can be used for achieving an effective aperture
equal to what can be attained using a sequence of single-element emissions or a sequence with as many virtual sources
as receiving elements [32]. It also follows that the effective aperture for a single-element emission is about half the
size of that used for a conventional image - another reason for naming an image formed using a single emission a
low-resolution image.

1.7. Effective Aperture 9
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A disadvantage of using spare sequences is a reduced signal-to-noise ratio resulting from coherent addition of fewer
signals. The purpose of this dissertation is not to study sparse sequences and therefore to obtain sufficient penetration,
an array of virtual sources equal to the size of the receiving aperture will be used for all simulations and measurements.

Contributions

The Majority of the work has been presented at conferences, published in journals, and a single patent has been filed
for the method for producing compound images using synthetic aperture data. The patent and the papers can be
found in Appendix A. In addition to the scientific publications, an amount software has been written, e.g. an offline
beamformation toolbox [4] and a real-time beamformation framework for beamformation using the GPU [33].

Conference Papers

1. J. M. Hansen and J. A. Jensen: A Method for Synthetic Aperture Compounding. Proceedings of the IEEE
Ultrasonics Symposium, October, 2010.

2. J. M. Hansen, M. C. Hemmsen and J. A. Jensen: An object-oriented multi-threaded software beamformation
toolbox. Proceeding of SPIE, vol. 7968, article no. 79680Y, 2011.

3. J. M. Hansen and J. A. Jensen: Performance of Synthetic Aperture Compounding for in-vivo imaging. Pro-
ceedings of the IEEE Ultrasonics Symposium, October, 2011.

4. J. M. Hansen, D. Schaa and J. A. Jensen: Synthetic Aperture Beamformation using the GPU. Proceedings of
the IEEE Ultrasonics Symposium, October, 2011.

Journal Papers

1. J. M. Hansen and J. A. Jensen: Compounding in Synthetic Aperture Imaging. IEEE Trans. Ultrason., Ferroelec.
and Freq. Contr., 2012, In press.

2. J. M. Hansen and J. A. Jensen: Synthetic Aperture Compounding using a Phased-array Transducer. J. Acoust.
Soc. Am., submitted

Patents

1. Jens Munk Hansen, Svetoslav Ivanov Nikolov, Jacob Kortbek and Jørgen Arendt Jensen. Methods and Systems
for producing compounded ultrasound images, International Application Number PCT/P81007275/DK00.

Software

1. Beamformation toolbox. This is a multi-threading object-oriented C++ library implementing time-domain
beamformation. The library interfaces to Matlab through Matlab objects.

2. Image inspection tools. A collection of tools for inspecting the resolution and contrast of ultrasound images.
The library facilitates measurements of the full width at half maximum (FWHM), the cystic resolution, the
signal-to-noise ratio at a point and other performance indicators.

3. C framework for beamformation on the GPU using OpenCL.
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Organization of the Dissertation

The dissertation is divided into four chapters. The present chapter, which serves as a brief introduction to ultrasound
imaging and a motivation for the project followed by three chapters, each containing a presentation of the results
published in one or two papers. Following each presentation, a short discussion and summary is given.

Chapter 2:

In this chapter, the proposal for compounding using synthetic aperture is given and results are produced using simula-
tions.

Chapter 3:

We generalize the idea for synthetic aperture compounding to be used for a convex array transducer and make the very
first images using the suggested approach. The method is applied to clinical data acquired with the previous research
scanner in our group.

Chapter 4:

Using the experiences gained from the research presented in Chapter 2 and 3, the method is refined and reformulated
for improving the compound images. The modified approach is used for a phased array transducer and wire, speckle,
and cyst images are presented.

1.7. Effective Aperture 11
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CHAPTER

TWO

SYNTHETIC APERTURE
COMPOUNDING

This chapter contains a presentation of the conference papers

• J. M. Hansen and J. A. Jensen: A Method for Synthetic Aperture Compounding. Proceedings of the IEEE
Ultrasonics Symposium, October, 2010.

• J. M. Hansen, M. C. Hemmsen and J. A. Jensen: An object-oriented multi-threaded software beamformation
toolbox. Proceeding of SPIE, vol. 7968, article no. 79680Y, 2011,

which can be found in full length in Appendix A.1 and A.2, respectively. The first paper is the paper where synthetic
aperture compounding was introduced and based on the research presented in the paper and in this chapter, a patent
was filed together with BK Medical

• Jens Munk Hansen, Svetoslav Ivanov Nikolov, Jacob Kortbek and Jørgen Arendt Jensen. Methods and Systems
for producing compounded ultrasound images, International Application Number PCT/P81007275/DK00.

The second paper is a presentation of yet another beamformation toolbox, written in C++ with a Matlab interface. The
implementation of the toolbox was motivated by the need for alternative apodizations needed for synthetic aperture
compounding and the possibility for beamforming low-resolution images much faster.

2.1 Purpose

As explained in the introduction, ultrasound images obtained using synthetic aperture focusing have higher detail
resolution, but in the way it is formulated in the literature, the images still suffer from speckle artifacts. The purpose of
this chapter and the first paper is to prototype an approach for spatial compounding using synthetic aperture focusing,
which not only produces compound images with a higher resolution but at the same time, compounding can be obtained
without reducing the frame rate.

2.2 Contribution

To understand how spatial compounding can be obtained using synthetic aperture focusing, it is instructive to rethink,
how conventional spatial compounding can be obtained using a number of unfocused emissions. For conventional
spatial compounding, where the active aperture is used as a phased array to steer the beam making an angle θ with
a normal to the transducer surface, the steering amounts to changing the transmit focus. By steering the beam to
either right or left, image points, which are not central to the active aperture, are beamformed. This is actually the
most important part, but at the time of writing the first paper, I did not fully understand the consequences of the
displacement of the apertures, and the approach for synthetic aperture compounding was formulated in terms of a
steering angle, θ. Returning to conventional compounding, and how this can be achieved using a number of unfocused

13
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emissions. The transmit focusing can be obtained by delaying the signals from all the unfocused emissions in such a
way that they sum up coherently at the focus point and apply an apodization corresponding to the one used for a given
focused transmission.

Next, the received signals for each channel are added across the emissions. The outcome is a data set, which under
the assumptions of an isotropic medium with no second-order scattering is identical to a data set obtained using the
focused emission. This is a good thought to have in mind, but by doing this, it is no longer possible to focus everywhere
in the image, which is the primary reason for synthetic aperture imaging.

2.2.1 Synthetic Aperture - Angle Compounding

The approach that we decided to pursue was to do apply an apodization similar to what is used for conventional
compounding and perform the focusing like it is done for synthetic aperture imaging. This implies that for each point
in the image and for each steering angle, θ, apodizations must be computed for the given emission as well as for each
receiving element. In Fig. 2.1, the time-of-flight and apodization calculations for an emission with origin ~rxmt and
a receiving element positioned at ~rrcv is illustrated. In Fig. 2.1, the apodizations are computed using the distance

θ

~rrcv ~rxmt

Figure 2.1: The example shows, how the time-of-flight and apodizations are calculated for a single emission with
transmit origin ~rxmt and a selected receive element positioned at ~rrcv for a single direction θ. The length of the
wave propagation path (thick dashed line) is used for calculating time-of-flight. The receive apodization is computed
using the distance from the receive element to the “scan line” and the value (red line) can be read-off from the arc
representing an apodization function. Similarly, a transmit apodization (green line) is computed using the distance
from the origin of the transmission to the “scan line”. The grey area shows the “beam” that we are synthesizing by
applying the given apodization.

from either the source (~rxmt) or the sink (~rrcv) to the “scan line”. Instead of beamforming lines and sampling the
Nyquist criteria in all directions and afterwards struggling with scan line conversion, in-phase and quadrature data are
beamformed on a grid of points, one point for each point in the final image. In this way, a complex image for each
steering angle is computed, and the final image is obtained by adding their absolute values followed by logarithmic
compression.

14 Chapter 2. Synthetic Aperture Compounding
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2.2.2 Validation

Development of new imaging methods includes several quality and performance assessment stages. For ultrasound
imaging, a combination of water tank, phantom measurements, and extensive clinical evaluations are carried out to
ensure that the desired clinical performance is met. The performance criteria are defined using measures for detail
resolution, contrast, sensitivity, dynamic range, and temporal resolution. For the initial conference paper, “A Method
for Synthetic Aperture Compounding”, attention was mistakenly given to contrast, only. Obviously, a study of the
detail resolution should also have been included - in particularly to demonstrate, how contrast comes at the cost of a
reduced detail resolution.

The reason for forgetting the detail resolution in the paper was that it was so easy to do proper focusing using data
simulated with Field II and the real challenge was to get an improved contrast due to compounding and not improper
focusing. The detail resolution was studied at the time of submitting the first paper, and since it was omitted in the
paper, the results will be presented here. We will get back to a more thorough evaluation of ultrasound images in
the next chapter, where imaging is made using data acquired with our research scanner, SARUS [34]. For now, the
attention will be given to the detail resolution and contrast assessed by simulating wires in a water tank and cysts at
different scattering levels in a homogeneous backscattering medium. In the next few paragraphs, a number of measures
used for evaluating the approach for compounding using synthetic aperture data, will be defined.

Detail resolution

The detail resolution is the separation at which identically point targets can be distinguished. It is distinguished by the
main lobe width of the point-spread-function (PSF) and the 6 dB axial pulse length, i.e. the lateral and axial full width
at half maximum (FWHM) of the PSF, cf. Chapter 1. The PSF can be found by scanning a water tank with wires and
analyze the resulting image. Ideally, a point source should be scanned, but for practical reasons, wires are used and the
dimensions of the PSF are studied two at a time. For simulations, a point source can easily be simulated using Field II
and this is how the PSF is addressed in this chapter.

Contrast

Most commonly, contrast resolution refers to the ability to distinguish echogenicity differences between a region of
interest (ROI) and the background (B). The contrast is quantified using a signal-to-noise ratio for contrast often referred
to as the contrast-to-noise ratio or simply contrast [35]

C∆I =
|µIROI − µIB |√
σ2
IROI

+ σ2
IB

=
∆I√

σ2
IROI

+ σ2
IB

, (2.1)

where µIROI
and µIB are the mean intensities of the ROI and the background, respectively, and σ2

IROI
and σ2

IB
are their

corresponding variances. The intensities are related to the magnitude, V , of the received signal, through V 2 = I . The
contrast, C∆I , is object dependent and is improved by increasing the object contrast, ∆I , as well as by lowering the
variance inside the ROI or in the surrounding tissue. In (2.1), the mean intensities appear and the equation therefore
only applies, when the regions are large compared to the speckle size. For compound imaging, the contrast is very
interesting, since by averaging independent measurements, the variance of the mean scales inversely proportional to the
number of measurements. Unfortunately, the images averaged for compound imaging are not completely independent,
and the contrast is improved by less from the averaging process. Defining performance criteria using object dependent
quantities is very unfortunate, and as just stated, the contrast (2.1) is object dependent. This implies, in principle that
one needs to define standard phantoms for comparing the performance of different ultrasound imaging systems. Instead
of studying the contrast, one therefore often studies the expectation value of V , in units of its standard deviation. In
the literature, this quantity is referred to as the signal-to-noise ratio at a point [36]

SNR0 =
µV
σV

. (2.2)
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The envelope-detected signals, V , follow Rayleigh statistics and for a fully developed speckle, the theoretical value of
SNR0 is 1.91 and the number of independent images can be found using [36]

Neff =

(
SNR0

1.91

)2

. (2.3)

When measuring the contrast (2.1) or the signal-to-noise ratio at a point (2.2), the means and the standard deviations
should be replaced by the sample means and sample standard deviations. The statistician may argue that the pooled
variance should be used in (2.1) and an unbiased estimator should be used for the standard deviation in (2.2), but since
we are averaging a high number of pixels, this doesn’t really change the results. The name signal-to-noise ratio at a
point has led to a lot of confusion, because noise in this context refers to speckle, and contrary to white noise (e.g.
electronic noise), speckle is fully deterministic. Deterministic in the sense that if the fine structure of the tissue is
known, the speckle pattern can be computed and for a fixed target, it is persistent. More confusingly, if the electronic
noise is increased or the focusing is done incorrectly, the signal-to-noise ratio at a point will most likely increase. This
is due to electronic noise or improper focusing leads to blurring of the images, which obviously lowers the variance.
It is therefore very challenging to distinguish true speckle reduction and compute correctly the number of independent
images.

2.2.3 Simulation Study

To prototype the approach for compound imaging using synthetic aperture data, a simulation study was initiated. The
primary purpose was to show, how the contrast of cysts gets improved by compounding using the suggested approach
and compare the results to compound images created using conventional focusing. The initial simulations were made
to mimic the scattered signal from a grid of wires for single-element emissions with a 7 MHz, λ-pitch transducer
with 192 elements. The parameters used for simulating the transducer using Field II are given in Table 2.1 Once, the

Parameter Value

Elements 192
Active elements (transmit) 64
Center frequency f0 = 7 MHz
Pitch 0.208mm
Kerf 0.035mm
Element height 4.5 mm
Excitation 2 cycles at f0
Elevation focus 20 mm
Electronic focus 25 mm
Compound angles -9◦,-7◦,. . . ,9◦

Table 2.1: Simulation parameters for the initial prototyping of synthetic aperture compounding.

focusing was in place, a number of cysts with different scattering levels were simulated at depths ranging from 10
to 50 mm. In Fig. 2.2, images of the wires and cysts are shown. The images are created using 10 compound angles
with an angular separation of 2◦. For each angle, an aperture with a width equal to the width of 64 elements was
synthesized for both transmit and receive. In Fig. 2.2a, the point spread function can be seen to widen across depth
and when moving to either side. This is due to an increased depth and when moving to either side, a smaller effective
aperture. The lateral FWHM is extracted and given in Table 2.2.

Grating lobes are also present, but they are very low due to the limited steering of the aperture. In Fig. 2.2b, 20 cyst
are simulated with scattering levels of -12, -9, -6, and -3 dB relative to the background. Only the most hypoechoic
cysts are clearly visible, but they are all hard to distinguish from the background. The speckle reduction seems
larger for cysts at larger depths, which may at first seem counterintuitive. The reason for this behavior is now fully
understood, but at the time of writing the first paper, I was not aware of how to interpret this. The explanation for
the increased speckle reduction is that the further we go down, the further apart the apertures are synthesized and the
more decorrelated the speckle patterns become before the averaging. In Chapter 4, the theory needed for a quantitative
understanding of this behavior is presented.
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Figure 2.2: Synthetic aperture compound images created using 10 angles with an angular separation of 2◦.

Table 2.2: Lateral FWHM for simulations of synthetic aperture (SA), synthetic aperture compounding (SAC), dynamic
receive focusing (DRF) and dynamic receive focusing with compounding (DRFC).

SA SAC DRF DRFC
Lat. pos. 5 mm 15 mm 5 mm 15 mm 5 mm 15 mm 5 mm 15 mm

D
ep

th

10 mm 0.28 0.29 0.30 0.31 0.52 0.57 0.52 0.63
20 mm 0.36 0.39 0.48 0.50 0.67 0.72 0.65 0.73
30 mm 0.40 0.46 0.68 0.73 0.88 0.83 0.86 0.94
40 mm 0.42 0.51 0.88 0.95 1.29 1.24 1.17 1.19
50 mm 0.44 0.57 1.06 1.15 1.65 1.50 1.47 1.49

To illustrate the effect of achieving compounding by adding images incoherently, the very same image data (IQ-data)
were added coherently to create a synthetic aperture reference images. In Fig. 2.3, the images are shown and the
lateral FWHM is extracted and given in Table 2.2. The resolution is improved, but the speckle is more dominating
and the cysts are harder to localize. The speckle images in Fig. 2.2b and Fig. 2.4b are both too bright at depths around
15 mm. This happens because at this stage of the implementation, no attention was given to how many emissions
were contributing to a given image point. In Chapter 4, a convenient method for dealing with this issue together with
attenuation is used for creating the images. In Fig. 2.4, compound images created using dynamic receive focusing are
shown. Similarly, to the compound images created using synthetic aperture, the compound images are created using
10 angles with an angular separation of 2◦ and for each image line, 64 channels are used for focusing in transmit
and receive. The compound effect is surprisingly good, but part of the effect is due to a blurring caused by the lack
of transmit focusing. The lateral FWHM for the images focused using dynamic receive focusing with and without
compounding are extracted and shown in Table 2.2. The results show that within the fully compounded region, the
resolution is improved upon compounding and a study of the axial resolution revealed that compounding has the effect
of trading axial for lateral resolution. The reader may find it surprisingly that the resolution near the focus point at
25 mm is worse than what was obtained using synthetic aperture. The reason for this is that the synthetic aperture
images are created using the same IQ-data used for creating the synthetic aperture compound images and therefore the
effective aperture is larger.

For the simulation study used in the conference paper, “A Method for Synthetic Aperture Compounding”, the pitch
was changed to λ/2 to avoid grating lobes, but all the remaining parameters are kept as those in Table 2.1. The cysts
were simulated at a depth of 40 mm as shown in Fig. 2.5. Images were created using synthetic aperture with and
without compounding like described in this chapter. The MACI approach for compound imaging were also studied,
where compound images are created using 1, 3, and 5 angles with an angular separation of 2◦. All the images can
be found in the conference paper and will not be shown here. The signal-to-noise ratio at a point, SNR0 and the
contrast for the cysts were measured and for all cysts, an increased contrast was observed when applying either spatial
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Figure 2.3: Synthetic aperture images created using the same IQ-data used for creating Fig. 2.2, but added coherently.
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Figure 2.4: Images created using dynamic receive focusing and compounding using 10 angles with an angular separa-
tion of 2◦. The transmit focusing was performed using a focus depth of 25 mm.

compounding or the new approach for compounding using synthetic aperture data.

2.3 Discussion

A method for synthetic aperture compounding has been formulated for synthetic aperture data acquired using single-
element emissions. For all cysts imaged using conventional spatial compounding, an improved signal-to-noise ratio
at a point is obtained, when increasing the number of compound images - this in agreement with the results of Jes-
persen [13].

Using instead synthetic aperture data, an increased resolution is obtained, which can be seen from the numbers in
Table 2.2. The fact that speckle is reduced and contrast improved can be seen by comparing Fig. 2.2 and 2.3 or
by inspecting the numbers of Table I and Table III in the conference paper. The success for simulating synthetic
aperture compound images with an improved contrast opens for further applications of synthetic aperture imaging
worth investigating. In particularly, an even better contrast can easily be obtained by trading off resolution by using
smaller transmit or receive apertures.

The next steps are to collect synthetic aperture data with our research scanner SARUS, validate the method using
in-vivo data, and finally to implement synthetic aperture compounding for real-time in-vivo imaging.

If we were to repeat a simulation study for synthetic aperture compounding, we would most likely make a different
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20 mm
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Figure 2.5: Simulation setup with a phased-array transducer and an image region of size (HWD) 5 × 20 × 20 mm.
containing 4 circular regions with a diameter of 5 mm and scattering levels ranging from -3 to -12 dB relative to the
background.

choice with respect to the compound angles and synthesize apertures corresponding to steering the beam using larger
angles.
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CHAPTER

THREE

SYNTHETIC APERTURE
COMPOUNDING USING A CONVEX

ARRAY

This chapter contains a presentation of the conference paper

• J. M. Hansen, and J. A. Jensen: Performance of Synthetic Aperture Compounding for in-vivo imaging. Pro-
ceedings of the IEEE Ultrasonics Symposium, October, 2011

and the journal paper

• J. M. Hansen and J. A. Jensen: Compounding in Synthetic Aperture Imaging. IEEE Trans. Ultrason., Ferroelec.
and Freq. Contr., 2012,

which was accepted for publication, Tuesday, May 29th. after a minor revision. The papers can be found in full length
in Appendix A.4 and A.5, respectively. The research for the journal paper were put on stand by due to reassembling
of the research scanner, SARUS, and unfortunately, no clinical images were made. To test the performance of syn-
thetic aperture compounding for in-vivo imaging, data recorded with our previous research scanner, RASMUS [37],
were used for creating clinical synthetic aperture images with and without compounding. The clinical images are not
presented in the journal paper, since they are collected using a difference probe and acquisition system and no inter-
leaved data were acquired for conventional compounding suitable for comparison. The journal paper is an extended
and more elaborated version of the conference paper and apart from the clinical images, no attention will be paid to
the conference paper.

3.1 Purpose

The purpose of the study was to establish a setup, which could be used for clinical studies using the research scanner,
SARUS. Setups for imaging using synthetic aperture with and without compounding as well as imaging using dynamic
receive focusing with and without compounding should be established. The latter for comparison and ideally, they
could be compared with state-of-the-art ultrasound imaging systems using dynamic receive focusing.

3.2 Contribution

In Section 2.2.1, the approach for spatial compounding using synthetic aperture data was presented and in Sec-
tion 2.2.3, the use was demonstrated through simulations. The simulation results are very convincing, but at the
same time counterintuitive, in particularly, since the compound effect was largest far away from the transducer sur-
face. In this chapter, this issue will be explained and synthetic aperture compounding will be reformulated to improve
on the compound effect across depth. The new formulation also applies to a convex array transducer and a setup,
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where virtual sources are used rather than single-element emissions. Using the research scanner SARUS under ongo-
ing development, a setup is established for synthetic aperture compounding using a convex array transducer. The setup
is optimized for proper focusing and different apodizations are studied to achieve the best detail resolution. Next, the
contrast is optimized for lesion detection using an already established performance measure and a parameter derived
from the method of the ideal observer [38]. Finally, clinical data recorded with our previous research scanner, RAS-
MUS, are used for an in-vivo demonstration of how compounding can be achieved without reducing the frame rate or
temporal resolution.

3.2.1 Synthetic Aperture Compounding - Revisited

The generalization of the method formulated in Section 2.2.1 to emissions involving multiple elements and a virtual
source behind the aperture is in principle straight forward. The location of the emitting element, ~rxmt should simply be
replaced with the location of the virtual source. However, an implementation of this revealed many complications of
which some had been studied before. Creating a spherical wave by computing delays for a number of elements is quite
challenging and it turned out to be a lot easier to do proper focusing using single-element emissions. Also, the fact that
the sound does not cross the transducer lens and matching layers in a straight line needs to be considered to improve
on the focusing. The initial transducer used for synthetic aperture compounding turned out to be slightly delaminated
causing some signals to arrive later than what was expected and therefore, a setup for estimating phase errors was
developed. Finally, the acceptance angle for the virtual source was studied to improve on the resolution - a study
inspired from the work of Oddershede [28]. Before formulating the approach for synthetic aperture compounding
using a convex array, we provide the details for how synthetic aperture (without compounding) can be formulated and
applied to a convex array transducer.

Synthetic Aperture

Most often for synthetic aperture imaging, a full transmit aperture is synthesized by emitting spherical waves for a
number of subapertures and receiving with all or part of the elements [39, 32, 40]. The positions of origins for the
spherical waves are selected to make up a transmit aperture with the same pith as that for the receiving aperture. Using
a complete data set acquired this way, any beam and focusing can be synthesized.

For synthesizing a transmit aperture, delays and apodization values are calculated for each point in the image to
construct signals, which at each point sum up coherently. Many unfocused emissions contribute to synthesizing a
transmit aperture, and in Fig. 3.1, the time-of-flight and apodization calculation involved for a single emission and a
single focal point are shown. The transmit apodization can be read-off as the intersection of the Tukey profile (blue) and
the line passing through the focal point, ~rfp, and parallel to the center line of the emission. For the transmit apodization,
it is very important to take into account, the acceptance angle for the virtual source as stated by Oddershede [28], but
also the acceptance angle for the individual elements needs to be considered. The shaded area in the figure represents
the volume of insonification within the acceptance angle for the active elements. For the illustration in the figure,
an acceptance angle of 22.5◦ is used. For receive focusing, another set of delays and apodizations are applied to the
signals received from the individual transducer elements and then a weighted sum is performed. In Fig. 3.1, the receive
apodization can be read-off as the intersection of the “scan line” and the Hamming profile (red). The apodizations can
be adjusted to maintain a constant resolution over a range of depths using a fixed f-number for an expanding or
contracting aperture for transmit and receive beamformation. At the end of Section 3.2.3, we demonstrate how the
resolution at a fixed depth can be optimized by adjusting the f-number for transmit and receive apodization. In this
way, the size of the apertures contributing to improving on the resolution can be computed, which can be used for
estimating the effective aperture.

Synthetic Aperture - Angle Compounding

To perform compounding using synthetic aperture data, the linearity of delay-and-sum beamformation is exploited to
synthesize multiple transmit and receive apertures using data from part or all of the unfocused emissions. The transmit
apodizations are calculated like formulated in the previous chapter with the exception that the synthesized beam now
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~rxmt ~rrcv~rorigin

~rfp

Figure 3.1: Wave propagation path (thick dashed line) for calculating time-of-flight for an emission with origin ~rorigin

and data acquired with the element positioned at ~rrcv.

make an angle θ with a normal to the transducer surface. In Fig. 3.2, it is shown for a single point in the image, how
the transmit apodization for an emission with origin ~rxmt

1 is calculated using the distance from the transmit origin
to the “scan line”. The apodization value can be read-off from the figure as the intersection of the scan line and

~rxmt ~rrcv~rorigin

~rfp

θ

Figure 3.2: Transmit apodization calculation for a single image point ~rfp for an emission with origin ~rxmt.

the apodization profile. For the situation illustrated in the figure, the value is close to unity. Note here that steering
the beam too heavily results in signals from emissions to contribute to the image outside the region insonified. The
apodization calculated in Fig. 3.2 is an example of this.

The receive apodizations are calculated for each point and applied to the signals received from the individual receiving
elements for each transmission. In Fig. 3.3, it is demonstrated how they are calculated using the distance from the “scan
line” to the position of the receiving elements. The apodization values can be read-off the figure as the intersection
of the “scan line” and the Hamming profile (red). Also in receive, signals may contribute to the image, where they
should not. This happens when we are close to the transducer and the steering causes the angle of incidence for some
elements to be larger than the acceptance angle.

In addition to the apodizations illustrated in the Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, transmit and receive apodizations were applied to
ensure that no signals received or transmitted with an angle of incidence larger than 45◦ contributed to the image.

In Section 3.2.3, it will be demonstrated that a set of Nθ images, each optimized to give the best possible detail

1In the conference paper, it is written that the emission is originating from ~rorigin. This is a typo.
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~rxmt ~rrcv~rorigin

~rfp

θ

Figure 3.3: Receive apodization calculation for a single image point ~rfp for an image angle θ.

resolution, results in a synthetic aperture compound image with no speckle reduction and how compounding can be
achieved only by sacrificing some of the detail resolution. The full explanation on this can be found in the two journal
papers and will be given in Chapter 4 with more details.

3.2.2 Validation

After entering the laboratory and working with data collected with our research scanner, SARUS, it came clear that
the detail resolution (FWHM) and contrast (2.1) defined in Chapter 2 were not by themselves adequate for optimizing
the image quality. In particularly, the detail resolution defined by the full width at half maximum ignores what is
outside the main lobe and this has a significant impact on images of wide dynamic range systems. The signal outside
the main lobe and clutter fill-in images of anechoic objects such as cysts, or weakly echogenic objects such as blood
vessels, and reduces their detectability. It is therefore of great interest to improve on the ability to detect anechoic
or weakly echogenic objects in the presence of strong surrounding objects. This ability is sometimes referred to as
contrast resolution, but was first introduced as cystic resolution [41].

Cystic Resolution

The cystic resolution can be quantized by the clutter energy to total energy ratio (CTR). The CTR is defined as the
ratio of the energy outside a circular region R with radius R centered at the peak of the PSF to the total PSF energy

CTRR(~r0) = 10 log

(∫
~r/∈R |h(~r, ~r0)|2dS∫
|h(~r, ~r0)|2dS

)
= 10 log

(
1−

∫
~r∈R |h(~r, ~r0)|2dS∫
|h(~r, ~r0)|2dS

)
,

where |h(~r, ~r0)| is the PSF at ~r0. Since the scattered signals from individual scatterers are statistical independent, for a
large ensemble of measurements, the CTR is also a measure of the difference between the average level of an anechoic
cyst’s center and the background. To get a single measure, one either measures the drop in brightness for a fixed radius
R or the radius for which a cyst can be observed at a fixed level. For improving the detail resolution of SAC, the
latter was used with a scattering level of -20 dB, i.e. R20dB ≡ {R |CTRR = -20dB}. In the conference paper, the
implementation of CTR was mistakenly implemented using the magnitude, V , instead of the intensity, I = V 2. All
results reported for this quantity will therefore be taken from the journal paper.

Tissue contrast resolution

Similarly to how the FWHM can be replaced with an improved measure for detail resolution, the object contrast (2.1)
defined in Chapter 2 can be replaced with a measure, which captures the ability to detect lesions or distinguish dif-
ferences in echogenicity. Contrary to the object contrast, the improved measure is object independent and can be
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measured by scanning a speckle phantom without cysts. The measure is derived from a theoretical model of an ideal
observer for the task of identifying a lesion within a uniform background, where the model quantifies the expected
trade-off between resolution loss and speckle reduction. It assumes Rayleigh statistics, an elliptical speckle cell shape,
and that the lesion is large compared to the speckle size. Using this model, the signal-to-noise ratio for lesion detection
is [35]

SNR∆I =
CdNeff

1/2

(SlatSax)
1/2

, (3.1)

where C is the contrast of a circular lesion of diameter d, Slat and Sax are the lateral and axial speckle dimension, and
Neff is the number of independent images compounded. The contrast, C, in (3.1) should be thought of as the constant
true contrast and to improve the detectability of cyst with a fixed diameter, it is therefore of great interest to maximize
the density

ρSID =
Neff

(SlatSax)
, (3.2)

which we have baptized the speckle information density (SID). The speckle dimensions can be obtained from the
auto-covariance function of the intensity as shown in the journal paper.

For a cyst with fixed radius and a given echogenicity, optimizing the SID improves on the detectability. Moreover
the definition (3.2) states that an improvement followed by reducing the speckle size by a factor of 2 is equivalent to
a compound image constructed using 2 independent images. The speckle information density (3.2) is related to the
normalized information density (NID) introduced by Ustuner et al. [42] through

ρSID =
πNID

2 · 1.912
.

The NID was used for the conference paper, but since the definition in the presentation by Ustuner was somewhat
unclear, the SID defined using the original expression (3.1) was used for the journal paper.

3.2.3 Results

For both the conference and the journal paper, a SAC setup using a commercial 3.5 MHz, 192-element, λ-pitch
convex array (BK Medical) was used for water tank and tissue phantom measurements. Data were collected using
the experimental ultrasound scanner, SARUS, capable of storing 12-bit individual channel data at 70 MHz. For
SA and SAC imaging, a 16-element subaperture was used for 192 unfocused emissions. For each emission, data
from all 192 channels were stored. For all emissions, a two-cycle sinusoid was used for excitation together with a
Hamming apodization on the active subaperture. Compounding was performed using 5 compound angles with an
angular separation of 5◦.

For conventional compounding using dynamic receive focusing, a 64-element subaperture was used for 192 focused
emissions for each compound angle. The excitation used was the same as for the synthetic aperture setup. Compound-
ing using dynamic receive focusing was similarly performed using 5 angles with an angular separation of 5◦. The
focused emissions for each subaperture were constructed using a focal distance of 42 mm and by steering the beam in
directions relative to a normal on the active subaperture.

Wire Phantom Results

For compounding using both conventional and synthetic aperture focusing, the very limited angular span was used to
avoid grating lobes. In the next sections, we will elaborate on how the focusing and apodization were optimized to
improve on the detail resolution.

Phase Errors

As stated in Section 3.2.1, the initial measurements were made using a linear array, where phase errors were observed.
The phase errors significantly degrade the focusing and this needs to be compensated for. We therefore established a
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model, which by scanning a wire phantom could be used for estimating all phase errors resulting from the transducer
or the acquisition system. The work has not been documented or published elsewhere, so the idea and results are
presented in this section. For a transducer with N elements, a setup with N single-element emissions are used for
scanning a wire phantom and data from all receiving elements are stored. Using synthetic aperture focusing, an initial
image is created and used for locating the wire. Next, a line passing through the wire is beamformed using each single-
element emission and instead of adding the signals, the beamformed signals for each receiving element are stored. In
this way, we get N ×N estimates for combinations of lengths of ray paths
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In (3.3) dj is the length of the ray path from the j’th element to the wire including a possible focusing error and li is
the position of the wire on the line passing through the initial estimate for the position of the wire. The position li is
thus determined using only a single receive channel and data from a single emission. This position can be determined
by the peak of the envelope, but since we are only interested in the relative positioning, it is more accurate to determine
the positions of the wire li by estimating lags using cross-correlation preferably combined with some upsampling of
the signals. We next solve the linear system, l = G · d for d. This corresponds to finding the delays such that all
elliptical arcs from element pairs coincide with the wire. The damped least squares (DLS) solution to the problem is
the solution dε, which minimizes the following quantity

‖G · d− l‖2 + ε2 ‖d‖2 (3.4)

Minimizing (3.4) is equivalent to minimizing
∥∥∥∥
(
G
ε1

)
d−

(
l
0

)∥∥∥∥ .

The corresponding normal equation is

(
G
ε1

)T (
G
ε1

)
d =

(
G
ε1

)T (
l
0

)
,

and for GTG + ε21 non-singular, we have d̂ε = (GTG + ε21)-1GT l. For fixing the regularization parameter, ε, we
choose to fit the data barely within the noise and for Gaussian noise this corresponds to finding the ε, which minimizes

∣∣∣‖G · dε − l‖2 − (N ×N)σ2
l

∣∣∣ , (3.5)

where σ2
l is an estimate for the variance of the measurements l, which here is assumed to be the same for all N ×N

measurements. If this assumptions cannot be made, the last term can be replaced with the covariance matrix for the
measurements.

In Fig. 3.4a, the initial image created using single-element emissions for the delaminated transducer is shown. After
beamforming the first image, the line passing through the second wire was beamformed and in Fig. 3.4b, the up-
sampled beamformed data are shown for the last single-element emission. The solid line represents the lags computed
by cross-correlation, and it is clear that the signals do not add up coherently. The pooled standard deviation for l was
computed by repeating the measurement 10 times to be about 0.1 samples at 70 MHz. Using the above procedure
for estimating d by finding the ε, which minimizes (3.5), the phase errors were estimated and in Fig. 3.4c, the phase
errors are shown as round-trip errors (multiply by two) to match the results published by Hemmsen [43]. The results
agree within the uncertainty, which can be derived from the uncertainty of the measurements. For the convex trans-
ducer, a similar test setup was established and the errors computed were less than 0.01 µs, so there was no need for
compensation to optimize on the resolution.
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Figure 3.4: (a) image formed using 192 single-element emissions, (b) beamformed channel data for a single emission,
and (c) estimated phase errors.

Apodization

To optimize the resolution for synthetic aperture compounding using the convex array, a simulation study using Field II
was initiated. For a wire at a given depth, images were beamformed using different f-numbers for transmit and receive
apodizations. The transmit f-number is related to the acceptance angle of the virtual source and the receive f-number
is related to the acceptance angle of the receiving elements. The optimal image was found as the image with the best
cystic resolution, represented by R20dB. We decided to use the cystic resolution instead of the FWHM, since the latter
was constant for a large range of f-numbers, while the value for R20dB uniquely selected an optimal f-number for
both transmit and receive apodization. If we try to maintain too low an f-number for receive apodization, too large an
aperture is synthesized and edge artifacts appear. On the other hand, if we use too large an f-number, the width of the
main lobe is increased. In both situations, the cystic resolution is degraded and the value for R20dB increased.

A simulation setup was created, where a 16-element subaperture was used for 192 unfocused emissions, each with
an origin behind the aperture corresponding to an f-number of -0.5. The simulated data were beamformed using the
beamformation toolbox [4] using dynamic apodization with a Hamming profile for a range of f-numbers for transmit
and receive. In Fig. 3.5, the results are shown. The f-numbers uniquely picked out a global minimum for R20dB, but
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Figure 3.5: Field simulations to optimize the cystic resolution,R20dB. In (a), the f-number used for receive apodization
was 0.55 and in (b), the f-number used for transmit was 0.75.

unfortunately, the simulated images were worse than the measured ones and the optimal f-numbers found using Field II
were not valuable for measurements. For investigating on this issue, a reference implementation was developed for
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solving the Rayleigh integral (rigid baffle) using a plane-wave approximation similar to the default method used by
Field II. The investigation revealed that the default method was not implemented correctly in Field II. In Fig. 3.6,
the spatial impulse response (round trip) is shown for a scatterer at the position (x, y, z) = (7, 0, 20) mm for a square
element located at the origin and rotated 22.5◦ around the x-axis and 22.5◦ around the y-axis from an initial orientation
in the xy-plane. If follows from the figure that the default method used by Field II results in a spatial impulse response
equally offset to both the reference implementation and the more accurate method available, when switching on the
use_lines option. When the use_lines method is used, the spatial impulse response is computed without any
approximations. The output of the reference program was scaled to fit the amplitudes produced using Field II for a
scatter located at (0, 0, 40) mm. The error manifests itself as a phase error and has been observed, when an element
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Figure 3.6: Spatial impulse response (round trip) for a scatterer computed using Field and a reference program.

is “double tilted” or the scatterer is located out-of-plane. When switching on the use_lines option using Field II,
no errors have been observed. The author Jensen has concurred on this issue and the issue will be fixed for the next
release of the program. Fig. 3.5 was made using the use_lines option, but still the measured images were better
than the simulated ones.

To optimize on the cystic resolution, a parameter study was made using instead data measured with SARUS for
SA, SAC, DRF, and DRFC. For SAC, the optimization is a bit more involved than stated in the journal paper. The
optimization was done individually for each compound angle, but the results turned out to be almost identical for the
different angles and the largest f-numbers were used. In Fig. 3.7, the cystic resolution represented by R20dB is shown
for a wire phantom measurement with wires at depths 41 and 66 mm for different f-numbers. The two graphs show
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Figure 3.7: Measurements to optimize the cystic resolution, R20dB. In (a), the f-number used for receive apodization
was 1.15 and in (a), the f-number used for transmit was 1.10.

the value for R20dB, when varying the f-numbers around a global minimum for the wire at the depth of 66 mm. A
similar study was made to optimize the cystic resolution for a synthetic aperture setup without compounding and for
a setup using dynamic receive focusing with and without compounding. The details can be found in the journal paper.
In Fig. 3.8, the optimal PSFs are shown for the four imaging configurations. For both synthetic aperture and dynamic
receive focusing, the PSFs are more round for the compounded images. For the images created using dynamic receive
focusing, the clutter levels are quite high. Numbers for the FWHM, R20dB, and the area of the 6 dB main lobe can be
found in the journal paper.
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Figure 3.8: The PSF imaged at a depth of 66 mm obtained using a water tank phantom with wires. Figure (a) and
(b) are made using dynamic receive focusing and figure (c) and (d) are made using synthetic aperture focusing. The
figures to the right, (b) and (d) are compound images obtained using conventional compounding and synthetic aperture
compounding, respectively.

We will end this section, by showing the clutter energy to total energy ratio and the clutter levels for the 4 PSFs in
Fig. 3.8. It is very interesting to see, how synthetic aperture focusing outperforms the images made using dynamic
receive focusing. The noise in the system was quite bad and a large amount of time was spent on optimizing the images
created using dynamic receive focusing. From the experience I have working with a commercial scanner, I would say
that we are missing about 10 dB for our images created using dynamic receive focusing to be as good as the images
created using the commercial scanner from BK Medical available to our group. For the synthetic aperture imaging
though, it is very interesting to see a clutter level of -70 dB or less, which implies that we should expect a dynamic
range of similar magnitude.

Speckle Images

To investigate the performance for lesion detection, a tissue mimicking phantom was scanned using the same config-
urations as was used for scanning the wire phantom in the previous section. The images can be found in the journal
paper and surprisingly, the image created using SAC is more grainy than the synthetic aperture image without com-
pounding. At the time of writing the journal paper, this was fully understood, but in order not to complicate things too
much, the approach for synthetic aperture compounding was formulated without considering the necessity for trading
off detail resolution to achieve speckle reduction. In the journal paper, a theoretical model is presented, which states
how much compounding in terms of the number of independent images, Neff one gets by decreasing the size of the
synthesized apertures. Unfortunately, when using angle compounding, the theory suggests an increased compound
effect as a function of depth, which was also observed in Chapter 2. A long discussion on this can be found in the
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Figure 3.9: Clutter energy to total energy ratio (CTR) computed for the PSF at a depth of 66 mm. In (a), the CTR
for DRF (thick solid line) and DRFC (thick dashed line) are shown and in (b), the CTR for SA (thick solid line) and
SAC (thick dashed line) are shown. Clutter levels are shown below as thin dashed and solid lines for images with and
without compounding, respectively.

journal paper and the discussion in this dissertation will be postponed to the next chapter, where a phased array trans-
ducer is employed for verifying the theory through measurements and compounding using synthetic aperture data will
be formulated in a way, where the compound effect is independent of depth.

In this section, we simply show a number of speckle images created using the approach for synthetic aperture com-
pounding described in Section 3.2.1, where the size of the synthesized aperture is scaled to achieve more or less
compounding. The most interesting finding in the journal paper is the fact that using the speckle information den-
sity, (3.2), the size of the apertures can be scaled to a configuration, which is optimal for lesion detection. Using 5
compound angles separated by 5◦, speckle images were created using different sizes of the synthesized apertures, the
size determined by applying apodizations as shown in Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3. In Fig. 3.10, the cystic resolution and
the speckle information density is shown as a function of the size of the synthesized apertures. The cystic resolution
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Figure 3.10: Cystic resolution, R20dB, number of independent images, Neff , and the speckle information density, ρSID

for different sizes of the synthesized apertures.

is measured using the image of the wire at the depth of 41 mm, whereas the speckle information density is measured
using a speckle image by computing SNR0 inside a region of 20x20 mm at the same depth. The size of the synthesized
aperture is shown as the fractional size of the total aperture (measured along the transducer surface).
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It follows from Fig. 3.10 that by reducing the size of the synthesized apertures, the cystic resolution is degraded and
the compound effect is increased. The speckle information on the other hand reaches a maximum, when the size of
the synthesized apertures is about half the size of the full aperture.

In Fig. 3.11, three speckle images are shown constructed using the 3 different values for Ls/L corresponding to
the dashed lines in Fig. 3.10b. Fig. 3.11a is created using the configuration, which gives the best cystic resolution,
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Figure 3.11: Speckle images created using the 3 different sizes of the synthesized apertures corresponding to the
dashed lines in Fig. 3.10b: (a) Ls/L = 0.81, (b) Ls/L = 0.54, and (c) Ls/L = 0.31. The dynamic range used for all
images is 60 dB.

Fig. 3.11b is created using the configuration, which gives the best value for the speckle information density, and
Fig. 3.11c is created using a configuration with even smaller apertures. According to the theory of the ideal observer
used by Smith [35], Fig. 3.11b and thereby the configuration used for constructing this image is superior to the
configurations used for constructing Fig. 3.11a and 3.11c.

Similar results were found by studying other regions in the speckle image and we claim that this is not a coincidence.
In the next chapter, a theoretical model will be presented, which states that the optimal compounding is achieved when
synthesizing an aperture of about half the size of the full aperture - supporting the results and findings in this chapter
and the journal paper.

Clinical Images

It has now been demonstrated, how synthetic aperture with and without compounding can be used for creating PSFs
superior to what can be obtained using dynamic receive focusing using the same system for acquisition of data.
Also, it has been shown how speckle reduction can be introduced by trading off resolution, by scaling the size of the
synthesized apertures. The real game, however, is to take the approaches developed to the clinic and perform clinical
trials. At the time of writing the journal paper, we were almost there, but I judged that there was too little time for
completing a clinical study.

Luckily, in our research group, synthetic aperture data from the abdomen of a healthy 27 year old male have earlier
been acquired using RASMUS, our previous research scanner. The data together with the script used for acquisition
was backed up on our servers. It would have been ideal to have interleaved data from a compound acquisition sequence
using dynamic receive focusing, but at least it was possible to make a shortcut for obtaining the very first in-vivo
synthetic aperture compound images. In Fig. 3.12, the data is beamformed and the images are shown as they appear
in the paper by Gammelmark [30].

By studying the scripts used for acquistion and creating the images, we were able to improve on the image quality.
The following number of changes were made and the dynamic range of the image was increased from 40 to about 60
dB.
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Figure 3.12: Images of the abdomen of a healthy 27 year old male. The portal vein branch is seen in the center
of the images, and the hepatic and caval veins are located to the left and right of the portal vein, respectively. The
conventional image is shown to the left, and the synthetic image is shown to the right. The dynamic range used for
both images is 40 dB [30].

• When computing time-of-flight, one must take into account that match-filtering requires you to make your look-
ups at a time corresponding to the time-of-flight plus about half the time of the excitation. For the original
images, the time of the temporal round-trip impulse response convolved with the excitation was used.

• The origin for the time-of-flight should be at the virtual source and not at a point on the transducer surface. If
this is done wrong, the low-resolution images will not add-up coherently.

• Interpolation among the samples should be done once and using preferably cubic-spline interpolation or a higher
order interpolation routine - depending on how high a sampling rate is used. For the synthetic aperture image
in Fig. 3.12 (right), the RF data were first resampled such that the time t = 0 corresponds to a point on the
transducer surface (not the VS) and the beamformation was done in two steps, i.e. a total of three interpolations
was used for the focusing.

In Fig. 3.13, the same data are used for beamforming a smaller part of the image using synthetic aperture imaging
with and without compounding. Similarly to the images in the journal paper, the image created using compounding
is more grainy, and it seems like compounding improves on the resolution. This is because the f-numbers used for
transmit and receive beamformation have been optimized to give the best cystic resolution, similarly to Fig. 3.11a. The
data used for the synthetic aperture images in the Figs. 3.12 and 3.13 were acquired using a 128-element, 5.5 MHz,
convex array transducer (BK Medical) and a 20 µs FM chirp was used to improve on the signal-to-noise ratio [30].
For the synthetic aperture compound image, Fig. 3.13b, 5 angles with an angular separation of 5◦ was used together
with dynamic transmit and receive apodization.

3.3 Discussion

A method for obtaining compound images using synthetic aperture data and a convex array has been presented. The
suggested approach allows spatial compounding to be performed for any number of angles without reducing the frame
rate or temporal resolution. Very importantly, it was demonstrated, how resolution must be sacrificed to achieve
compounding and the compound effect can be adjusted by scaling the size of the synthesized apertures. More interest-
ingly, it was demonstrated, how an optimal aperture size can be found by scanning a tissue-mimicking phantom and
computing the speckle information density.
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Figure 3.13: The images (a) and (b) show the abdomen of a healthy 27 year old male with and without compounding.
The dynamic range is 60 dB.

In terms of the speckle information density, in the journal paper, it is shown how compound images obtained using
synthetic aperture imaging are superior to images obtained using a similar setup using dynamic receive focusing.
Also, it is shown that synthetic aperture compounding has an improved depth of field compared to that of conventional
compounding.

The results and theory discussed in this chapter and in the journal paper state and suggest that compounding should be
obtained from decorrelation of subapertures, which necessitates steering. Therefore, it will be very interesting to see
how this method performs using a better transducer with λ/2-pitch or a flat phased-array transducer, where the beam
can be steered without having to worry about grating lobes. For in-vivo studies, a potential problem could be tissue
motion corrupting the data resulting in lack of coherence of signals from different emissions. It is a problem, but it
can successfully be compensated for using motion compensation as shown in [44].
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CHAPTER

FOUR

SYNTHETIC APERTURE
COMPOUNDING USING A PHASED

ARRAY

This chapter contains a presentation of the journal paper

• J. M. Hansen and J. A. Jensen: Synthetic Aperture Compounding using a Phased-array Transducer. J. Acoust.
Soc. Am.

and the conference paper

• J. M. Hansen, D. Schaa, and J. A. Jensen: Synthetic Aperture Beamformation using the GPU. Proceedings of
the IEEE Ultrasonics Symposium, October, 2011.

The journal paper is the last and most successful paper written for this dissertation. It distinguishes itself from the
other papers by successfully comparing measurement results with theory and the results very clearly demonstrate that
compounding can be achieved using synthetic aperture data with no compromise on the frame rate. The paper can be
found in full length in Appendix A.6.

The conference paper was made during a short stay at Northeastern University in December 2010. In this paper, proof-
of-concept is established for a real-time synthetic aperture beamformer running on the graphics processing unit (GPU)
supporting dynamic transmit and receive apodization. The experiments show that using the OpenCL 1.0 framework, a
naive beamformer performs much better on Nvidia Fermi GPUs than on the AMD Evergreen GPUs. Having studied
the information the vendors reveal on their hardware, the better performance on the Nvidia GPUs for naive kernels is
most likely due to their two-level thread hierarchy and a larger amount of L1 and L2 caches. The paper can be found
in full length in Appendix A.7.

4.1 Purpose

The purpose with the study was to use the experiences made for the previous study to implement compounding for
synthetic aperture imaging in a way, where the compound effect as well as the resolution is uniform across depth.

4.2 Contribution

An intensive literature search was carried out for ultrasound imaging and compounding and it turns out that a theory
has been established for computing the compound effect covering a wide range of aperture configurations. The theory
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was derived for synthetic aperture radar imaging by Silverstein [45] and adapted to ultrasound imaging by O’Donnell
and Silverstein [46]. The theory investigates the compound effect through a parameter baptized the figure of merit [35]

fm = NeffLs/L, (4.1)

where L and Ls are, respectively, the length of the aperture and the length of the subaperture(s) used for compounding.
The thought behind the choice of this parameter is that in order to estimate the intensity inside a ROI, an image with
twice the lateral resolution is equally good as an image compounded using two completely independent images made
with apertures of half the size. At the focal point, the speckle size reflects the resolution, and the reader can think of
each speckle cell as an estimate for the intensity and by increasing the resolution with a factor of two, twice as many
speckle cells reside inside the ROI. Very interestingly, it turns out from measurement results by Trahey et al. [9] that
in terms of the figure of merit, fm, translating an aperture by half its length, results in about 3.2 independent images
per aperture, i.e. fm = 3.2 × 1/3 = 1.07, which is better than using the full aperture [9]. A well established theory
for computing Neff for the purpose of optimizing fm can be found in the literature [46]. The derivation is very elegant
and since it is central to the research conducted in the journal paper, in the next section, it will be presented.

4.2.1 Figure of merit

The starting point of the analysis is to define the normalized coherence function between two measurements of the
same object obtained using different aperture positions

γij =
〈UiU∗j 〉

[〈IiIj〉]1/2
. (4.2)

In (4.2), U is the focused complex zero mean echo signal, I represents the intensity, Ii ≡ UiU
∗
i , and the brackets

denote ensemble averages (expectation values). The next ingredient needed is the speckle contrast, which is defined
as the standard deviation for the speckle noise divided by the mean intensity and for Ns images, it is given by

C(Ns) =

[
〈I2(Ns)〉 − 〈I(Ns)〉2

]1/2

〈I(Ns)〉
. (4.3)

In the literature, the inverse of the signal-to-noise ratio at a point (2.2) defined using the magnitude of the signals is
sometimes also referred to as speckle contrast. The differences between the statistics obtained using magnitudes and
intensities have been studied in great detail [35, 36] and an important difference is that for a fully-developed speckle,
the speckle contrast defined using (4.3) is equal to unity, whereas defined using the magnitudes, it is equal to 1/1.91,
cf. (2.2). To proceed, an assumption of equal intensities for the Ns images, makes it possible to express the speckle
contrast (4.3) in terms of the normalized coherence function [45]

C(Ns) =
1

Ns




Ns∑

i,j=1

|γij |2



1/2

. (4.4)

At a sufficient distance, this assumption can always be made, e.g. by adjusting the gain. For a typical imaging setup,
the subapertures used are of equal size and equally spaced to obtain a uniform lateral resolution and a homogeneous
compound effect. In this case, the coherence matrix reduces to a Toeplitz matrix

γij = γ(|i− j|x0),

where x0 is the displacement between neighbours. Using the Toeplitz assumption, the speckle contrast for an image
compounded using Ns subapertures, each of size Ls and equally displaced simplifies to [46]

C(Ns, x) =
1√
Ns

[
1 +

2

Ns

Ns−1∑

i=1

(Ns − i)γ2(i|x|)1/2

]
, (4.5)
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where we have introduced the relative aperture translation, x = x0/Ls. Similarly to the signal-to-noise ratio at a point,
the speckle contrast can be used for computing the equivalent number of independent images, according to

Neff = [1/C(Ns, x)]
2
. (4.6)

Note the difference to the expression (2.3) in Chapter 2, where the magnitude is used instead of the intensity. With the
equations, (4.5) and (4.6) at hand, we need to derive an expression for the normalized coherence function to compute,
Neff , and finally, the figure of merit, fm.

The random fields Ui,j appearing in (4.2) are formally time-dependent and the ensemble average can be thought of as
averaging over many infinitesimal volumes that are small compared to the wavelength. The ensemble average can then
be computed by integrating over space at the focus time. In Fig. 4.1, the synthetic aperture focusing for a continuous

θ0

Ls

x0f

x0i

Figure 4.1: Continuum model of a linear array with a pulse emitted at x0i and received at x0f . The array is focused
using µ0 = cos θ0.

linear array is shown. The transmitted pulse is emitted from position x0i and the scattered signal is received at position
x0f . The pulse-echo signal received at position x0f is given by

U(x0i, x0f , t) =

∫ ∞

0

dr

∫ 2π

0

dφ

∫ 1

-1

dµΛ(φ, µ)a(t− 2r/c)
β(r, φ, µ)

r2
·

exp {ik [ct− 2r + (x0i + x0f) · (µ− µ0)]}, (4.7)

where µ is the steering angle, µ = cos θ, and µ0 = cos θ is the coordinate representing the center focus, β(r, φ, µ) is
the complex scattering amplitude per unit volume, and a(t− 2r/c) is the amplitude envelope, which can be assumed
to be a rectangular pulse. In (4.7), we have used x0 for positions on the array and x = x0/Ls will be used for relative
positions. The beam-divergence function, Λ(φ, µ), can be computed by requiring that it coincides with the Fraunhofer
diffraction pattern in the far field. However, in order to derive the normalized coherence function, it is sufficient to
use that the function can be extended to a holomorphic function in the complex plane and that it has a maximum at
Λ(φ = 0, µ = 0).

The focused signals U(x, t) can now be obtained using (4.7) by summing or integrating over the transmitting and
receiving array. For an array with center at x0 = 0 and length Ls, the signal U(x/2, t) focused at the polar angle
µ0 = cos (π/2) is

U(x/2, t) =

∫ (x+1)Ls/2

(x−1)Ls/2

dx0i

∫ (x+1)Ls/2

(x−1)Ls/2

dx0jU(x0i, x0f , t, µ0 = 0).

From (4.2) we see that the coherence function γ(x, t) relevant for two apertures each of length Ls with their centers
separated by xLs is given by

γ(x, t) =
〈U(x/2, t)U∗(-x/2, t)〉

[〈I(x/2, t)〉〈I(-x/2, t)〉]1/2
, (4.8)

where the time variable, t, should be set to the value appropriate to the center focus, t = 2R/c. To perform the
ensemble average, the complex scattering amplitudes β(r, φ, µ) are treated as complex random variables for which the
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amplitudes and phases are statistically independent. Accordingly, the averages over the ensemble of scatterers in (4.8)
give

〈β(r, φ, µ)β∗(r′, φ′, µ′)〉 = σδ(~r − ~r ′), (4.9)

where δ(~r − ~r ′) is the three-dimensional Dirac delta function and σ(~r) is the scattering intensity per unit volume. To
perform the integrals involved, a number of assumptions are made: The scattering intensity per unit volume is slowly
varying over the resolution cell, i.e. slowly varying within the main lobe and inside the range interval corresponding
to the 6 dB axial pulse length. The integrals over the azimuthal angle, φ, and r can be performed independently of the
µ integral. After performing the φ and r integrals, the normalized coherence function assumes the form [46]

γ(x) =

∫ kLs/2

-kLs/2
dzA(z2) exp (i4zx) sin4 z

z4∫ kLs/2

-kLs/2
dzA(z2) sin4 z

z4

, (4.10)

where z = µkLs/2 and A(z2) represents the beam divergence function after the φ integration. The integrands in the
above integrals are strongly peaked at z = 0, therefore for array lengths long compared to the wavelength, kLs � 1,
the integration limits can be extended to ±∞. The coherence function derived by Burckhardt [47] is not obtained
by setting A(z2) = 1 and with the limits at ±∞, which is stated by O’Donnell and Silverstein [46]. The coherence
function used by Burckhardt, γ(x) = 1− |x|, is obtained from an expression containing exp (i2zx) and the sinc(z)’s
appearing as squares [47]. The integrals appearing in (4.10) with the limits taken at ±∞ can be solved very elegantly
using Jordan’s Lemma together with the Half-residue theorem as shown in Appendix B.1. The central part of the
derivation uses that the beam divergence function A(z2) can be extended to a holomorphic function in the complex
plane and has an extremum at z = 0, i.e. (

dA(z2)

dz

)

z=0

= 0. (4.11)

The resulting coherence function is [46]

γ(x) =

∫∞
-∞ dzA(z2) exp (i4zx) sin4 z

z4∫∞
-∞ dzA(z4) sin4 z

z4

(4.12)

=





1− 6x2 + 6x3 0 ≤ x < 1/2

2(1− x)3 1/2 ≤ x < 1

0 1 ≤ x

=
1

2

[
− |1− 2x|3 + 2

(
|-1 + x|3 + 6 |x|3 + |1 + x|3

)
− |1 + 2x|3

]
. (4.13)

The details for why γ(x) is independent of A(z2) can be found in Appendix B.1, and (4.13) is identical to the result
one obtains by using the convolution theorem relating the Fourier transform of the product of two functions to the
convolution of the individual Fourier transforms. The result (4.13) is simply the convolution of two triangles and the
denominator of (4.12) is the DC component ensuring that γ(0) = 1. In Fig. 4.2a, the correlation function, defined as
the square of the normalized coherence function is plotted as a function of the relative aperture displacement, x. With
the correlation function at hand, the number of independent images, Neff , can readily be computed using (4.5) and
(4.6). To illustrate how the figure of merit, fm, depends on the relative aperture displacement, x, and the fractional
aperture size, Ls/L, we have done the following: For different numbers of subapertures, Ns = 1, 2, . . . 100, and
relative aperture displacements, x ranging from 0.1 to 1.0, the fractional aperture size, Ls/L, is calculated using

Ls/L = 1/(1 + x(Ns − 1)),

the number of independent images, Neff , is computed for each combination of x and Ns, and finally the figure of
merit, fm, is computed using (4.1), (4.5), and (4.6). In Fig. 4.2b, contour lines for the figure of merit, fm, are plotted
as a function of the relative aperture displacement, x, and the fractional size of the subaperture(s), Ls/L. This result
is most central to compound imaging and illustrates, how the figure of merit, fm, reaches a maximum for a relative
aperture displacement, x, somewhere between 0.4 and 0.5 for a wide range of fractional aperture sizes, Ls/L.

As a final remark, we mention that the established theory can easily be adapted to a setup, where compounding is
achieved by translating the receive apertures only. As an example, consider the situation, where the transmit aperture
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Figure 4.2: Intensity correlation as a function of the relative lateral displacement (a) and the figure of merit, fm as a
function of fractional aperture size, Ls/L, and relative lateral displacement, x.

is fixed at the origin, and the two receive apertures are located at±xLs/2. In this case, the integrals appearing in (4.10)
should be modified to contain exp (i2zx) and the resulting coherence function is a stretched version of (4.13) with a
zero at x = 2 corresponding to the two receive apertures being separated such that neither of them overlap with the
transmitting aperture.

4.2.2 Synthetic Aperture Compounding - Done Right

The theory described in the last section came clear to us during the writing of the journal paper of the previous chapter.
In particularly, how the theory for computing Neff for a given aperture configuration supports the limited compound
effect obtained, when synthesizing apertures too large. The theory also supports the initial findings of Chapter 2
revealing, how angle compounding results in an increased compound effect across depth, cf. Fig. 2.2. At the time of
investigating the theory however, the acquisition setup was no longer available, and it was too late for changing the
way the compound images were formed - at least the images obtained using conventional focusing. Having learned
a lesson and understood the underlying theory, in this section a more ideal way for compounding using synthetic
aperture data is formulated using aperture compounding. Using this formulation, a uniform compound effect can be
obtained across depth, which can be combined with realizing a constant f-number to also ensure a constant resolution.

Synthetic Aperture - Aperture Compounding

Using the knowledge of the last section, for each point in the image, transmit apodization values are calculated corre-
sponding to insonifying the point using focused beams from a number of synthetic apertures with different locations.
In Fig. 4.3, it is shown for a single point, ~rfp, how the transmit apodization for an emission with origin ~rxmt is calcu-
lated using the distance from the transmit origin, ~rxmt to the “scan line” - the line connecting the point, ~rfp with the
center of the synthetic aperture located at ~r3. Similarly, receive apodizations are calculated for each point and applied
to the signals received from the individual receiving elements for each transmission. The receive apodization values
are likewise computed using the distance from the “scan line” to the position of the receiving elements as shown in
Fig. 4.3. In addition to illustrating how the apodizations should be computed for a synthetic aperture located at ~r3,
Fig. 4.3 shows the locations of two other apertures located at ~r1 and ~r2. The apertures are selected such that they
overlap equally and are distributed symmetrically around the image point. Hence, in Fig. 4.3, three apertures are used,
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~rrcv

~rxmt

~rfp

~r3~r2~r1

Aperture 1
Aperture 2
Aperture 3
XMT Apodization
RCV Apodization

Figure 4.3: Transmit and receive apodization calculation for a single image point ~rfp for a sub-image using an aperture
located at ~r3. The apodization values can be read-off the figure as the intersection of the scan line and the apodization
profiles. The shaded region is the region insonified by the active elements used for the unfocused emission with origin
~rxmt.

Ns = 3, and they are translated by half the aperture length and the apodizations for the situation in Fig. 4.3 are used
for the third image.

The apodization calculations are carried out for a number of subapertures i = 1, . . . Ns to update Ns images used for
compounding. To avoid the need for sampling according to the Nyquist criterion for the excitations used in all the
directions of the scan lines, the RF data are beamformed as in-phase and quadrature components, and the envelope for
each angular image is simply computed as the absolute value [48]. Finally, the compound image are constructed by
adding the absolute images.

An implementation of this method uses a buffer for Ns images and calculates the delays and accesses the RF data
for each pixel only once. In this way, a compound image is ready immediately after the last emission and only
the processing resources limits the number of subapertures used. Since the RF data access is randomly shifted and
image data access is contiguous, the amount of memory IO for data access is much larger than what is used for
accessing the image. This means that the requirement for memory IO resources is comparable to what is required
for synthetic aperture imaging without compounding. In Section 4.2.5, results will be given revealing that synthetic
aperture imaging is extremely memory bound supporting that compounding can be implemented with almost no drop
in performance.

4.2.3 Measurements

With the approach for compounding described in the last section in the journal paper, a commercial 128-element, 3.5
MHz linear phased-array transducer was used for investigating the performance of synthetic aperture compounding.
Water tank measurements were used for measuring the detail resolution, a tissue-mimicking phantom was used for
investigating the compound effect, and finally cyst phantom measurements were used for investigating the contrast.
Sampling was done using the experimental ultrasound scanning system, SARUS, capable of storing 12-bit individual
channel data at 70 MHz [49]. For synthetic aperture imaging, a 16 element subaperture was used for 128 unfocused
emissions with an f-number of -0.5. For all emissions, a two-cycle sinusoid was used for excitation together with a
Hamming apodization on the active subaperture. A constant TGC was used for acquisition and to take into account that
pixels at different locations may receive signal from a varying number of emissions apodized in different ways, a signal
obtained by attenuating a constant signal with 0.5dB/(cm ·MHz) was beamformed for normalization. Normalizing
the images this way ensures that an object appears with equal brightness in the entire image region.
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Tissue phantom measurements

To experimentally verify the theory of O’ Donnell, a tissue-mimicking phantom was scanned and images were
created by synthesizing Ns = 2, . . . , 10 transmit and receive apertures with relative aperture translations, x =
0.10, 0.15, . . . , 0.90 making a total of 153 different configurations for compounding. The transmit and receive apodiza-
tions were computed both to be of size Ls to experimentally investigate the theory of O’ Donnell illustrated in Fig. 4.2b
and again in Fig. 4.4a. The figure of merit was calculated using the signal-to-noise ratio at a point, SNR0 and (2.3) and
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Figure 4.4: Theoretical and measured values for the figure of merit, fm. In (a), the theoretical values are shown
and in (b), the measured values are shown using a similar aperture configuration. In (c), the configurations used for
computing fm are marked with circular markers, where configurations on the same dashed line use the same number
of subapertures.

the region used for extracting SNR0 was directly in front of the transducer at a depth of 40 mm and 182x256 pixels
corresponding to a region of 20x20 mm. In Fig. 4.4b, the measured values for fm are shown. The measured values are
a little smaller than the theoretical ones and the maximum is located at a position with larger and more overlapping
subapertures. This can be explained by the fact that a necessary Hamming apodization was applied to the synthesized
apertures to avoid edge artifacts, which otherwise give rise to higher values for Neff . Then again, the theory of last
section is inherently one-dimensional, and therefore only an approximate model. The Figs. 4.4a and 4.4b are both
created by interpolating between the aperture configurations shown using circular markers in Fig. 4.4c. Among the
aperture configurations, only a subset of four is used for the images displayed in this dissertation, and we will refer to
them as SA, SAC1, SAC2, and SAC3. See Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Selected aperture configurations: x is the relative aperture displacement, N is the number of subapertures,
and Ls/L is the fractional size of a subaperture.

x N Ls/L

SA - 1 1.00
SAC1 0.20 2 0.83
SAC2 0.25 3 0.67
SAC3 0.30 4 0.63

The 154 aperture configurations (including the SA configuration) used for creating Fig. 4.4b all suffer from a varying
resolution across depth, since the aperture size(s) Ls are held fixed. We will refer to this initial setup as Setup I. To
compensate for the varying resolution across depth, two other setups are investigated. A setup, where the locations
of the subapertures are unchanged, but the individual apertures scaled to maintain a constant f-number across depth,
Setup II, and finally, a setup where the apodization are designed to give apertures of size Ls for a certain depth, D0 and
then scaled using an f-number derived from Ls, i.e. f = D0/Ls. In Table 4.2, the three setups are listed together with
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the formulas for computing the size of the apodization windows. Apodizations for transmit and receive are handled
in the same way. So far, only apertures of fixed size have been considered. In an imaging system, it is desirable to

Table 4.2: Synthetic aperture compound setups used.

Setup Apodization Ls

I Hamming Ls = L/(1 + x(Ns − 1))
II Hamming Ls 7→ D/fxmt/rcv, fxmt/rcv = 2.0
III Hamming Ls 7→ LsD/D0, D0 = 40mm

maintain a constant resolution across depth and this can be achieved by using a constant f-number. In Fig. 4.5b, the
value for the figure of merit, fm, are calculated for a common f-number of 2.0 for transmit and receive. This translates
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Figure 4.5: Measured values for the figure of merit, fm. In (a), the measured values are shown using Setup I. In (c)
and (b), values are measured when using Setup II and Setup III, respectively.

into that the size of the subapertures are changed according to, Ls 7→ D/2.0. Fig. 4.5b shows that by maintaining the
positions and number of apertures, but at the same time increasing their size, the effect of compounding is diminished
for configuration with large values of Ns. The apertures become larger and less decorrelated and the maximum moves
closer to the synthetic aperture configuration without compounding. In Fig. 4.5c, the size of the subapertures are tuned
to be of their original size at a depth of 40 mm and using the f-number, f = Ls/40mm, they are scaled to maintain
a constant resolution. In this way, the values for fm are almost unchanged. This is the expected outcome, since the
region examined is at a depth of 40 mm. If no requirement for detail resolution are given, the measurements in Fig. 4.5
show that a setup with many subapertures with a relative aperture translation of about 0.3 should be the ideal imaging
configuration. However, in the next section we show that the detail resolution is quite poor for those configurations.

We end the tissue phantom study by computing the signal-to-noise ratio as a function of depth. The procedure is to
acquire data for 10 images and treat the mean as the ground truth. To obtain a more smooth curve, the estimated
noise and ground truth were both filtered using a mean filter with a length of 96 samples corresponding to 7.5 mm.
In Fig. 4.6, the results are shown using Setup I and the configurations SA and SAC2. The SNR is about 5 dB worse
for the compound configuration, SAC2, than what can be obtained using a setup without compounding. This is due to
more data are added incoherently and is an unavoidable effect when doing compound imaging.

Water phantom measurements

To investigate on the resolution a water tank phantom was used with 4 wires at depths of 8, 34, 59, and 83 mm.
The transducer was submerged into the water and data were collected using 128 unfocused emissions. The data
were downsampled by the hardware to 35 MHz using a mean filter of width 2. The axial and lateral FWHM of
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Figure 4.6: SNR as a function of depth for a synthetic aperture configuration with and without compounding.

the PSF together with the CTR, represented by R20dB were measured using the wire at the depth of 34 mm. In
Fig. 4.7a, the CTR represented byR20dB is shown for all the configurations used. It clearly shows, how the introduction
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Figure 4.7: The CTR represented by R20dB is shown in (a), and in (b), the full CTR is plotted together with the clutter
levels for the four the configurations, SA, SAC1, SAC2, and SAC3 using Setup I.

of compounding requires a sacrifice of aperture and hence resolution. In a clinical setup, where the object is less
homogeneous, one should expect that it is more difficult to do proper focusing, and if the inclusion of more elements
by enlarging the aperture does not improve on the resolution, compounding should be used to increase the contrast. In
Fig. 4.7b, the full CTR curves are plotted together with the clutter levels for the four configurations, SA, SAC1, SAC2,
and SAC3. The CTR curves look like the integrals of Bessel functions. In fact, for a circular aperture, the CTR can
be computed analytically and the result is the integral of a Bessel function [41]. The curves also nicely show, how the
CTR is affected upon compounding, e.g. R40dB is unaffected, while R20dB is not. Contour plots of the PSFs can be
found in the journal paper.
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Cyst phantom measurements

In the last sections, it was demonstrated how compounding reduces speckle appearance at the cost of a reduced detail
resolution. This is all very good, but it is more interesting to see the performance of compounding for detecting lesions
and preferably in human tissue. In this section, the same aperture configurations and setups are applied for scanning
a cyst-phantom with a speed-of-sound of 1540 m/s corresponding to human tissue. From Fig. 4.5, it follows that for
the 3 setups investigated, images created using Setup I yield the highest value for the figure of merit, fm, and should
be the preferred solution for lesion detection. However, it is also desirable to have a constant resolution across depth
and for this reason, we decided to image the cyst-phantom using Setup II, where a fixed f-number is realized for
transmit and receive by scaling the apertures. In Fig. 4.8, images are created using Setup II, and 3 of the 4 aperture
configurations in Table 4.1. It is quite clear to see, how compounding reduces the speckle and that the resolution is
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Figure 4.8: Synthetic aperture compound images created using Setup II. An image without compounding, (a), and
two compound images, (b) and (c), created using aperture configuration SAC1 and SAC2, respectively. All images are
displayed using a dynamic range of 60 dB.

close to constant across depth. In the journal paper, the cyst at the depth of 50 mm is imaged using Setup I, where
the compound effect is more profound, but where the resolution varies across depth. This is not a desirable setup for
an ultrasound imaging system and simply serves to demonstrate, how resolution can be sacrificed to achieve better
contrast. More interestingly, in the journal paper, it is demonstrated using Setup I, how the observed contrast of the
cyst at the location shown in Fig. 4.8a is improved for a configuration, which gives a better value for the figure of
merit. The latter is measured using a tissue mimicking phantom without cysts. The relation was investigated for all
154 configurations, and a correlation between the contrast of cyst and figure of merit was computed to be 0.81 with
a p-value less than 0.0001. This suggests that the optimal compound configuration can be determined by scanning
a tissue mimicking phantom without cysts. Following this idea, the tissue phantom measurements using Setup II
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uniquely picks out a configuration, which yields the best value for the figure of merit, and the optimal configuration
is somewhere between SAC1 and SAC2, cf. Fig. 4.5b. A drawback of using the figure of merit and the reason for
introducing the speckle information density in Chapter 2, is that the size of aperture is used as an estimate for the
detail resolution. In the journal paper, the speckle information density, ρSID, is measured for the 3 setups and the
4 configurations and it is demonstrated, how an improved speckle information density is following by an improved
contrast for the cyst.

4.2.4 Real-time implementations

Throughout the dissertation, almost no comments has been made on the possibilities for real-time implementations
of synthetic aperture imaging with or without compounding. The primary reason is that the computational demands
are about a factor of the number of lines heavier than what is required for conventional focusing. In other words,
every time a line is processed for dynamic receive focusing, an entire low-resolution image needs to be processed for
a synthetic aperture imaging setup. In our research group, we have developed a system capable of real-time synthetic
aperture imaging using 256 channels. A setup using 32 emissions and an image with 136 lines, each with 1024
complex samples can be beamformed with a frame rate of 70 fps [50]. The data used for beamformation are 12-bit and
sampled at 70 MHz and for each channel 8192 real samples are acquired. The system consists of 320 Virtex-IV FPGA
distributed across 64 PCBs and the design is not only optimized for high throughput, but also accuracy has been highly
prioritized, e.g. all RF data can be sampled and stored and 8192 point complex FFTs can be employed for advanced
match-filtration. A commercial implementation can be created with less resources, but it is still a huge challenge and
one of the limiting factors is the memory IO resources available.

4.2.5 Synthetic Aperture Imaging using the GPU

An equally high demand for memory throughput is found in the computer gaming industry, where hundreds of
megabytes of data are processed every second for rendering a scene in a 3D computer game. The processing takes place
on the graphics processing unit (GPU), which is a many-core massively parallel throughput-oriented execution unit. It
contains a lot of arithmetic logic units (ALUs), and is suitable for single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD) execution.
The first four generations of GPUs were all fixed-function, but since then, the vendors have introduced vertex-level
and pixel-level programmability and several high-level graphics languages have been released, which allow programs
written in C/C++ to be executed by the GPU. In the conference paper, the most recent framework, OpenCL [51] is
used for a kernel capable of SA beamformation using in-phase and quadrature data. The implementation was made to
get hands-on experience using the GPU, and it is different from what has previously been published [52], since more
advanced apodization can be applied, and the beamformer can be configured from within Matlab to experiment with
different image and data dimensions.

GPU Hardware

The GPUs consist of several compute units, which each can be thought of as (a collection of) multi-core processors
sharing some local memory and a common pipeline. This means in particularly that the groups of cores read and write
data simultaneously and this should be kept in mind when implementing programs for the GPU to execute. Further,
no caching or very little caching is done by the hardware, so memory handling is more critical for GPU programs
than for programs implemented for CPUs. The two manufacturers of GPUs, Nvidia and AMD/ATI have created two
very different architectures for memory access on their devices. AMD operates with vectorized memory reads and
writes and a uniform memory space exposition [53]. This is very similar to how SIMD is implemented on CPUs,
and the programmer has to think of organizing data as 128-bit vectors (e.g. 4 floats) to achieve good performance.
This makes the programming less flexible, but potentially speed-up calculations involving vectorized input and output.
Nvidia work instead with a two-level thread hierarchy and scalar memory addressing and does not take advantage of
instruction level parallelism to the same extent as their rival [54]. For synthetic aperture imaging, the memory access
pattern is randomly shifted and very few arithmetic operations are performed compared to load and store operations. It
is therefore an advantage to have a large amount of L1 cache available for each compute unit. At the time of conducting
the research, the latest generation of GPUs from Nvidia had up to 48 kB of L1 cache available for each compute unit,
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while the Evergreen family of their rival AMD, only had 8 kB. Further, since beamformation of a single pixel using
linear interpolation involves only two consecutive values of RF data for each channel, you do not directly benefit from
vectorized memory reads. These considerations together with some initial performance measurements using a number
of GPUs, made us focus on the GTX-580 GPU from Nvidia. The initial performance results can be found in Table I
in the conference paper.

Memory IO

As should be clear by now, beamformation comprises computation and application of channel delays and apodizations.
The former also referred to as focusing amounts to massive distance calculations followed by memory look-ups. The
amount of calculations involved in both distance and apodization calculated are massive, but the memory access pattern
is randomly shifted. The latter is suboptimal for GPU architectures and the result is often a heavily memory bound
application. To achieve a high performance, a high memory bandwidth as well as a low latency for access to the global
memory is preferable. To improve on the latter, data are often copied to a faster internal memory on the chip. We used
this approach with success for the AMD GPUs, but for the Fermi GPUs from Nvidia, it was faster to let the hardware
perform the caching. The same strategy of copying memory to a faster location is also used for implementing SARUS.

The fastest GPU studied in the conference paper is the GTX-580, a member of the Fermi family, the latest generation
of GPUs from Nvidia at the time of writing the paper. The main memory on the GTX-580 delivers 192 gigabytes per
second (GB/s). This is six times the bandwidth of a Core-i7 with triple-channel DDR3-1333 memory, delivering 32
GB/s. The memory speedup is obtained using multiple 64-bits interfaces (6 instead of 3) and higher clock values. The
latency for accessing the global memory is several hundred clock cycles, so a high bandwidth alone is not sufficient
for a high performance. To hide the memory latency and keeping a high throughput, multithreading and caching is
done explicitly by the programmer and/or implicitly by the hardware.

Design and Implementation

The GPU beamformer was designed to cover as many focusing strategies as possible and thereby be able to make
important conclusions on processing capabilities and throughput. The initial beamformer implemented supports full
synthetic aperture focusing with dynamic transmit and receive apodization with the possibilities for simplifications to
improve on the performance or make conclusions about simpler focusing strategies, e.g. synthetic aperture sequential
beamforming [55], where a lot research has been carried out in our research group [56, 57].

The implementation was made using the OpenCL framework by porting a very simple beamformer written in ANSI-C,
which did not nothing but computing the time-of-flight and accessing the RF data using nearest neighbor interpolation.
To validate the correctness and speed, data simulated using Field II was used as input. The data used for testing the
speed was the same data used in Chapter 2 for the initial synthetic aperture compound images. After successfully
reproducing the results using the GPU, the beamformer was modified to support linear interpolation and apodizations
and no significant effect on the performance was observed demonstrating that the application is memory bound. In
Fig. 4.9, the relevant parameters can be found together with an image beamformed using the GPU. Details about the
implementation and the different strategies applied for optimization can be found in the conference paper. In the next
section, the performance obtained for a number of synthetic aperture configurations will be presented together with a
discussion of how the performance can be improved even further.

Results

After two weeks of playing around optimizing the kernels by precalculating delays or apodization values, removing
branches, using different caching strategies, rearranging data to reduce the number of memory requests to the global
memory, etc., we made some important conclusions: For all GPUs tested, no speed-up was obtained by precalculating
delays or apodization values confirming that the application is indeed memory bound. Using the AMD HD 5870, we
were able to speed up the calculation by explicitly using the local caches. Using the Nvidia GPUs on the other hand,
it was faster to let the hardware do the caching. The most successful attempt for optimization was to use page-locked
memory for the input data, which allowed us to do overlapped IO, such that while the GPU is busy beamforming data
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Figure 4.9: Cyst phantom image and parameters used for simulation. The image is beamformed using 512 lines, each
with 512 complex samples.

from one emission, data for the next emission can be copied. Since, a sum of contributions is computed from a number
of emissions, and the image is read back only once or continuously imaged on the screen, this application is ideal for
overlapped IO. A 50% speed-up was achieved using overlapped IO. Using the GTX-580 GPU, the frame rates listed
in Table 4.3 were obtained. The frame rates obtained clearly demonstrate real-time capabilities for beamformation

Table 4.3: Frame rates for an image size of 512x512 pixels beamformed using 4000 complex samples for each receive
channel. The frame rates include reading back each frame to the CPU.

# emissions
4 8 16 32

#
ch

an
ne

ls

192 42.8 23.7 12.5 7.2
128 70.4 39.9 20.0 11.2

96 77.6 44.8 23.8 13.3
64 137.3 75.4 39.7 21.1
48 171.3 80.5 49.7 26.2
24 226.2 143.7 86.1 44.2

using the GPU. Later experiments, where 16-bit input data was used instead of 32-bit floating point data, revealed an
additional speed-up of close to a factor of two. Another way of speeding up the beamformation is to use multiple
GPUs[52] and this will obviously work, since the PCI-X 2.0 x16 delivers easily 5 GB/s and the data rate for the fastest
setup in the conference paper is at least a factor of ten below this value.

4.3 Discussion

In this final chapter, it was demonstrated how the compound effect achieved using a phased array transducer was close
to the theoretical maximum for the amount of compounding attainable. Aspects of the necessary tradeoff between con-
trast and resolution was demonstrated by studying different aperture configurations with more or less compounding.
By requiring a fixed resolution across depth, it was demonstrated how the apertures should be configured to achieve
the best compound images. The quantitative results together with the proof-of-concept for a real-time implementation
using the GPU suggest that further research should be conducted on this exciting topic.
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A Method for
Synthetic Aperture Compounding

Jens Munk Hansen and Jørgen Arendt Jensen
Center for Fast Ultrasound Imaging, Dept. of Elec. Eng. Bldg. 349,
Technical University of Denmark, DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark

Abstract—An approach to perform ultrasound spatial com-
pounding using synthetic aperture data is proposed. The ap-
proach allows compounding to be performed for any number
of directions without reducing the frame rate or temporal
resolution. It is demonstrated how the contrast is improved by
compounding and the effect is quantized by speckle statistics and
by computing contrast-to-noise ratios (CNR) from the resulting
images. The method is validated using Field II simulations for a
7 MHz, λ/2-pitch transducer with 192 elements with 64 elements
active for each scan line. Circular regions (cysts) with a diameter
of 5 mm and scattering levels ranging from -3 to -12 dB relative
to the background are imaged at 2 depths. Compound images
composed of 1-5 images with an angular separation of 2 degrees
are constructed and for the cysts at -3, -6, -9, and -12 dB, a
CNR of -0.43, -1.11, -1.44, and -1.91 dB are obtained when using
5 images. Using the same RF data, a synthetic aperture image
without compounding reveals a CNR of -0.36, -0.93, -1.23, and
-1.61 dB for the four cysts, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

Medical ultrasound imaging is used for many purposes,
e.g. for localizing and classifying cysts, lesions, and other
processes. Almost any mass is first observed using B-mode
imaging and later classified using e.g. color flow, strain, or
attenuation imaging. It is therefore important that the B-
mode images have high contrast. Like all imaging modalities,
ultrasound is subject to a number of inherent artifacts that
compromise image quality. The most prominent artifact is
the degradation by coherent wave interference, known as
’speckle’, which gives a granular appearance to an otherwise
homogeneous region of parenchyma [1], [2]. The speckle
reduces image contrast and diminishes the possibilities for
detection of low-contrast regions.

A successful approach to remedy the speckle artifacts is
spatial compounding [3], [4], where images are acquired from
a number of directions and combined after envelope-detection.
Today, spatial compounding is implemented in all state of the
art, high-end ultrasound systems and available when using a
low pitch transducer with a fairly high number of independent
channels [5]. Inherent in all compounding techniques is a loss
in frame rate due to acquisition at multiple angles. This paper
suggests an approach based on synthetic aperture imaging,
where this can be avoided.

The organization of this paper is a follows: First, spatial
compounding is described in more detail and some properties
are introduced for measuring speckle statistics and contrast.
Next, synthetic aperture imaging is explained and the proposal
for using synthetic aperture data for compounding is presented.

In the results section, simulation results for a cyst phantom are
presented together with speckle statistics and contrast-to-noise
ratios for cysts with scattering levels, ∆V ranging from -3 to
-12 dB relative to the background. Finally, a discussion of the
results is presented together with some future steps for further
investigation of the proposed method.

II. METHODS

A. Compounding

For conventional spatial compounding, a low-pitch linear
array is used. A subset of the elements is selected as the current
active aperture, and this aperture is used as a phased array
to steer the beam in a direction making an angle θ with a
normal to the transducer surface. The active aperture is then
moved, until scan lines originating from the entire extent of
the linear array are recorded. This procedure is repeated for
angles θi, i = 1, . . . Nθ, where Nθ is the number of angles to
be used for compounding. Next, the Nθ images are envelope-
detected and added using scan-line conversion. An illustration
of the scan line positions for Nθ = 3 is given in Fig. 1.
Note that the effective region of the image is reduced to the

d

θmaxθmin

Fully compounded region

Figure 1: Illustration of scan line directions and origins used
for spatial compounding. The example shows an image con-
sisting of scan lines obtained using Nθ = 3 directions.

fully compounded image region determined by the length of
the array d and the beam angle extrema, θmin and θmax. The
resulting image has a reduced speckle appearance, a lower
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noise floor, boundaries subject to non-normal incidence are
more visible, and image shadowing is confined to a smaller
triangular region behind the attenuating masses or boundaries.
For this study, only first order effects are considered, hence
only the speckle pattern is analyzed.

To evaluate the image quality, one studies the magnitude V
of the received signal (found by envelope-detection). For first
order statistics, the parameter of interest is the expectation
value of V , µV = E(V ), in units of its standard deviation,
σV . In the literature, this is referred to as the speckle signal-
to-noise ratio at a point,

SNR0 =
µV
σV

,

and its inverse as the speckle contrast. The envelope-detected
signals, V follow Rayleigh statistics and for a fully developed
speckle, the theoretical value of SNR0 is 1.91 [2], and if
the Nθ images are uncorrelated, it is 1.91

√
Nθ. Images used

for compounding are not uncorrelated and therefore a smaller
improvement of the signal-to-noise is obtained [6].

Another parameter of interest is the contrast-to-noise ratio
for a region-of-interest (ROI) with a scattering level different
from the background:

CNR =
µVROI − µVB√
σ2
VROI

+ σ2
VB

,

where VROI and VB are the envelope-detected signals from the
ROI and background, respectively.

A drawback of conventional compounding is either a re-
duction of the frame rate or a reduction of the true temporal
resolution. In the case of the latter, the temporal resolution is
reduced due to images being buffered to achieve an apparent
high frame rate.

B. Synthetic Aperture

Synthetic aperture imaging can synthesize the transmit
aperture [7], the receive aperture [8], or both [9]. A typical
setup for doing both, is to acquire data by emitting with a
single transducer element and receiving with all or a subset of
the elements. This procedure is then repeated for all emissions
and a complete data set is acquired. Using this data set, any
beam and focusing can be synthesized.

For transmit focusing, delays and apodizations are calcu-
lated for each point in the image to construct signals, which at
each point sum up coherently. For receive focusing, another set
of delays and apodizations are applied to the signals received
from the individual transducer elements and then a weighted
sum is performed. In addition, the apodization can be adjusted
to even out the resolution over a range of depths to maintain a
constant resolution by realizing a fixed F-number using an
expanding or contracting aperture for transmit and receive
beamformation, respectively. A major advantage of synthetic
aperture imaging is the possibility to focus everywhere in the
image resulting in a better resolution. Further, this can be
achieved using the same amount of time for data acquisition as
for conventional imaging. The price for the resolution though,
is a huge increase in RF data processing - an increase by the
number of lines to beamform for each pulse emission.

C. Synthetic Aperture Compounding

To perform compounding using synthetic aperture data,
apodizations are calculated for each image point corresponding
to imaging the point using a focused beam centered around the
point and making an angle θ with a normal to the transducer
surface. In Fig. 2, it is shown for a single point, how the
transmit apodization for an emission with transmit origin ~rxmt

are calculated using the orthogonal distance from the transmit
origin to the “scan-line”. Similarly, receive apodizations are

θ

~rrcv ~rxmt

Figure 2: The example shows how the time-of-flight and
apodizations are calculated for a single emission with transmit
origin ~rxmt and a selected receive element positioned at ~rrcv
for a single direction θ. The length of the wave propagation
path (thick dashed line) is used for calculating time-of-flight.
The receive apodization is computed using the orthogonal
distance from the receive element to the “scan line” and the
value (red line) can be read-off from the arc representing an
apodization function. Similarly, a transmit apodization (green
line) is computed using the orthogonal distance from the origin
of the transmission to the scan line. The grey area shows
the “beam” that we are synthesizing by making the given
apodization.

calculated for each point and applied to the signals received
from the individual receiving elements of each transmission.
The receive apodization values are likewise computed using
the orthogonal distance from the “scan-line” to now the
position of the receiving element. The delay calculation are
identical to what is used for synthetic aperture imaging without
compounding. The RF data are beamformed as in-phase and
quadrature components, and the envelope computed as the
absolute value. This rather complex procedure is repeated for
angles θi, i = 1, . . . Nθ, where Nθ is the number of angles
to be used for compounding. Finally, the compound image
are constructed by addition or multiplication of the enveloped
images. An implementation of this method uses a buffer for
Nθ images and calculates the delays for each pixel only once.
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Further, the envelope can be computed for a pixel as soon as
the RF data for the relevant emissions are processed to achieve
the best possible temporal resolution.

III. RESULTS

A. Simulation

The proposed method for synthetic aperture compounding
is implemented using a new software beamformation toolbox
[10] and validated using Field II - a program for simulating
ultrasound systems [11], [12]. A setup with a 7 MHz, λ/2-
pitch linear-array transducer with 192 elements are used for
simulation. The emitted pulse is a single-cycle sinusoid and the
temporal impulse response is modelled as a two-cycle sinusoid
for both the transmitting and receiving aperture. The speckle
pattern is modeled as the signal from a large collection of
randomly placed scatterers with Gaussian amplitudes residing
in a volume with dimensions (height-width-depth) 5×20×20
mm. Circular (cylindrical) regions with a diameter of 5 mm
and scattering levels ranging from -3 to -12 dB relative to
the background are simulated at four positions by scaling
the amplitudes accordingly. The random selection of point
scatterers are chosen to have a density of at least 10 scatterers
per resolution cell for any point in the image. The setup is
shown in Fig. 3. Single-element emissions are simulated using

20 mm

40 mm

5 mm

-3

-9 -12

-6

Figure 3: Simulation setup with a phased-array transducer and
an image region of size (HWD) 5×20×20 mm. containing 4
circular regions with a diameter of 5 mm and scattering levels
ranging from -3 to -12 dB relative to the background.

a sampling frequency of 120 MHz and RF data are stored for
all 192 elements, and all 192 elements are used for emission.

B. Compounding

For reference, a conventional compound image is created
using 64 elements active for each scan line, dynamic re-
ceive focusing, and a Hamming apodization. Using random
amplitudes for the scatter map, SNR0 values are computed
for images using 1, 3, and 5 angles for compounding. The
results are shown in Table I. The values increase when using
an increasing number of angles for compounding.

In Fig. 4, images of the cyst phantom are constructed using
1, 3, and 5 angles for compounding. The CNR values for the

# of images 1 3 5

Compounding 1.92 2.80 3.51
SA Compounding 1.87 1.92 2.00

Table I: SNR0 for conv. and synthetic aperture compounding
for images compounded of 1,3, and 5 angles. The compound-
ing is made using addition of the envelope-detected signals.

(a) 1 angle (b) 3 angles (c) 5 angles

(d) 1 angle (e) 3 angles (f) 5 angles

Figure 4: Convention spatial compound images. The images
(a) - (c) and (d) - (f) are compounded using addition and mul-
tiplication respectively. For all the images, only the fully
compounded region is shown.

four cysts are computed in Table II. The values are increasing
for an increasing number of images for all the cysts. It is
worth noticing that the CNR is worse when compounding
using multiplication.

C. Synthetic Aperture Compounding

Synthetic aperture compounding as described in Sec-
tion II-C is applied to the simulated data using a Hamming
window as the apodization function represented by the arc
in Fig. 2. Following the same approach as for conventional
compounding, SNR0 values are computed using random am-
plitudes for compounding using 1, 3, and 5 angles. The results
are given in Table I. Note that the values are lower than the
values obtained using conventional compounding. This can

Mode Addition Multiplication

# of images 1 3 5 1 3 5

∆
V

[d
B

] -3 -0.48 -0.73 -0.83 -0.48 -0.67 -0.78
-6 -0.67 -1.21 -1.65 -0.67 -1.15 -1.51
-9 -0.99 -1.63 -2.15 -0.99 -1.51 -2.04

-12 -1.50 -2.63 -3.34 -1.50 -2.42 -3.03

Table II: Contrast-to-noise ratios for cysts at scattering levels,
∆V , equal to -3, -6, -9, and -12 computed from conventional
compound images constructed by addition respectively multi-
plication of 1, 3, and 5 images.
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be explained by the blurring lowering the variance of images
obtained using conventional compounding.

In Fig. 5, synthetic aperture compound images of the cyst
phantom are created using 1, 3, and 5 angles for compounding
The CNR values for the four cysts are computed in Table III.
The values are increasing for an increasing number of images
for all the cysts. Again, it is worth noticing that the CNR is
worse when compounding using multiplication.

(a) 1 angle (b) 3 angles (c) 5 angles

(d) 1 angle (e) 3 angles (f) 5 angles

Figure 5: Synthetic aperture compound images. The images
(a) - (c) and (d) - (f) are compounded using addition and mul-
tiplication respectively. For all the images, only the fully
compounded region is shown.

Mode Addition Multiplication

# of images 1 3 5 1 3 5

∆
V

[d
B

] -3 -0.36 -0.40 -0.43 -0.36 -0.38 -0.40
-6 -0.93 -1.02 -1.11 -0.93 -0.98 -1.05
-9 -1.23 -1.34 -1.44 -1.23 -1.29 -1.36
-12 -1.61 -1.76 -1.91 -1.61 -1.69 -1.80

Table III: Contrast-to-noise ratios for cysts at scattering levels,
∆V , equal to -3, -6, -9, and -12 computed from synthetic aper-
ture compound images constructed by addition respectively
multiplication of 1, 3, and 5 images.

IV. CONCLUSION

For all cysts imaged using spatial compounding, an im-
proved speckle signal-to-noise ratio is obtained, when increas-
ing the number of images and this in agreement

with the results of [6]. As a consequence, the contrast is
improved and low-contrast regions are easier to detect. Using
synthetic aperture, an increased resolution is obtained, which
is evident from Fig.5. The fact that using the proposal for
synthetic aperture compounding, the speckle is reduced and
the contrast improved is evident from the results of Table I and
Table III and this opens for further applications of synthetic
aperture imaging worth investigating. In particularly, better
contrast can easily be obtained by trading off resolution by
using a smaller transmit or receive aperture. For an imple-
mentation, the obvious choice is to use fewer emissions to
also obtain a higher temporal resolution.

Next steps are to collect synthetic aperture data with our
new research scanner SARUS [13], validate the method on in-
vivo data, investigate the resolution trade-off when using fewer
transmissions, and finally to implement synthetic aperture
compounding for real-time in-vivo imaging to validate the
method using pre-clinical trials.
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ABSTRACT

Focusing and apodization are an essential part of signal processing in ultrasound imaging. Although the fun-
damental principles are simple, the dramatic increase in computational power of CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs
motivates the development of software based beamformers, which further improves image quality (and the accu-
racy of velocity estimation). For developing new imaging methods, it is important to establish proof-of-concept
before using resources on real-time implementations. With this in mind, an effective and versatile Matlab toolbox
written in C++ has been developed to assist in developing new beam formation strategies. It is a general 3D
implementation capable of handling a multitude of focusing methods, interpolation schemes, and parametric and
dynamic apodization. Despite being flexible, it is capable of exploiting parallelization on a single computer, on
a cluster, or on both. On a single computer, it mimics the parallization in a scanner containing multiple beam
formers. The focusing is determined using the positions of the transducer elements, presence of virtual sources,
and the focus points. For interpolation, a number of interpolation schemes can be chosen, e.g. linear, polyno-
mial, or cubic splines. Apodization can be specified by a number of window functions of fixed size applied on
the individual elements as a function of distance to a reference point, or it can be dynamic with an expanding or
contracting aperture to obtain a constant F-number, or both. On a standard PC with an Intel Quad-Core Xeon
E5520 processor running at 2.26 GHz, the toolbox can beamform 300.000 points using 700.000 data samples in
3 seconds using a transducer with 192 elements, dynamic apodization in transmit and receive, and cubic splines
for interpolation. This is 19 times faster than our previous toolbox.

Keywords: medical ultrasound, software, beamformation, toolbox, high-performance computing

1. INTRODUCTION

Image quality and diagnostic capabilities of medical imaging depend on the inversion of the measured data for
the given modality. For ultrasound imaging, the inversion is primarily made by delay-and-sum beamformation.
This comprises computation and application of channel delays and apodization for both transmit and receive
elements. It sounds simple, but ideally, one would like the result of the beamformation to approximate the true
inverse of the forward model, which itself is a complex model of both time and space. A forward model or
simulation model is described by the ultrasound simulation program Field II.1,2 This may sound like elements
of the future, but the evolution of ultrasound beamformers moving from analog into digital implementations,
described by Thomenius,3 has made it possible to implement more advanced beamformers and new and improved
methods of beamformation are still emerging. The resulting beamformer is designed for the desired application,
quality demands, transducer type, and not to forget processing resources available. The latter is still the limiting
factor for an ultrasound imaging system.

Many commercial and non-commercial toolboxes have been developed for different purposes within array
signal processing,4,5 in particularly our previous toolbox BFT2 for off-line beamformation of ultrasound array
signals.6,7 This paper presents a new toolbox, named BFT3. The development was motivated by requests for
fast software beamformation of data collected with our new research scanner SARUS8 and requests for a number
of advanced features for apodization for convex phased-array imaging and velocity estimation. The toolbox is
now used intensively in several projects at Center for Fast Ultrasound Imaging (CFU).

When comparing features with features supported by our previous toolbox, the new toolbox outperforms the
old by up-to a factor of 19 on a Quad-Core Xeon processor E5520 running at 2.26 GHz. In addition to this



dramatic speedup, it offers more flexibility with respect to convex and phased-array imaging. The speedup is
primarily obtained from a better software pipelining and a multithreaded approach for beamformation.

It is designed to operate on real RF signals or on complex base band signals obtained from any application
and any acquisition sequence. It supports parametric and dynamic apodization and a number of interpolation
schemes including cubic spline interpolation using Neville’s algorithm [9, §3.1] .

The toolbox has been developed using CPPUnit10 - a unit testing framework module for C++. Further,
automated test have been implemented to ensure a consistency of output for a number of scenarios covering
many existing beamformers such that the toolbox can serve as reference for implementation of new beamformers
as well as for testing the precision of existing ones. The input data can originate from either a simulation
program such as Field II, from an experimental setup, or from in-vivo measurements. The scenarios tested
cover directional velocity estimation,11 synthetic aperture (SA) imaging,12 and variations hereof, e.g. synthetic
transmit aperture (STA),13 synthetic receive aperture (SRA),14 synthetic aperture sequential beamformation
(SASB).15 For all these cases, one can benefit from using multiple beamformers and the toolbox therefore
facilitates multithreading.

The organization of this paper is a follows: First, beamformation is described and the principles used for
time-of-flight calculations and apodization of elements are discussed. Next, the software design is presented and
how the user can interact with the toolbox. In the results section, some examples of use are given together with
some measures of performance. Finally, some concluding remark are given.

2. BEAM FORMATION

Beamformation without apodization is all about phase computation for a group of signals exploiting that the
sum of these signal can be either constructive or destructive. In medical ultrasound imaging, this is done for both
the transmitted and the received field. The type of beamformation varies with the geometry of the transducer
and the position of the focal points.

For the transmitted field, appropriate delays and possibly an apodization are applied to the transducer
elements to construct a number of signals, which sum up constructively at a single focal point. Receive beam-
formation is similar in the sense that appropriate delays are applied to the signals received from the individual
transducer elements and then a weighted sum is performed. Contrary to transmit focusing, when receiving, one
can apply a number of delays corresponding to an equal number of focus points. In addition, an apodization can
be applied to even out the resolution over a range of depths.

The first challenge is to compute appropriate delays, hence one need to compute the time-of-flight tTOF for
the sound propagating from the transmit origin, ~rxmt to the focal point ~rfp and return to one of the receiving
elements, ~rrcv. This task can be split into computing a transmit and a receive time corresponding to a transmit
and a receive focus, tTOF = tTOFxmt

+ tTOFrcv
. Assuming the speed of sound, c is constant, we get

tTOF = tTOFxmt
+ tTOFrcv

=
|~rfp − ~rxmt|+ |~rrcv − ~rfp|

c
. (1)

If secondary scattering is neglected, the receive path is a straight line and the receive time is uniquely determined.
The transmit path however is not well defined, since the emitted pressure wave does not emanate from a point
source ~rfpxmt

as indicated in Fig. 1b but rather from a complicated pattern resulting from numerous waves emitted
from different elements at different times obeying Huygens’ principle. For an unfocused beam though, (1) is close
to correct. For a focused beam, the transmit time can be approximated by considering the transmit focal point
~rfpxmt

as a virtual point source emitting a spherical wave.16–20 By using this approximation, the tTOF becomes

tTOF =

∣∣~rfpxmt
− ~rxmt

∣∣±
∣∣~rfp − ~rfpxmt

∣∣+ |~rrcv − ~rfp|
c

, (2)

where the ± in (2) refers to whether the focal point is above or below a plane orthogonal to the center line of
the beam. In Fig. 1, this plane is the plane containing the dashed line passing through the transmit focal point,
~rfpxmt

. For a beam perpendicular to the aperture, the plane deciding the sign in (2) is parallel to the aperture.



~rfpxmt

~rfp

~rrcv ~rxmt

(a) Focus point ~rfp above ~rfpxmt

~rfp

~rfpxmt

~rrcv ~rxmt

(b) Focus point ~rfp below ~rfpxmt

Figure 1: Wave propagation path (thick dashed line) for calculating time-of-flight for receive focusing for a
phased array emission. The transmit origin ~rxmt and receiving position ~rrcv are coinciding with two different
elements of the array as shown on the figure.

The result of beamforming a single point is a weighted sum of contributions for each transmit-receive channel
pair. For imaging, we are interested in the absolute values and typically, we would either beamform complex data
and compute the absolute or beamform a scan line of points and compute the envelope. For velocity estimation,
we are interested in the phase and would therefore beamform densely sampled lines and possibly also in multiple
directions, the latter for directional velocity estimation.

In general, a beamformed image point at position ~rfp can be computed according to

I (~rfp) =

Nxmt∑

xmt=1

Axmt (~rfp)

Nrcv∑

rcv=1

Arcv (~rfp) sxmt,rcv

(
tTOF

(
~rxmt, ~rfpxmt

, ~rfp, ~rrcv

))
, (3)

where Nrcv is the number of receiving elements, A(~rfp) is the apodization function in transmit and receive, and
sxmt,rcv(t) is the interpolated time-domain echo signal received at element xmt after the rcv’th emission. Nxmt

is the number of emissions used to construct the image point, where the origin of the emissions are spatially
different, which is used in STA. For a conventional B-mode image, Nxmt = 1.

~r1 ~r4~r3~r2

~rfp2

~rfp1

Figure 2: Wave propagation paths for calculating time-of-flight for transmit-receive element pairs for two different
focal points. Apodization profiles are calculated for the two depths corresponding to a common F-number in
transmit and receive.

With a finite aperture size, edge waves will affect the beam pattern by increasing the side lobes. To suppress



the edge-waves and lower the side lobes, apodization can be applied in both transmit and receive at the cost
of lateral resolution, since the aperture width is inversely proportional to the width of the main lobe of the
beam pattern. An apodization can therefore also be used to obtain a constant lateral resolution across depth by
using an expanding and contracting aperture corresponding to a constant F-number. In the case of directional
beamformation, apodization can be used to direct the beam and thereby control the coherence along a line so
the beamformed RF data can be used for velocity estimation.

In Fig. 2, the wave propagation paths for transmit-receive element pairs for two different focal points are
shown. In addition, an apodization profile is calculated corresponding to a common F-number for the two
depths∗. The apodization values for the elements is determined by the orthogonal distance from their positions
to the apodization line as indicated by the intersections between the dashed lines and the two apodization profiles.
Note that for the focal point ~rfp2

, we are running out of aperture and an edge-wave will most likely appear in
the image. In the results section, we demonstrate how to deal with such edge-waves for dynamic apodization.

3. SOFTWARE DESIGN

The toolbox is object-oriented and written C++ conforming with the latest C++0x standard.21 Reference
semantics is used for all objects to minimize memory consumption and improve consistency of calculations.
Expression templates are used whenever their use were justified by an increased performance or to take advantage
of generic programming using the Standard Template Library .22 A UML class diagram for the C++ part is shown
in Fig. 3. This shows how a Base class handles reference semantics for the classes: Aperture, Apodization, and
Line. Further, it shows that an Image consist of a number of Lines, each Line associated with two instances
of the Apodization class, associated with an Aperture for transmit and receive respectively. We will elaborate
on the individual classes in the next paragraphs. The toolbox has a Matlab MEX-interface23,24 that exposes five

Aperture

+ Aperture(float[] pos)

+ ...

attribute: float* pos

Image

+ bool Beamform(float[], float, size_t)

attribute: int interp, int nthreads

+ Image(Lines[])

SampledImage

+ bool Beamform(float[], float, size_t)

attribute: int interp, int nthreads

+ SampledImage(Apodization*,...)

2

1
..∗

+ Apodization(Aperture*, float[],...)

Apodization

attribute:

+ float dynApo(float[], size_t)

+ float manApo(size_t, size_t)

float* values
float* distances

2

Line

+ bool Pos(float*)

+ Line(float[], float[], float, size_t)

− setApodization(Apodization*)

# Base* Clone()

+ Base(void*)

Base

attribute: size_t m_refcnt

1

Figure 3: UML state diagram.

C++ classes to the user through five Matlab classes. The constructors, destructors, and a number of member
functions of each class are then dynamically linked and can be invoked from Matlab just like general built-in
functions except that they are encapsulated in Matlab classes.25 Class instances are constructed in Matlab like
in C# or Java and when destroyed, the Matlab classes invokes the respective destructors in C++ through the
MEX-interface. In a similar way, all properties of the classes can be accessed and modified from within Matlab.

The Aperture class holds the spatial coordinates of the transducer elements, a focus point (for transmit
or receive focusing), a delay profile, and a reference position for time-of-flight calculations. This class is used
for defining both the transmit and receive aperture. For a receive aperture, the coordinates of the transducer
elements are used for calculating tTOFrcv

, the focus point is used for the possibility of fixed receive-focusing, the

∗The F-numbers used for transmit and receive can of course also be different as well as the window functions



delay profile is to compensate for fixed delays in the system, and the reference position is ignored. The transmit
aperture however uses this reference for calculating tTOFxmt

, the coordinates of the transducer elements are used
for transmit apodization for synthetic aperture beamformation, the focus point for fixed transmit-focusing and
the delay profile is the delay of each transmission.

The Apodization class holds the defining properties of the tapering of the individual receive channels and a
possible overall scaling for an emission used for synthetic aperture imaging. For scan-lines, the apodization can
be defined in two ways and the resulting apodization is the product thereof. It can be defined completely in the
sense that the user can define a number of windows to be applied for a number of range intervals, the range being
defined as the distance from an apodization reference point to the focus point. This makes it possible to a apply
simple apodization or extraordinary apodization functions, like the ones investigated by Jensen and Munk for
vector velocity estimation.26 The second possibility is dynamic apodization with an expanding and contracting
aperture defined by an F-number, an analytical window function, and the apodization reference to compute the
width of an active sub-aperture for a given focus point. If the active sub-aperture extends outside the physical
aperture, then only an inner fraction of the apodization window are applied as illustrated in Fig. 2.

The Line class holds the positions of the focus points. The points are parametrized using a reference point,
a direction, a number of samples, and a spatial separation. The points are beamformed using a plurality of
methods depending on distances to reference points, window functions, and possible F-numbers. To speed up
calculations and remove unnecessary branches, the line class contains logic for determining which apodization
that should be applied to which points on the line. To do this, intersections between the line and a number of
sphere and cones need to be computed. This is all handled by the Line class.

The Image class is responsible for interpolation among the RF or complex samples. When using Neville’s
algorithm for spline interpolation, the second-order derivatives are cached for fast computation of the interpolated
values. The parallization is made using pthreads on *nix and Win32 API on Microsoft Windows. Threads are
spawned each time a line or image is beamformed. If more than line is beamformed using the same data, the
toolbox exploits multithreading. The class is also responsible for initiating the beamformation process by calling
the member function Beamform.

The SampledImage class is used for beamforming an image specified by a grid rather than by a number of
scan lines, see Fig. 4.

z

(xoffset, 0, 0)

x

(0, 0, zoffset)

dz

dy

dx

(0, yoffset, 0)

y

Figure 4: Points on a 3D grid specified by separations dx, dy, and dz and three offsets xoffset, yoffset, and zoffset.
The offsets specify the coordinates of centermost position on the grid.

The class is primarily used for beamforming complex data but can also be used for directional beamformation
for velocity estimation.11 A method for synthetic aperture compound27 was implemented using this feature.



4. EXAMPLES OF USE

When using the toolbox, first the sampling frequency and speed of sound are set as common parameters for
all objects. Next, at least two Aperture instances and a number of scan lines are defined. For each line, two
apodizations must be defined, one used for transmit and one for receive. When beamforming instead a grid of
points using an SampledImage object, only two apodizations need to be defined. If lines are beamformed, an
Image object must be created. Data from a single or a number of emissions can now be beamformed using either
an Image or a SampledImage object.
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Figure 5: Data simulated with Field II are beamformed using the toolbox. The images show the envelope of the
field with a dynamic range of 60 dB.

In Fig. 5a, the field from a point scatterer is beamformed using dynamic apodization and the resulting point-
spread-function (PSF) is shown. In Fig. 5b, the same field is beamformed with an additional fixed apodization
to remove edge-wave artifacts emerging since we are running out of aperture. Finally, in Fig. 5c, we have
beamformed a cyst image using synthetic aperture imaging using 192 single-element emissions, 192 channels,
and dynamic apodization in both transmit and receive.

5. RESULTS

In this section, the toolbox is profiled on a standard PC with a Quad-Core Xeon E5520 processors running at
2.26 GHz and on a workstation with two Quad-Core Xeon E5520 processors. To test the performance, data
were simulated using Field II and images beamformed using dynamic receive focusing (DRF), synthetic aperture
sequential beamformation (SASB), and synthetic aperture (SA) imaging. The details are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Beamformation scenarios tested with the toolbox. For the SASB beamforming, the 1st stage corresponds
to DRF but with a fixed focus, whereas the 2nd stage is a synthetic aperture stage, where a single image line is
used for all receive channels to form each low resolution image. See15 for more details.

# of lines # of samples # of emissions # of rcv. channels # of real RF samples

DRF 384 3116 384 64 3743
SASB 1st 384 3116 384 64 3743
SASB 2nd 384 3116 384 64 3116
SA 128 1038 192 192 1482



The number of line samples and RF samples, for all the scenarios in Table 1, are chosen such that all data are
accessed. In Table 2, the run times of the toolbox are listed together with standard deviations obtained using a
sample of 10 measurements.

Table 2: Run times of the toolbox for beamforming images using dynamic receive focus (DRF), synthetic aperture
sequential beamformation (SASB), and synthetic aperture (SA) on a workstation with Intel Quad-Core Xeon
E5520 processors.

Hardware 1 CPU 2 CPU

Threads 1 2 4 8 16

DRF 5.65 ± 0.062 5.65 ± 0.077 5.66 ± 0.072 5.64 ± 0.061 5.68 ± 0.081
SASB 1st 6.08 ± 0.012 6.08 ± 0.005 6.12 ± 0.076 6.17 ± 0.064 6.18 ± 0.045
SASB 2nd 105.58 ± 0.555 63.09 ± 0.577 37.32 ± 0.458 21.49 ± 0.605 17.57 ± 0.581

SA 1202.07 ± 9.82 616.35 ± 6.71 324.52 ± 5.24 165.75 ± 2.78 143.16 ± 2.49

To obtain the results in Table 2, the library was loaded and the data read into memory before starting the
profiler. Simultaneous multithreading (SMT) was enabled and when using 1, 2, 4, and 8 threads, the threads
were running on the non-hyper-threaded cores. When using 16 threads, half the threads were running on hyper-
threaded cores. It is evident that for this particular application, the enabling of hyper-threading does give a
small speedup. It should also be noted that only the SASB 2nd stage and the SA example benefit from multiple
cores, since here multiple lines can be beamformed simultaneously. The large standard errors are due to the
scheduler spawning threads for each emission. In the next version, worker threads will be waiting for signals in
between emissions to lower the standard deviations and consequently also lower the run times for the toolbox.
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(a) Liver image beamformed using dynamic receive fo-
cusing, a transmit focus in 40 mm depth, and an F-
number of 2. The data are obtained with a convex
transducer with 192 elements
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(b) Liver image beamformed using SASB. The
image is beamformed using data interleaved with
those used for Fig. 6a.

Figure 6: Liver images beamformed using the toolbox for an ongoing research study at CFU.

At the moment, the toolbox is used for a number of research studies at CFU. One study using a convex
transducer and data collected with a 2202 ProFocus ultrasound scanner (BK Medical, Herlev, Denmark). In
Fig. 6, an in-vivo Liver image is beamformed using the toolbox.



6. CONCLUSION

A general 3D software toolbox for off-line beamformation has been developed. It is capable of handling a
multitude of focusing methods, interpolation schemes and parametric and dynamic apodization. Further, it
is capable of exploiting parallelization on a single computer, on a cluster, or on both. For synthetic aperture
imaging, it is 19 times faster than our previous toolbox. The toolbox is now being used for a number of ongoing
research projects at CFU and will be central for many to come.
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A.3 Methods and Systems for Producing Compounded Ultrasound
Images

• Jens Munk Hansen, Svetoslav Ivanov Nikolov, Jacob Kortbek, and Jørgen Arendt Jensen. Methods and Sys-
tems for producing compounded ultrasound images, International Application Number PCT/P81007275/DK00.
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A.4 Performance of Synthetic Aperture Compounding for in-vivo
Imaging
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Performance of Synthetic Aperture Compounding
for in-vivo imaging

Jens Munk Hansen and Jørgen Arendt Jensen
Center for Fast Ultrasound Imaging, Dept. of Elec. Eng. Bldg. 349,
Technical University of Denmark, DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark

Abstract—A method for synthetic aperture compounding
(SAC) is applied to data from water tank measurements, data
from a tissue-mimicking phantom, and clinical data from the
abdomen of a healthy 27 year old male. Further, using this
method compounding can be obtained without any loss in tempo-
ral resolution. The water tank measurements reveal an improved
detail resolution of 45% when comparing SAC to conventional
compounding and an improvement of 22%, when comparing to
synthetic aperture (SA) imaging. The cystic resolution at 12 dB is
improved by 50% and 12% when comparing SAC to conventional
compounding and SA imaging respectively. The tissue phantom
measurements show a 3.2 dB improvement of the normalized
information density (NID) when comparing images formed using
SAC to conventional compound images and an improvement of 2
dB for a comparison between SAC imaging and SA imaging. For
the clinical images, contrast ratios (CR) are computed between
regions in the portal and hepatic veins and the surrounding tissue.
An average improvement of 15% is obtained when comparing
SAC images to SA images without compounding.

I. INTRODUCTION

Medical ultrasound imaging is used for many purposes,
e.g. for localizing and classifying cysts, lesions, and other
processes. Almost any mass is first observed using B-mode
imaging and later classified using e.g. color flow, strain, or
biopsies. It is therefore important that the B-mode images
have high contrast. Like all imaging modalities, ultrasound
is subject to a number of inherent artifacts that compromise
image quality. The most prominent artifact is the degradation
by coherent wave interference, known as ’speckle’, which
gives a granular appearance to an otherwise homogeneous
region of parenchyma [1], [2]. The speckle reduces image
contrast and diminishes the possibilities for detection of low-
contrast regions.

A successful approach to remedy the speckle artifacts is spa-
tial compounding, where images are acquired from a number
of directions and combined after envelope-detection [3], [4].
Today, spatial compounding is implemented in all state of the
art, high-end ultrasound systems and available when using a
low pitch transducer with a fairly high number of independent
channels. A drawback of conventional compounding is either
a reduction of the frame rate or a reduction of the true
temporal resolution. This paper investigates an approach based
on synthetic aperture imaging, where compounding can be
obtained without any loss in temporal resolution.

The organization of this paper is as follows: First, some
performance measures for ultrasound imaging systems are
defined. Next, spatial compounding is described as used

for images formed using dynamic receive focusing (DRF),
which we will refer to as DRFC. After a brief introduction
to synthetic aperture (SA) imaging, the synthetic aperture
compounding (SAC) is described in full detail. In the results
section, performance measures are extracted from water tank
and phantom measurements and using a similar setup, the first
clinical image obtained using SAC is presented. Finally, a
discussion of the results and possibilities for improvements.

II. PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Development of new ultrasound imaging methods includes
several quality and performance assessment stages. To assess
the image quality both the detail and contrast resolution are
studied. They can both be measured and quantized through a
combination of water tank and phantom measurements, but
often extensive clinical evaluations are also carried out to
ensure that the desired clinical performance is met. In this
paper, the main focus will be on the following measures, which
can be obtained from water tank and phantom measurements
alone.

a) Detail resolution: The detail resolution is the separa-
tion at which identically point targets can be distinguished. It
is distinguished by the main lobe width of the point-spread-
function (PSF) and the 6 dB axial pulse length, i.e. the lateral
and axial full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the PSF.

b) Cystic resolution: The detail resolution alone is not
appropriate for comparing the imaging performance of medical
ultrasound systems, since it ignores what is outside the main
lobe, which have a significant impact on the image of wide
dynamic range systems. Acoustic clutter from surrounding
objects fill-in images of anechoic objects such as cysts, or
weakly echogenic objects such as blood vessels, and reduces
their detectability. The ability to detect anechoic or weakly
echogenic objects in the presence of strong surrounding
objects is sometimes referred to as contrast resolution and
was first introduced as “cystic resolution” [5]. The contrast
resolution can be quantized by the clutter energy to total
energy ratio (CTR). The CTR is defined as the ratio of the
PSF energy outside a circular region with radius R to the
total PSF energy. For a large ensemble of measurements, the
CTR is also a measure of the difference between the average
level of a cyst’s center and the background. To get a single
measure, one either measures the drop in brightness for a fixed
radius R or the radius of a cyst, which can be observed at a
fixed level, e.g. R12dB.



c) Tissue contrast resolution: Most commonly, contrast
resolution refers to the ability to distinguish echogenicity
differences between a region of interest (ROI) and the back-
ground, tissue contrast resolution. Tissue contrast resolution
is often quantified by either contrast ratio (CR) or contrast-to-
noise ratio (CNR), which are both object dependent and where
latter is improved on increasing object contrast as well as by
lowering the variance.

d) Normalized information density: The primary source
of contrast resolution loss is coherent wave interference also
known as speckle. This artifact is reflected in the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) at a point defined as the expectation value of
the magnitude of the received signal, µV = E(V ) and in units
of its standard deviation, σV . In the literature, this is referred
to as the signal-to-noise ratio at a point SNR0, and if the
envelope-detected signals, V follow Rayleigh statistics, then
for a fully developed speckle, the theoretical value of SNR0 is
1.91 [2]. This value is increased by spatial compounding [6]
and an increase is associated with improved image contrast.
SNR0 is object independent, but theoretically it can be shown
that the SNR for a difference signal scales with the square
root of the number of independent speckle cells [7], so
somehow it would be beneficial to incorporate speckle size.
Such a measure was introduced by Ustuner et. al. referred to
as normalized information density (NID), which reflects the
ability of a system to distinguish 1 dB brightness differences
in the presence of fully-developed speckle [8]

NID =
SNR2

0

2S
=

(µV /σV )
2

2S
, (1)

where S is the average speckle size, which can be obtained
from the auto-covariance function of the intensity.

III. METHODS

A. Compounding

For conventional spatial compounding, a low-pitch linear
or convex array is used. A subset of the elements is selected
as the current active aperture, and this aperture is used as a
phased array to steer the beam in a direction making an angle
θ with a normal to the transducer surface. The active aperture
is then moved, until scan lines originating from the entire
extent of the array are recorded. This procedure is repeated
for angles θi, i = 1, . . . Nθ, where Nθ is the number of
angles to be used for compounding. Next, the Nθ sub-images
are envelope-detected and added using scan-line conversion.
The resulting image has a reduced speckle appearance, a
lower noise floor, grating lobes (if present) are lowered, and
boundaries subject to non-normal incidence are more visible,
and image shadowing is confined to a smaller triangular region
behind the attenuating masses or boundaries. The region where
all sub-images overlap is referred to as the fully-compounded
region.

A drawback of conventional compounding is either a re-
duction of the frame rate or a reduction of the true temporal
resolution. In the case of the latter, the temporal resolution is

reduced due to images being buffered to achieve an apparent
high frame rate.

B. Synthetic Aperture

A typical setup for synthesizing both the transmit and
receive aperture is to acquire data by emitting a spherical wave
with a subaperture and receiving with all of the elements [9].
This procedure is then repeated for all emissions and a
complete data set is acquired. Using this data set, any beam
and focusing can be synthesized.

For transmit focusing, delays and apodizations are calcu-
lated for each point in the image to construct signals, which at
each point sum up coherently. For receive focusing, another set
of delays and apodizations are applied to the signals received
from the individual transducer elements and then a weighted
sum is performed. In addition, the apodization can be adjusted
to even out the resolution over a range of depths to maintain a
constant resolution by realizing a fixed F-number using an
expanding or contracting aperture for transmit and receive
beamformation, respectively. A major advantage of synthetic
aperture imaging is the possibility to focus everywhere in the
image resulting in a better resolution. Further, this can be
achieved using the same amount of time for data acquisition as
for conventional imaging. The price for the resolution though,
is a huge increase in RF data processing - an increase by the
number of lines to beamform for each pulse emission.

C. Synthetic Aperture Compounding

To perform compounding using synthetic aperture data,
apodizations are calculated for each image point corresponding
to imaging the point using a focused beam centered around the
point and making an angle θ with a normal to the transducer
surface. In Fig. 1, it is shown for a single point, how the
transmit apodization for an emission with transmit origin
~xorigin are calculated using the distance from the transmit
origin ~xxmt to the “scan-line”. Similarly, receive apodizations

~xxmt

~xrcv~xorigin

~xfp
θ

Figure 1. Wave propagation path (thick dashed line) for calculating time-of-
flight for synthetic aperture focusing for an emission with origin ~xorigin and
data acquired with the element positioned at ~xrcv. The transmit and receive
apodizations can be read-off the figure as the intersections of the scan line
and the Tukey and Hamming profile respectively.

are calculated for each point and applied to the signals received



from the individual receiving elements of each transmission.
The receive apodization values are likewise computed using
the distance from the “scan-line” to now the position of the
receiving elements. The delay calculation are identical to what
is used for synthetic aperture imaging without compounding.
The RF data are beamformed as in-phase and quadrature
components, and the envelope computed as the absolute value.
This rather complex procedure is repeated for angles θi,
i = 1, . . . Nθ, where Nθ is the number of angles to be used for
compounding. Finally, the compound image are constructed
by addition or multiplication of the enveloped images. An
implementation of this method uses a buffer for Nθ images
and calculates the delays for each pixel only once. In this way,
a compound image is ready immediately after the last emission
and only the processing resources limits the number of angles
used.

IV. RESULTS

To investigate the contrast and detail resolution for SAC
a setup using a commercial 3 MHz, 192 element, λ pitch
convex array (BK Medical) was used for water tank and
tissue phantom measurements. The sampling was done using
an experimental ultrasound scanning system, SARUS, capable
of storing 12-bit individual channel data at 70 MHz [10]. For
SA and SAC imaging, a 16 element subaperture was used for
192 unfocused emissions. For each emission, data from all 192
channels were stored. For comparison, for DRF and DRFC, a
64 element subaperture was used for 192 focused emissions
for each compound angle. For each emission, data from all 192
channels were stored. For all emissions, a two-cycle sinusoid
was used for excitation together with a Hamming apodization
on the active subaperture. Compounding for DRF and SA
data was done using 5 angles with an angular separation of 5
degrees.

For processing, a small parameter study was made to find
the optimal F#’s for dynamic apodization to achieve the best
R12dB for wires at depths 15, 40, 65, and 90 mm.

A. Water phantom

In Table I, the detail resolution and contrast resolution (for
anechoic objects) is measured for the wire at depth 65 mm,
shown in Fig. 2 using the four imaging techniques. For both

Table I

R12dB FWHMlat FWHMax [mm] Area6dB [mm2]

DRF 1.25 1.41 0.70 3.08
DRFC 1.19 1.37 0.70 3.00
SA 0.68 1.13 0.59 2.10
SAC 0.60 0.83 0.63 1.65

the DRF and SA, compounding results in an improved lateral
resolution, but only for SA this comes at the cost of a worse
axial resolution. The cystic resolution, R12dB is also improved.
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Figure 2. PSF images obtained using water tank phantom with wires.

Finally, we note that the CTR as well as the clutter ratio is
much improved for both SA and SAC compared to DRF and
DRFC.
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Figure 3. CTR for DRF and SA (thick dashed lines) and for DRFC and
SAC (thick solid lines). Clutter levels are shown below as thin dashed and
solid lines for the wire at 65 mm, for images with and without compounding
respectively.

B. Tissue phantom
To obtain measures for tissue contrast resolution, a tissue

mimicking phantom was scanned using the same configura-
tions. In Fig. 4, the resulting images are presented and in
Table II, SNR0, speckle size, and NID measures are presented
computed as an average inside the regions shown in Fig. 4.
A small increase in SNR0 followed by an increase in speckle
size is seen for DRFC, when compared to DRF. This is
much less than anticipated and deserves future investigation.
Consequently, only a 1% increase in NID is observed. For SA,
no increase in SNR0 is observed, a large decrease in speckle
size is observed, and the NID is improved dramatically.
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Figure 4. Speckle images obtained using a tissue-mimicking phantom.

Table II

SNR0 Speckle size [mm2] NID
[
dBmm−2

]

DRF 1.88 0.66 4.29
DRFC 1.96 0.73 4.23
SA 2.01 0.57 5.50
SAC 1.95 0.34 7.45

C. Clinical images

The measurements for the clinical images were performed
using an experimental ultrasound scanning system, RASMUS,
capable of storing 12-bit individual channel data at 40 MHz.
For imaging, an 11 element subaperture is used for each
emission using a 20 µs FM signal. For receiving 128 channels
are sampled. The transducer used is a commercial 5.5 MHz,
128 element convex array with λ pitch (BK Medical) [11].

The data were processed exactly like for the water and tissue
phantoms taking into account the different excitation. In Fig. 5,
the first clinical image obtained using SAC is presented. The
portal vein branch is in the center of the image and the hepatic
veins are located to the left above. CR and CNR values are
computed between regions in the portal and hepatic veins and
the surrounding tissue. The resulting values are presented in
Table III.

V. CONCLUSION

The water tank and tissue-mimicking phantom measure-
ments show an improved lateral resolution and an improved
NID for the suggested method for compounding using syn-
thetic aperture data. An improved contrast resolution is also
observed for the clinical data and it is definitely worth con-
tinuing studying this method for further evidence of its work
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Figure 5. The images (a) and (b) show the abdomen of a healthy 27 year
old male with and without compounding. Dynamic range is 60 dB.

Table III

SA SAC

CR(dB) -12.59 -13.07

po
rt

al

CNR -1.34 -1.30

CR(dB) -16.77 -18.41

he
pa

tic

CNR -2.66 -2.88
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Compounding in Synthetic Aperture Imaging
Jens Munk Hansen and Jørgen Arendt Jensen

Center for Fast Ultrasound Imaging, Dept. of Elec. Eng. Bldg. 349,
Technical University of Denmark, DK-2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark

Abstract—A method for obtaining compound images using
synthetic aperture data is investigated using a convex array
transducer. The new approach allows spatial compounding to
be performed for any number of angles without reducing the
frame rate or temporal resolution. This important feature is an
intrinsic property of how the compound images are constructed
using synthetic aperture data and an improvement compared
to how spatial compounding is obtained using conventional
methods. The synthetic aperture compound images are created
by exploiting the linearity of delay-and-sum beamformation for
data collected from multiple spherical emissions to synthetize
multiple transmit and receive apertures corresponding to imaging
the tissue from multiple directions. The many images are added
incoherently, to produce a single compound image. Using a
192 element, 3.5 MHz, λ-pitch transducer, it is demonstrated
from tissue-phantom measurements, how the speckle is reduced
and the contrast resolution improved when applying synthetic
aperture compound imaging. At a depth of 4 cm, the size of the
synthesized apertures are optimized for lesion detection based on
the speckle information density. This is a performance measure for
tissue contrast resolution, which quantifies the trade-off between
resolution loss and speckle reduction. The speckle information
density is improved by 25 percent when comparing synthetic
aperture compounding to a similar setup for compounding using
dynamic receive focusing. The cystic resolution and clutter levels
are measured using a wire phantom setup and compared to
conventional application of the array, as well as to synthetic
aperture imaging without compounding. If the full aperture is
used for synthetic aperture compounding, the cystic resolution is
improved by 41 percent, when compared to conventional imaging,
and is at least as good to what can be obtained using synthetic
aperture imaging without compounding.

I. BACKGROUND

A number of averaging techniques have been used to
remedy speckle artifacts in medical ultrasound. The methods
include temporal averaging, spatial compounding [1], [2], and
frequency compounding [3]. They are all based on aver-
aging multiple decorrelated frames [4] and decorrelation is
obtained through tissue or probe motion in temporal averaging,
by transmitting and receiving at different angles in spatial
compounding, and image formation at different frequencies
in frequency compounding. Decorrelated frames have differ-
ent speckle patterns, but the same feature information, so
speckle gets reduced and feature information is comparatively
strengthened.

Today, in addition to temporal averaging, spatial compound-
ing is implemented in all state of the art, high-end ultrasound
systems and available when using a low pitch transducer
with a fairly high number of independent channels [5]. Many
variations of spatial compounding has been implemented and
patented within the last decade. There is compound imaging,
where the compound effect is obtained by imaging the same

line using different transmit apertures [6] and more interest-
ingly compound imaging, where an adaptive synthesis selects
whether the final image point should be made by compounding
or be coherently adding the images [7]. A weakness of
conventional compounding imaging is a reduction of the frame
or at least a reduction of the true temporal resolution. The
latter occurs when using a circular buffer and reusing old
frames to achieve an apparently higher temporal resolution,
a method sometimes referred to as recursive imaging. To
remedy the drop in frame rate, methods have been developed,
where only receive compounding is used [8] or where the
number of scan-lines is reduced by using a more uniform
scan-line density [9]. This paper suggests and investigates an
approach based on synthetic aperture imaging, where transmit
and receive compounding can be obtained without any loss in
temporal resolution.

The organization of this paper is as follows: First, spatial
compounding is described for images formed using dynamic
receive focusing (DRF). When abbreviated, we will refer to
this as DRFC. Next, a brief introduction to synthetic aperture
(SA) imaging followed by a more detailed description of the
approach used for synthetic aperture compounding (SAC).
To evaluate the image quality, a number of performance
measures for ultrasound imaging systems are defined. The
performance measures are all be obtained using water tank
measurements and by scanning a tissue mimicking phantom.
Theoretical results are presented for how to tradeoff contrast
and detail resolution for an improved lesion detection and
results from earlier publications are discussed. In the results
section, images obtained using dynamic receive focusing and
synthetic aperture focusing are presented; both with and with-
out compounding. Performance measures are extracted from
the images, and the results are compared between the different
methods used for imaging as well as to theoretical results.

II. METHODS

A. Compounding

For conventional spatial compounding, a low-pitch linear
or convex array is used. A subset of the elements is selected
as the current active aperture, and this aperture is used as
a phased array to steer the beam in a direction making an
angle θ with a normal to the transducer surface. The active
aperture is then translated, until scan lines originating from
the entire extent of the array are recorded. This procedure is
repeated for angles θi, i = 1, . . . Nθ, where Nθ is the number
of angles used for compounding. Next, the Nθ sub-images are
envelope-detected and added during scan-line conversion. The
resulting image has a reduced speckle appearance, a lower
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~rxmt ~rrcv~rorigin

~rfp

Figure 1: Wave propagation path (thick dashed line) for
calculating time-of-flight for an emission with origin ~rorigin

and data acquired with the element positioned at ~rrcv. Transmit
apodization can be read-off as the intersection of the Tukey
profile (blue) and the line passing through the focal point,
~rfp and parallel to the center line of the emission. Receive
apodization can be read-off as the intersection of the scan line
and the Hamming profile (red).

noise floor, grating lobes (if present) are lowered, boundaries
subject to non-normal incidence are more visible, and image
shadowing is confined to a smaller triangular region behind the
attenuating masses or boundaries. The region where all sub-
images overlap is referred to as the fully compounded region.

As mentioned in the introduction, a drawback of con-
ventional compounding is that it comes at the cost of a
reduction of the frame rate by the number of angles used for
compounding. An often used strategy to avoid too low a frame
rate is to buffer images and display a new frame using just
a single new image and Nθ − 1 old images. In this way, an
apparent high frame rate is achieved, but the true temporal
resolution is still reduced.

B. Synthetic Aperture

A typical setup for synthesizing a full aperture is to acquire
data by emitting a spherical wave with a subaperture and
receiving with all or part of the elements [10], [11], [12].
This procedure is then repeated for all emissions such that a
complete data set is acquired. Using this data set, any beam
and focusing can be synthesized.

For transmit focusing, delays and apodization values are
calculated for each point in the image to construct signals,
which at each point sum up coherently. For receive focusing,
another set of delays and apodizations are applied to the
signals received from the individual transducer elements and
then a weighted sum is performed. In addition, the apodization
can be adjusted to maintain a constant resolution over a
range of depths using a fixed F-number for an expanding or
contracting aperture for transmit and receive beamforming.
The F-number used for dynamic transmit apodization also
limits the influence of a single emission and a suitable value
can be derived from the acceptance angle of the transducer
elements[13]. In Fig. 1, the time-of-flight and apodization
calculation involved for a single emission and a single focal
point are shown. It is very important to see that in addition
to focusing, apodization must be applied, in particularly for

~rxmt ~rrcv~rorigin

~rfp

θ

Figure 2: Transmit apodization calculation for a single image
point ~rfp for an image angle θ. The apodization value can be
read-off the figure as the intersection of the scan line and the
apodization profile.

transmit. For the synthetic aperture images in this article, the
transmit apodization for a single-emission is computed to be
symmetric around the center line of the emission, sometimes
also referred to as the line of fire.

A major advantage of synthetic aperture imaging is the
possibility to focus everywhere in the image resulting in
a better resolution. Further, this can be achieved using the
same amount of time for data acquisition as for conventional
imaging - or even less if fewer emissions are used. The price
for the improved resolution is a huge increase in RF data
processing - an increase by the number of lines in the resulting
image, for each pulse emission.

C. Synthetic Aperture Compounding

To perform compounding using synthetic aperture data,
the linearity of delay-and-sum beamformation is exploited
to synthesize multiple transmit and receive apertures using
data from part or all of the unfocused emissions. For each
point in the image, transmit apodization values are calculated
corresponding to insonifying the point using a focused beam
centered around the point and making an angle θ with a
normal to the transducer surface. In Fig. 2, it is shown for
a single point, how the transmit apodization for an emission
with origin ~rxmt is calculated using the distance from the
transmit origin to the scan line. Similarly, receive apodizations
are calculated for each point and applied to the signals received
from the individual receiving elements of each transmission.
The receive apodization values are likewise computed using
the distance from the scan line to the position of the receiving
elements as shown in Fig. 3. No special attention is paid to the
fact that the transducer is convex. In particularly, the transmit
apodizations are not adjusted according to the acceptance
angle and only a limitation of the angle, θ prevents an emission
from contributing to the image outside the region insonified.

For each emission, this (rather complex) procedure is re-
peated for angles θi, i = 1, . . . Nθ to update Nθ images used
for compounding. To avoid the need for sampling according
to the Nyquist criterion for the excitations used in all the
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Figure 3: Receive apodization calculation for a single image
point ~rfp for an image angle θ. The apodization values can be
read-off the figure as the intersection of the scan line and the
Hamming profile.

directions of the scan lines, the RF data are beamformed as
in-phase and quadrature components, and the envelope for
each angular image is simply computed as the absolute value.
Finally, the compound image are constructed by adding the
enveloped images. An implementation of this method uses a
buffer for Nθ images and calculates the delays and accesses
the RF data for each pixel only once. In this way, a compound
image is ready immediately after the last emission and only
the processing resources limits the number of angles used.
Since the amount of memory IO for data access is much larger
than what is used for accessing the image, the requirement for
memory IO resources is comparable to what is required for
synthetic aperture imaging without compounding.

In Section III-B, it will be explained why a set of Nθ
images, each optimized to give the best possible detail reso-
lution, results in a synthetic aperture compound image with
none or very little speckle reduction. After optimizing the
approach for synthetic aperture compounding to give the best
possible detail resolution and produce images with almost no
speckle reduction, in Section IV-C, it will be demonstrated
how speckle reduction can be achieved by sacrificing some of
the detail resolution.

III. IMAGE QUALITY

Development of new ultrasound imaging methods includes
several quality and performance assessment stages. To assess
the image quality both the detail and contrast resolution must
be studied. They can both be measured and quantized through
a combination of water tank and phantom measurements, but
often extensive clinical evaluations are carried out to ensure
that the desired clinical performance is met. In this paper, the
main focus will be on the following measures, which can be
obtained from water tank and phantom measurements alone.

A. Performance Measures

a) Detail resolution: The detail resolution is the separa-
tion at which identically point targets can be distinguished. It
is distinguished by the main lobe width of the point-spread-
function (PSF) and the 6 dB axial pulse length, i.e. the lateral
and axial full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the PSF.

b) Cystic resolution: The detail resolution alone is not
appropriate for comparing the imaging performance of medical
ultrasound systems, since it ignores what is outside the main
lobe, which has a significant impact on the images of wide
dynamic range systems. Acoustic clutter from surrounding
objects fill-in images of anechoic objects such as cysts, or
weakly echogenic objects such as blood vessels, and reduces
their detectability. The ability to detect anechoic or weakly
echogenic objects in the presence of strong surrounding ob-
jects is sometimes referred to as contrast resolution and was
first introduced as cystic resolution [14]. The cystic resolution
can be quantized by the clutter energy to total energy ratio
(CTR). The CTR is defined as the ratio of the energy outside
a circular region R with radius R centered at the peak of the
PSF to the total PSF energy

CTRR(~r0) = 10 log

(∫
~r/∈R |h(~r, ~r0)|2dS∫
|h(~r, ~r0)|2dS

)
,

= 10 log

(
1−

∫
~r∈R |h(~r, ~r0)|2dS∫
|h(~r, ~r0)|2dS

)
,

where |h(~r, ~r0)| is the PSF at ~r0. For a large ensemble of
measurements, the CTR is also a measure of the difference
between the average level of an anechoic cyst’s center and
the background. To get a single measure, one either measures
the drop in brightness for a fixed radius R or the radius for
which a cyst can be observed at a fixed level, e.g. R20dB ≡
{R |CTRR = −20dB}.

c) Tissue contrast resolution: Most commonly, contrast
resolution refers to the ability to distinguish echogenicity
differences between a region of interest (ROI) and the back-
ground (B) and is quantified by a signal-to-noise ratio for
contrast [15]

C =
|IROI − IB|√
σ2
IROI

+ σ2
IB

=
∆I√

σ2
IROI

+ σ2
IB

, (1)

where IROI and IB are the mean intensities of the ROI
and background, and σ2

IROI
and σ2

IB
are their corresponding

variances. The contrast C is object dependent and is improved
by increasing object contrast, ∆I as well as by lowering the
variance in the ROI or the surrounding tissue. In [15], Smith
et al. proposed a theoretical model of an ideal observer for
the task of identifying a lesion within a uniform background,
where the model quantifies the expected trade-off between
resolution loss and speckle reduction. It assumes Rayleigh
statistics, an elliptical speckle cell shape, and that the lesion
is large compared to the speckle size. Using this model, the
signal-to-noise ratio for lesion detection is [15]

SNR∆I =
CdNeff

1/2

(SlatSax)
1/2

,

where C is the contrast of a circular lesion of diameter d,
Slat, and Sax, are the lateral and axial speckle dimension, and
Neff is the number of independent images compounded. To
improve detectability of a lesion with a given contrast, it is
therefore of great interest to maximize the density

ρSID =
Neff

(SlatSax)
, (2)
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which we will refer to as the speckle information density.
The speckle information density is related to the signal-to-
noise ratio when averaging over a disk target with area A
compounded using Neff independent images, through

SNR2
I = A

Neff

(SlatSax)
= AρSID. (3)

Eq. (3) is consistent with the theory given in [15] and states
that the signal-to-noise ratio, SNRI is given by the square root
of the number of independent speckle-cells within the disk.
The speckle information density (2) is object independent and
can be extracted from a tissue-phantom scan and used as a
performance measure for lesion detection or tissue contrast
resolution. Using this density, degradation of the images from
unwanted blurring is penalized because longer correlations
are introduced upon blurring. In general, this statement only
applies near the focus point, where the speckle size reflects the
resolution. For synthetic aperture imaging, however, focusing
is done in both transmit and receive and the statement applies
everywhere. The number of independent images, Neff can be
estimated by measuring the signal-to-noise ratio at a point
SNR0 and using that the enveloped signals follow Rayleigh
statistics. The signal-to-noise ration at point is defined as

SNR0 ≡
µV
σV

,

where µV and σV are the expectation value and standard
deviation of the envelope-detected signals and using that the
theoretical value of SNR0 is 1.91, the number of independent
images, Neff can be found [16]

Neff =

(
SNR0

1.91

)2

. (4)

The speckle dimensions, Slat and Sax can be found from the
correlation cell [17]

Sc =

∫ ∞

−∞

CI(∆ξ)

CI(0)
d(∆ξ), (5)

where CI is the spatial auto-covariance for the intensity and
∆ξ is the distance between image pixels. In order to apply (5),
it is important to introduce some cutoff when performing
the integration, because obviously negative correlations should
never occur. Preferably, one can assume that the normalized
auto-covariance is described by some exponential, apply a
least-squares fit to part of the data, and integrate the fit.

B. Contrast - resolution tradeoff

The theoretical contrast of compound images can be com-
puted by using the correlation function between pulse-echo
measurements obtained at different spatial positions. This
was first done by Burckhardt [18] and used by Shankar and
Newhouse in an expression for the improvement of SNR0

when compounding N images [19]

SNR0 = 1.91

√
N

1 + 2(N − 1)ρ2/N
, (6)

where ρ is the intensity correlation between two neighboring
images. Using the result of Burckhardt, compounding every

0.5 aperture length, results in at most 2.25 independent images
per aperture. In later publications, Wagner et al. [4] have
shown through theoretical considerations, and Trahey et al. [2]
through measurements that the approximate form for the cor-
relation function presented by Burckhardt and used by Shanker
and Newhouse is inaccurate in the sense that it overestimates
the correlation. The measurements by Trahey et. al. show
that translating the aperture by 0.4 times its length, results in
about 3.2 independent images per aperture. In [20], an exact
analytic expression for the pulse-echo correlation function was
derived, and it is now well known that the conclusions made
by Burckhardt are inaccurate. The analytic expression of [20]
matches the measurements of Trahey et. al reasonably well and
can be used for deriving the optimum aperture displacement
for efficient compounding to be about half the aperture length.
The displacement is computed based on a figure of merit for
the task of lesion detection [15]

fm = NeffLs/L, (7)

where L and Ls are, respectively the length of the aperture
and the length of the subaperture used for compounding. The
fractional size of the subaperture, Ls/L is a measure for the
lateral resolution of the imaging system and Neff is a measure
for the efficiency of compounding. Hence, there is a tradeoff
between contrast and detail resolution. To conclude that the
optimum displacement for efficient compounding should be
about one-half the aperture length, O’ Donnell et al. [20]
show that using a fixed aperture of length L divided into N
overlapping subarrays of length Ls with equal displacements,
x0, the figure of merit, fm is constant for a given relative
aperture displacement, x ≡ x0/Ls and fractional size of the
subaperture, Ls/L

Following the theory of O’ Donnell, in Fig. 4, the values
of fm are plotted as a function of the relative aperture
displacement, x, and the fractional size of the subaperture,
Ls/L [20].

fm(Ls/L, x) = Neff(Ls/L, x) Ls/L = const. (8)

The values of fm can also be used for computing the
maximum number of independent images, Neff for a setup
with a given relative aperture displacement, x and subaperture
size, Ls.

Experimental results for SNR0 and the correlation, ρ by
Jespersen et al. [21] for compounding using a linear array
with a subaperture of one third of the aperture, N = 11,
and an angular separation of 5◦, reveal values for Neff of
6.75 and 7.47. The former value is obtained by using mea-
surements of SNR0 and the latter is obtained by using an
experimental-determined correlation value, ρ = 0.26 together
with (6). The theoretical expression from O’ Donnell et al.
states that with the setup of [21], the number of independent
images, Neff should be about 4.4. As also noted by Jespersen,
the large result obtained using (6) is not surprisingly too
large, because in deriving (6), an assumption is used, which
states that only neighboring images are correlated and images
separated by more than one ’angle-step’ are uncorrelated. The
experimentally-determined value for ρ obtained by Jespersen is
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Figure 4: Contour plot of fm vs. relative aperture displace-
ment, x and fractional size of the subaperture, Ls/L.

in good agreement with theory and the experiments performed
by Trahey et. al. The large result obtained using (4) however,
cannot be due to successful compounding alone. Some reasons
for obtaining too large a value of SNR0 could be electronic
noise, improper focusing, or high clutter levels, which all
contribute to blurring the images. Also, the theoretical results
of O’ Donnell are derived by assuming focusing on both the
transmit and the receive signals. For these reasons, the speckle
information density (2) is a better performance indicator for
tissue contrast resolution or lesion detection than the figure of
merit, fm, originally proposed by Smith et al. [15]. We will
return to this in the discussion section.

In this paper, the detail resolution is measured using the
axial and lateral FWHM of the PSF. The cystic resolution
is measured using the CTR, represented by R20dB. The
number of independent images, Neff are computed to compare
values for fm with the theory for a linear array described by
O’ Donnell [20]. For evaluating the tissue contrast resolution
of the images however, the speckle information density, ρSID

(2) is used rather than Neff or the figure of merit, fm (7).

IV. RESULTS

To investigate the performance of synthetic aperture com-
pounding, a setup using a commercial 192 element, 3.5 MHz,
λ-pitch transducer with a convex radius of 60 mm was used for
water tank and tissue phantom measurements. The sampling
was performed using an experimental ultrasound scanning
system, SARUS, capable of storing 12-bits individual channel
data at 70 MHz [22]. For SA and SAC imaging, a 16
element subaperture was used for 192 unfocused emissions.
For each emission, data from all 192 channels were stored.
For all emissions, a two-cycle sinusoid was used for exci-
tation together with a Hamming apodization on the active
subaperture. Compounding was done using 5 angles with an
angular separation of 5◦. For the transducer used and a point

imaged at a depth of 40 mm, this amounts to a relative aperture
displacement between 5.5 and 5.7 percent along the transducer
surface.

For comparison, for dynamic receive focusing, a 64 element
subaperture was used for 192 focused emissions for each
compound angle. The excitation used was the same as for the
synthetic aperture setup. Compounding using dynamic receive
focusing was made using 5 angles with an angular separation
of 5◦. The emissions for each subaperture was constructed
using a focal distance of 42 mm and by steering the beam in
directions relative to a normal on the active subaperture. By
steering the beams this way, the compound images correspond
to images obtained using a relative aperture displacement
of around 10 percent of the active subaperture. Using that
the active subaperture is 64 elements wide, this is less than
what we have used for the synthetic aperture setup and much
less than the 40-50 percent relative aperture displacement
recommended for a linear array [20]. The very limited angular
span was used to avoid grating lobes and avoid the need for
receiving or transmitting signals with an angle of incidence
outside the acceptance angle.

A. Water phantom measurements
The water tank phantom consists of 4 wires at depths of

15, 41, 66, and 90 mm. The temperature of the water was
measured and delays for both the focused and the unfocused
emissions computed. The transducer was then submerged into
the water and data were collected using 5 times 192 focused
emissions followed by 192 unfocused emissions. To obtain
a constant lateral resolution across depth, an expanding and
contracting aperture corresponding to a constant F-number
was used for both dynamic receive focusing and the synthetic
aperture methods. A small parameter study was made using
the recorded data to find the optimal F-number, which gave
the smallest values for R20dB. For the methods using dynamic
receive focusing, the problem is convex and the optimal F-
number for a given depth can be used for estimating the size of
the effective aperture. For the synthetic aperture methods, both
a transmit and a receive F-number is applied for determining
the width of respectively the transmit and receive apertures.
The optimization problem is convex in both variables and a
transmit and a receive F-number was found for each depth.
For all studies, a Hamming function was used for the dynamic
aperture. Using the optimal F-numbers (see Table I), images
were beamformed and in Fig. 5, contour plots of the wire at
a depth of 66 mm are shown.

In Table I, the detail resolution and cystic resolution have
been measured for the wire at 66 mm using the four imaging
techniques. For both DRF and SA, compounding results in
an improved lateral resolution in terms of the full-width at
half maximum. For synthetic aperture compounding, this is
due to the nature of how the apodizations are calculated. For
synthetic aperture, the transmit apodizations are always sym-
metric around the emissions, whereas for synthetic aperture
compounding, they are not. In particularly, the emissions may
contribute to parts of the image outside their region of insonifi-
cation determined by the acceptance angle of the elements. An
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Figure 5: The PSF imaged at a depth of 66 mm obtained
using a water tank phantom with wires. Figure (a) and (b) are
made using dynamic receive focusing and figure (c) and (d)
are made using synthetic aperture focusing. The figures to the
right, (b) and (d) are compound images obtained using con-
ventional compounding and synthetic aperture compounding,
respectively.

Table I: Detail resolution, FWHM and cystic resolution, R20dB

extracted from the water tank measurements. The transmit F-
numbers, Fxmt are the F-numbers used for beamformation not
to be confused with the F-numbers determining the position of
the focus points or virtual sources. The F-numbers used for the
four imaging methods were selected to be the ones producing
the smallest values for R20dB at the depth of 66 mm.

DRF DRFC SA SAC

R20dB 1.47 1.36 0.92 0.80
FWHMlat 1.41 1.37 1.13 0.97
FWHMax [mm] 0.70 0.70 0.59 0.59
Area6dB [mm2] 0.77 0.75 0.53 0.45
Fxmt - - 1.2 1.15
Frcv 1.2 1.2 0.8 1.10

example of this situation is shown in Fig. 2. Another difference
is how the sizes of the dynamic apertures are calculated. For
synthetic aperture focusing, the depth used for calculating the
width of the receive aperture is the distance to the transducer
surface, whereas for synthetic aperture compounding, the
depth is computed as the distance from the focal point to the
aperture along the scan line for the given angle. For synthetic
aperture, the width of the transmit aperture is determined using
the distance from the focal point to the plane containing the
virtual source, whereas for synthetic aperture compounding,
the distance used is simply the distance to the aperture along
the scan line for the given angle. From the results in Table I, it
follows that when applying compounding, the cystic resolution
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Figure 6: Clutter energy to total energy ratio (CTR) computed
for the PSF at a depth of 66 mm. In (a), the CTR for DRF
(thick solid line) and DRFC (thick dashed line) are shown and
in (b), the CTR for SA (thick solid line) and SAC (thick dashed
line) are shown. Clutter levels are shown below as thin dashed
and solid lines for images with and without compounding,
respectively.

Table II: Signal-to-noise ratio at a point, SNR0, speckle size
and the speckle information density, ρSID computed using the
same data as for creating the tissue phantom images in Fig. 7.

DRF DRFC SA SAC

SNR0 2.19 2.28 2.11 1.97
Speckle size [mm2] 0.50 0.54 0.51 0.32
ρSID 2.07 2.08 1.87 2.61

is improved for both DRF and SA. The most interesting figure
in Table I is the fact that the cystic resolution is improved by
41 percent, when comparing R20dB of SAC to that of DRFC.
Recall that the cystic resolution reflects the ability to detect
anechoic or weakly echogenic objects in the presence of strong
surrounding objects. Finally, in Fig. 6, the CTR is plotted
together with the clutter level for the wire at depth 66 mm
using the four imaging techniques. We see that in general,
the CTR for the compound images are better for any radius.
Also, we see that both synthetic aperture methods perform
better than the methods using dynamic receive focusing.

B. Tissue phantom measurements

To investigate the performance for lesion detection, a tissue
mimicking phantom was scanned using the same configuration
as was used for scanning the wire phantom in the previous sec-
tion. The location and size of the region for extracting SNR0

and the auto-covariance was directly in front of the transducer
at a depth of 40 mm and 230x170 pixels corresponding to
a region of 20x20 mm. In Fig. 7, the region is imaged
using the four imaging techniques. The values for SNR0

were calculated using the envelope detected images and the
results are shown in Table II. As expected, almost no speckle
reduction is observed for the image created using synthetic
aperture compounding, the value for SNR0 equals 1.97, which
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Figure 7: Speckle images obtained using a tissue-mimicking
phantom. The figures (a) and (b) are made using dynamic
receive focusing and the figures (c) and (d) are made using
synthetic aperture focusing. The figures to the right, (b) and
(d) are compound images obtained using conventional com-
pounding and synthetic aperture compounding, respectively.

is very close to the theoretical value for a fully developed
speckle. To get more representative numbers, a larger ensemble
should be studied using different realizations of the tissue
obtained by e.g. moving the transducer. A drawback of this
approach though is that the contact between the transducer
and the surface of the phantom may vary from measurement
to measurement. A similar effect can be obtained by studying a
larger region, but this is a delicate matter, since the pulse-echo-
fields vary over the region. The region selected for this study
is chosen big enough to contain 20 speckle correlation lengths
in the lateral direction for the method with the largest speckle
size, which is observed from compounding using dynamic
receive focusing.

The number of independent frames, Neff was computed
from the signal-to-noise ratio at a point, SNR0 and the speckle
correlation cell was computed by fitting the normalized auto-
covariance, CI(∆ξ)/CI(0) to be described by a Gaussian and
the integral was evaluated using the fit. For fitting the data, a
least-squares fit was used together with a lower cutoff value
of 0.3 for the auto-covariance. From the results in Table II, it
follows that for compounding using dynamic receive focusing,
the signal-to-noise ratio at a point, SNR0 increases but it is
also followed by an increase in the speckle size. This is a
well known fact. When comparing SNR0 and the speckle
size to the numbers obtained using synthetic aperture, only
a small difference is observed. This is expected, since the
transmit focus for DRF, and DRFC was chosen at a depth
of 42 mm. SNR0 is probably slightly smaller for synthetic
aperture because the average focusing for the ROI is better
and improved focusing implies less blurring, which leads to
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Figure 8: The number of independent images, Neff and the
speckle information density, ρSID as a function of depth for
compounding using dynamic receive focusing and synthetic
aperture focusing.

higher values for SNR0.
The explanation for why the value for SNR0 is lower for

SAC is due to the fact that the apodizations are calculated in
a different way, causing more aperture to be used for both
transmit and receive. The most interesting figures in Table II
are the speckle information densities, ρSID, which reveals that
SAC is superior to both SA and dynamic receive focusing with
and without compounding. An improvement of 25 percent is
seen, when comparing SAC to DRFC.

The same data were also beamformed using F-numbers
optimized for a depth of 41 mm. For both dynamic receive
focusing and synthetic aperture compounding, the optimal
F-numbers were found to be around 0.8, implying larger
apertures. The results for SNR0 using this setup were all
lower than the values in Table II because of better focusing.
Using this setup, in Fig. 8, the number of independent images,
Neff and the speckle information density, ρSID are plotted as a
function of depth. Fig. 8a shows that in general, the numbers
of independent images, Neff are larger for compounding
using dynamic receive focusing than for synthetic aperture
compounding. It is important to remember that this value
is computed using the SNR0 values and an increase is not
necessarily associated with successful compounding. Instead
of comparing Neff , the speckle information densities, ρSID

are compared in Fig. 8b and they show how synthetic aper-
ture compounding outperforms compounding using dynamic
receive focusing everywhere except at the focus point around
42 mm. The largest differences are found in the region near the
transducer, since here it is much easier to do proper focusing
using spherical waves than using emissions with foci far away.
The randomness of the lines is reflecting the stochastic but
fully deterministic structure of the speckle. The measurements
were repeated 10 times for a fixed transducer position and the
results were unchanged.

C. Contrast - resolution tradeoff

From the main results of the theory derived in [20], which
is summarized in Fig. 4, it is clear that in order to obtain
compounding, resolution must be sacrificed, i.e. for a fixed
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Figure 9: The number of independent images, Neff (thick
solid line) and the figure of merit, fm (thick dashed line)
plotted as a function of the fractional size of the synthesized
apertures, Ls/L. The thin solid lines are least-squares fits using
a function of the form, Neff = C(Ls/L)p. The dotted lines
represent a situation, where the figure of merit, fm remains
constant.

aperture translation, x, by lowering Ls/L, the number of
independent images, Neff must go up. This fact also explains
how Neff varies as function of depth for synthetic aperture
compounding, in Fig. 8a. Both F-numbers are fixed to 0.8
corresponding to an optimal cystic resolution at a depth of
41 mm. When imaging regions closer to the transducer, the
apertures contract and the subapertures become less correlated
resulting in an increase of Neff . For regions further down,
edge-artifacts appear because of limited aperture extent and
hence also an increase should be observed. These two facts
together with the fact that the fully compounded region is
narrowing down as a function of depth explain how Neff varies
for different depths. For compounding using dynamic receive
focusing, an opposite effect is expected close to the focal point
because of how the focused emissions are constructed. Also,
the effect should decrease as function of depth due to the
narrowing down of the fully compounded region.

In Fig. 9, the values for Neff and fm are extracted from
images created using 5 compound angles for different sizes of
the synthesized apertures. The number of independent images,
Neff (thick solid line) is increasing, when reducing the size of
the subaperture, which shows that the compound effect can
be tuned for a given purpose. The figure of merit, fm (thick
dashed line) decreases when lowering the size of aperture,
which is the opposite of what is predicted by the theory for a
linear array. The reason for this behavior is obvious, since the
theory assumes that the number of images, N is increasing
when lowering the size of the subapertures for a fixed relative
aperture translation, x, i.e. the number of images, N , must
satisfy

N = 1 + (1− Ls/L)/(xLs/L).

The setup used in this paper corresponds to a fixed aperture
translation, x and the same number of images, N = 5,
irrespective of the size of the subapertures and the product,
fm = NeffLs/L therefore decreases upon lowering the size of
the subapertures and for small subapertures, only the center
part of the transducer is used. By introducing more angles
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Figure 10: Cystic resolution, R20dB, number of independent
images, Neff , and the speckle information density, ρSID for
different sizes of the synthesized apertures.

or images, like the theory assumes, any part of the aperture
is always in use for some subaperture. In this case, the
measurements for Neff and for the figure of merit, fm should
lie above the two dotted curves in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b.
For the λ-pitch convex array, it is not possible to have too
large an angle separation nor use too many angles, since
then either grating lobes are introduced or for the outermost
elements, signals transmitted or received with an angle of
incidence much larger than the acceptance angle are used. As
a consequence of the fixed number of images or angles, fitting
the Neff using a function of the form

Neff = D(Ls/L)p,

reveals a value of p greater than -1. For a linear array, where
images are created as dictated by the theory, the value of p
should be less than -1. Fitting the data for the setup used
for the convex transducer gives p = −0.65 and D = 0.96.
The constant D should always be about one when averaged
for a large ensemble of measurements reproducing the value
for SNR0 for a fully developed speckle. In Fig. 10, the
cystic resolution, R20dB, the number of independent images,
Neff , and the speckle information density, ρSID are plotted
for different sizes of the synthesized apertures. The speckle
information density peaks using an aperture size considerable
less than using the full aperture and close to using half
the aperture. Fig. 11 shows the speckle images constructed
using the 3 different values for Ls/L corresponding to the
dashed lines in Fig. 10b. It is interesting to see that in terms
of the speckle information density, ρSID, the optimal image
for lesion observation is not the image with the best cystic
resolution nor the image with the largest compound effect, but
a compromise. The optimal image in Fig. 11b is constructed
by finding the size of the synthesized apertures, which give
the highest speckle information density, ρSID in region where
the speckle correlation lengths are not larger than twice the
FWHM measured using a wire phantom. When using very
small apertures, the blurring is no longer compensated for by
an increased speckle size and the speckle information density
cannot be used as a performance indicator.
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Figure 11: Speckle images for 3 different sizes of the synthesized apertures, Ls/L corresponding to the dashed lines in Fig. 10b:
Ls/L = 0.81 (a), Ls/L = 0.54 (b), and Ls/L = 0.31 (c). The dynamic range used for all images is 60 dB.

V. CONCLUSION

A method for obtaining compound images using synthetic
aperture data and a convex array has been presented. The
suggested approach allows spatial compounding to be per-
formed for any number of angles without reducing the frame
rate or temporal resolution. It was demonstrated how reso-
lution must be sacrificed to achieve compounding and the
compound effect can be adjusted by scaling the size of the
synthesized apertures. In terms of the speckle information
density, the compound images obtained using synthetic aper-
ture imaging was shown to be superior to images obtained
using a similar setup using dynamic receive focusing. Further,
it was demonstrated, how an optimal aperture size can be
found by scanning a tissue-mimicking phantom and computing
the speckle information density. When comparing synthetic
aperture compounding to conventional spatial compounding,
it was demonstrated that synthetic aperture compounding has
an improved depth of field. Also the results and theory
discussed in this paper states and suggest that compounding
should be obtained from decorrelation of subapertures, which
necessitates steering. Therefore, it will be very interesting to
see how this method performs using a better transducer with
λ/2-pitch or a flat phased-array transducer, where the beam
can be steered without having to worry about grating lobes
or signals transmitted or received at large angles. For in-vivo
studies, a potential problem could be tissue motion corrupt-
ing the data resulting in lack of coherence of signals from
different emissions. It is a problem, but it can successfully be
compensated for using motion compensation as shown in [23].
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Compound images are constructed using synthetic aperture data for a linear phased-array trans-
ducer. The images are constructed using receive and transmit aperture compounding using a method
that allows compounding to be performed using any number of apertures without reducing the frame
rate or temporal resolution. This important feature is an intrinsic property of how compound im-
ages are constructed using synthetic aperture data and is an improvement compared to how spatial
compounding is obtained using conventional methods. Using an experimental ultrasound scanner
with 1024 channels, SARUS, and a 128-element, 3.5 MHz, phased-array transducer, it is demon-
strated how synthetic aperture compounding can be used to reduce speckle appearance and improve
the contrast of cysts. By synthesizing three apertures of about half the size of the transducer, it is
demonstrated how the signal-to-noise ratio associated with lesion detection is improved by 6 dB for
a cyst at a depth of 50 mm. The increased contrast resolution comes at the cost of a reduced detail
resolution and a tradeoff between detail resolution and contrast can be made, which optimizes the
detectability of cysts based on a theory, which relates the lateral correlation of images to the size
and positions of the subapertures used for compounding. The optimal configuration is based on
a performance indicator, which can be found by scanning a speckle phantom without cysts. The
measured values for the performance indicator are shown to be in good agreement with the the-
ory and when comparing the contrast for a cyst with the performance indicator for 154 aperture
configurations a correlation R = 0.81 is observed with a p-value of less than 0.0001.

PACS numbers: 43.35.Yb

I. INTRODUCTION

In ultrasound images, almost any mass is first observed
using B-mode imaging and later classified using either
doppler, color flow, or biopsies. It is therefore impor-
tant that the B-mode images have high resolution and
contrast. Speckle reduces image contrast and diminishes
the possibilities for detection of low-contrast regions. To
reduce the speckle appearance, a number of averaging
techniques have been implemented. The methods in-
clude temporal averaging, spatial compounding1,2, and
frequency compounding3. They are all based on averag-
ing multiple decorrelated frames4. Decorrelation is ob-
tained through tissue or probe motion in temporal aver-
aging, by transmitting and receiving at different angles
or using different subapertures in spatial compounding,
and image formation at different frequencies in frequency
compounding. Decorrelated frames have different speckle
patterns, but the same feature information, so speckle
gets reduced and feature information is comparatively
strengthened. Today, in addition to temporal averag-
ing, spatial compounding is implemented in all state-of-
the-art, high-end ultrasound systems and available when
using a low pitch transducer with a fairly high number
of independent channels5. A drawback of conventional
compounding is a reduction of the frame rate or at least
a reduction of the true temporal resolution. In the last
case, the temporal resolution is lowered because of reuse
of old frames to achieve an apparently higher frame rate.

An approach for compounding using synthetic aper-
ture is in this paper applied to a phased-array trans-
ducer and the degree of compounding is shown to be

very close to what theoretically can be achieved. The
authors Hansen and Jensen6, introduced in a recent pa-
per a similar approach for angle compounding using syn-
thetic aperture data and this was applied to a λ-pitch
convex array transducer. The degree of compounding
was limited due to restrictions from grating lobes as the
array had λ pitch. The approach used in this paper uses
aperture compounding instead of angle compounding to
better control the decorrelation of the apertures required
for efficient compounding.

The organization of this paper is as follows: First, two
conventional approaches for spatial compounding are de-
scribed. Next, the method for synthetic aperture com-
pounding is presented and a number of performance mea-
sures are defined to evaulate synthetic aperture com-
pounding. Theoretical results are presented for how to
tradeoff contrast and detail resolution for an improved
lesion detection and results from earlier publications are
discussed. In the results section, performance measures
are extracted from images acquired by the research scan-
ner SARUS7 and compared to theoretical results with
excellent agreement. Cyst images are shown with differ-
ent degree of compounding and the contrast measured
for a cyst at a depth 50 mm is correlated with a perfor-
mance indicator, which can be obtained by scanning a
tissue-mimicking phantom without cysts.

II. METHODS

As mentioned in the introduction, spatial compound-
ing as implemented in the majority of scanners today has
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its drawbacks. In this section, two different approaches
are described, which both suffers from a reduction of the
frame rate or at least a reduction of the temporal reso-
lution. Next, the new approach for compounding using
synthetic aperture data is described with the advantages
of an improved resolution due better focusing and equaly
important no reduction of the temporal resolution.

A. Angle Compounding

For conventional spatial compounding, a low-pitch lin-
ear or convex array is used. A subset of the elements
is selected as the current active aperture, and this aper-
ture is used as a phased array to steer the beam in a
direction making an angle θ with a normal to the trans-
ducer surface. The active aperture is then translated,
until scan lines originating from the entire extent of the
array are recorded. This procedure is repeated for an-
gles θi, i = 1, . . . Nθ, where Nθ is the number of an-
gles used for compounding. Next, the Nθ sub-images are
envelope-detected and added during scan-line conversion.
This method is in the literature referred to as multi-angle
compound imaging (MACI)8.

B. Aperture compounding

Another approach uses instead multiple transmit-
receive apertures, where the decorrelation of the aper-
tures is controlled by imaging the same line using Ns

subapertures. The subapertures are often selected to be
of the same size and displaced using a fixed relative aper-
ture translation, such that they overlap equally. Hereby,
the lateral correlation of the sub-images can be related
to the correlation of the apertures through a Fourier re-
lation at the focus9.

For images formed using spatial compounding - an-
gle compounding or aperture compounding, the result-
ing images have a reduced speckle appearance, a lower
noise floor, grating lobes (if present) are lowered, bound-
aries subject to non-normal incidence are more visible,
and image shadowing is confined to a smaller triangular
region behind the attenuating masses or boundaries.

As mentioned in the introduction, a drawback of con-
ventional compounding is a reduction of the frame rate
by the number of angles or subapertures used for com-
pounding. An often used strategy to avoid low frame
rates is to buffer images and display a new frame using
just a single new image and (Nθ − 1) or (Ns − 1) old im-
ages. Hereby, an apparent high frame rate is achieved,
but the true temporal resolution is still reduced.

C. Synthetic Aperture Compounding

To perform aperture compounding using synthetic
aperture data, the linearity of delay-and-sum beamfor-
mation is exploited to synthesize multiple transmit and
receive apertures using data from part of or all of a num-
ber of unfocused emissions10–13. For each point in the

~rrcv

~rxmt

~rfp

~r3~r2~r1

Aperture 1
Aperture 2
Aperture 3
XMT Apodization
RCV Apodization

Figure 1. Transmit and receive apodization calculation for
a single image point ~rfp for a sub-image using an aperture
located at ~r3. The apodization values can be read-off the
figure as the intersection of the scan line and the apodization
profiles. The shaded region is the region insonified by the
active elements used for the unfocused emission with origin
~rxmt.

image, transmit apodization values are calculated corre-
sponding to insonifying the point using focused beams
from a number of synthetic apertures with different lo-
cations. In Fig. 1, it is shown for a single point, ~rfp, how
the transmit apodization for an emission with origin ~rxmt

is calculated using the distance from the transmit origin,
~rxmt to the “scan line” - the line connecting the point, ~rfp

with center of a synthetic aperture, the aperture located
at ~r3. Similarly, receive apodizations are calculated for
each point and applied to the signals received from the
individual receiving elements of each transmission. The
receive apodization values are likewise computed using
the distance from the scan line to the position of the
receiving elements as shown in Fig. 1.

For the specific setup used in this paper, the aper-
tures are selected such that they overlap equally and are
distributed symmetrically around the image point. In
Fig. 1, three apertures are used, Ns = 3, and they are
translated by half the aperture length and the apodiza-
tions for the situation in Fig. 1 are used for the third
image.

For each emission, this procedure is repeated for a
number of subapertures i = 1, . . . Ns to update Ns im-
ages used for compounding. To avoid the need for sam-
pling according to the Nyquist criterion for the excita-
tions used in all the directions of the scan lines, the RF
data are beamformed as in-phase and quadrature compo-
nents, and the envelope for each angular image is simply
computed as the absolute value14. Finally, the compound
image are constructed by adding the enveloped images.
An implementation of this method uses a buffer for Ns

images and calculates the delays and accesses the RF
data for each pixel only once. In this way, a compound
image is ready immediately after the last emission and
only the processing resources limits the number of angles
used. Since the RF data access is randomly shifted and
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image data access is contiguous, the amount of memory
IO for data access is much larger than what is used for
accessing the image. This means that the requirement for
memory IO resources is comparable to what is required
for synthetic aperture imaging without compounding.

III. METHOD VALIDATION

Development of new ultrasound imaging methods
includes several quality and performance assessment
stages. To assess the image quality both the detail and
contrast resolution must be studied. They can both be
measured and quantized through a combination of wa-
ter tank and phantom measurements, but often exten-
sive clinical evaluations are carried out to ensure that
the desired clinical performance is met.

A. Performance Measures

In this paper, the main focus will be on the following
measures: FWHM, cystic resolution, speckle information
density, and the number of independent images used for
compounding.

a. Detail resolution The detail resolution is the separa-
tion at which identically point targets can be distin-
guished. It is distinguished by the main lobe width of
the point-spread-function (PSF) and the 6 dB axial pulse
length, i.e. the lateral and axial full width at half maxi-
mum (FWHM) of the PSF.

b. Cystic resolution The detail resolution alone is not ap-
propriate for comparing the imaging performance of med-
ical ultrasound systems, since it ignores what is outside
the main lobe, which has a significant impact on the im-
ages of wide dynamic range systems. Acoustic clutter
from surrounding objects fill-in images of anechoic ob-
jects such as cysts, or weakly echogenic objects such as
blood vessels, and reduces their detectability. The abil-
ity to detect anechoic or weakly echogenic objects in the
presence of strong surrounding objects is sometimes re-
ferred to as contrast resolution and was first introduced
as cystic resolution15. The cystic resolution can be quan-
tized by the clutter energy to total energy ratio (CTR).
The CTR is defined as the ratio of the energy outside a
circular region R with radius R centered at the peak of
the PSF to the total PSF energy

CTRR(~r0) = 10 log

(
1−

∫
~r∈R |h(~r, ~r0)|2dS∫
|h(~r, ~r0)|2dS

)
,

where |h(~r, ~r0)| is the PSF at ~r0. For a large ensemble of
measurements, the CTR is also a measure of the differ-
ence between the average intensity level of an anechoic
cyst’s center and the surrounding tissue. To get a sin-
gle measure, one either measures the drop in brightness
for a fixed radius R or the radius for which a cyst can

be observed at a fixed level, e.g. R20dB ≡ {R |CTRR =
−20dB}.

c. Image contrast Most commonly, contrast resolution
refers to the ability to distinguish echogenicity differences
between a region of interest (ROI) and the background
(B) and is quantified by a signal-to-noise ratio for con-
trast16

C =
|µIROI

− µIB |√
σ2
IROI

+ σ2
IB

=
∆I√

σ2
IROI

+ σ2
IB

, (1)

where µIROI
and µIB are the mean intensities of the ROI

and background, and σ2
IROI

and σ2
IB

are their correspond-
ing variances. The contrast C is object dependent and is
improved by increasing object contrast, ∆I as well as by
lowering the variance in the ROI or the surrounding tis-
sue. In16, Smith et al. proposed a theoretical model of an
ideal observer for the task of identifying a lesion within
a uniform background, where the model quantifies the
expected trade-off between resolution loss and speckle
reduction. It assumes Rayleigh statistics, an elliptical
speckle cell shape, and that the lesion is large compared
to the speckle size. Using this model, the signal-to-noise
ratio for lesion detection is16

SNR∆I =
CdNeff

1/2

(SlatSax)
1/2

, (2)

where C is the contrast of a circular lesion of diameter d,
Neff is the number of independent images compounded,
and Slat, and Sax, are the lateral and axial speckle dimen-
sion. To improve detectability of a lesion with a given
contrast, it is therefore of great interest to maximize the
density

ρSID =
Neff

(SlatSax)
, (3)

which we will refer to as the speckle information density.
The speckle information density is related to the signal-
to-noise ratio when averaging over a disk target with area
A compounded using Neff independent images, through16

SNR2
I = A

Neff

(SlatSax)
= AρSID. (4)

Eq. (4) states that the signal-to-noise ratio, SNRI is given
by the square root of the number of independent speckle-
cells of size π(Slat/2)(Sax/2) within the disk. When ap-
plying the model of an ideal observer, it is important to
distinguish the contrast C appearing in (2) from a mea-
surement of the contrast, where the means and variances
are replaced by their corresponding sample means, Ī and
sample variances, s2

C̄ =
|ĪROI − ĪB|√
s2
IROI

+ s2
IB

. (5)

If an image setup yields great contrast in terms of a high
value forNeff and small speckle size, the theory of an ideal
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observer states that a measure of the contrast is also im-
proved. A small speckle size give rise to more indepen-
dent measurements of the intensity and hence a better
estimate for the difference. Likewise, a high value for
Neff gives an estimate with lower variance due to higher
decorrelation. Contrary, if the underlying object con-
trast, ∆I is low or the variances σ2

IROI
and σ2

IB
are high,

a measurement of the contrast is low and it is important
to have a high speckle information density in order to see
the object.

The speckle information density (3) is object inde-
pendent and can be extracted from a tissue-phantom
scan and used as a performance measure for lesion de-
tection. The number of independent images, Neff can
be estimated by measuring the correlation between the
sub-images or by measuring the signal-to-noise ratio at a
point SNR0

17 and using that the enveloped signals follow
Rayleigh statistics18

Neff =

(
SNR0

1.91

)2

. (6)

The signal-to-noise ratio at a point is defined as

SNR0 ≡
µV
σV

,

where µV and σV are the expectation value and standard
deviation of the envelope-detected signals. The speckle
dimensions, Slat and Sax can be found from the correla-
tion cell19

Sc =

∫ ∞

−∞

CI(∆ξ)

CI(0)
d(∆ξ), (7)

where CI is the spatial auto-covariance for the intensity
and ∆ξ is the distance between image pixels.

B. Contrast or resolution

The theoretical contrast or more precisely, the number
of independent images Neff can be computed by using the
correlation function between pulse-echo measurements at
different spatial positions. The correlation function can
be derived from the correlation of apertures and this was
first done by Burckhardt9 and it was shown that com-
pounding every 0.5 aperture length, results in at most
2.25 independent images per aperture. In later publi-
cations, Wagner et al.4 have shown through theoretical
considerations, and Trahey et al.2 through measurements
that the approximate form for the correlation function
presented by Burckhardt is inaccurate in the sense that
it overestimates the correlation. The measurements by
Trahey et. al. show that translating the aperture by half
its length, results in about 3.2 independent images per
aperture and even closer spacing allows more effective
compounding. O’ Donnell derived an exact analytic ex-
pression for the pulse-echo correlation function20, and it
is now well known that the conclusions made by Burck-
hardt are inaccurate. The analytic expression20 matches
the measurements of Trahey et. al reasonably well and
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Figure 2. Contour lines of the figure of merrit, fm vs. relative
aperture displacement, x and fractional size of the subaper-
ture, Ls/L. The dashed lines represent configurations with an
integral number of subapertures and the configurations used
in this paper are shown using circular markers. The four
configurations, SA, SAC1, SAC2, and SAC3 are used for the
images in Section IV.

can be used for deriving the optimum aperture displace-
ment for efficient compounding to be about half the aper-
ture length for Ns = 3 and smaller when using more com-
pound apertures. The displacement is computed based
on a figure of merit for the task of lesion detection16

fm = NeffLs/L, (8)

where L and Ls are, respectively the length of the aper-
ture and the length of the subaperture(s) used for com-
pounding. The fractional size of the subaperture, Ls/L
is a measure for the lateral resolution of the imaging sys-
tem and Neff is a measure for the efficiency of compound-
ing. By studying the product (8), decorrelation through
Neff and resolution through Ls/L are weighted equally
to find an optimal compound configuration. To conclude
that the optimum displacement for efficient compounding
should be about half the aperture length, O’ Donnell et
al.20 show that using a fixed aperture of length L divided
into N overlapping subarrays of length Ls with equal dis-
placements, x0, the figure of merit, fm, is constant for
a given relative aperture displacement, x ≡ x0/Ls and
fractional size of the subaperture, Ls/L

fm(Ls/L, x) = Neff(Ls/L, x) Ls/L = const. (9)

Following the theory of O’ Donnell, in Fig. 2, contour
lines of the figure of merrit, fm are plotted as a function
of the relative aperture displacement, x, and the frac-
tional size of the subaperture, Ls/L

20. The dashed lines
represent configurations with an integral number of sub-
apertures, Ns ranging fromNs = 1 toNs = 10. In Section
IV, the theoretical values for fm will be compared with
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Table I. Selected aperture configurations: x is the relative
aperture displacement, N is the number of subapertures, and
Ls/L is the fractional size of a subaperture.

x N Ls/L

SA - 1 1.00

SAC1 0.20 2 0.83

SAC2 0.25 3 0.67

SAC3 0.30 4 0.63

measurements corresponding to the subset with circular
markers and the configurations listed in Table I are used
for the sample images shown. Finally, the contour lines
in Fig. 2 can also be used for computing the maximum
number of independent images, Neff for a setup with a
given relative aperture displacement, x and subaperture
size, Ls.

Experimental results by Jespersen et al.8 for SNR0 and
the correlation between two neighbouring sub-images for
compounding using a linear array with a subaperture of
one third of the aperture, Nθ = 11, and an angular sepa-
ration of 5◦, reveal values for Neff of 6.75 and 7.47. The
former value is obtained by measurements of SNR0 and
using (2). The latter value is obtained by using an experi-
mentally determined correlation value, ρ = 0.26 together
with the expression21

SNR0 = 1.91

√
N

1 + 2(N − 1)ρ2/N
, (10)

where ρ is the intensity correlation between two neigh-
boring images and N is the number of images used for
compounding. The theoretical expression by O’ Donnel
et al. states that with the setup used by Jespersenom8,
the number of independent images, Neff should be about
4.4. As also noted by Jespersen, the large result ob-
tained using (10) is not surprisingly too large, because
in deriving (10), an assumption is used, which states
that only neighboring images are correlated and images
separated by more than one ’angle-step’ are uncorre-
lated. The experimentally-determined value for ρ ob-
tained by Jespersen is in good agreement with theory
and the experiments performed by Trahey et. al. The
large results for Neff obtained using (6) however, cannot
be due to successful compounding alone. Some reasons
for obtaining too large a value of SNR0 are electronic
noise, improper focusing, or high clutter levels, which all
contribute to blurring the images. Also, the theoreti-
cal results of O’ Donnel are derived by assuming focus-
ing on both the transmit and the receive signals and it
is a one-dimensional model, whereas real measurements
are three dimensional including the effects of transducer
bandwidth and out of plane focusing.

In this paper, synthetic aperture focusing is used for
transmit and receive focusing and the number of inde-
pendent images, Neff , are computed to compare values
for fm with the theoretical results for a linear array de-
scribed by O’ Donnell20 and illustrated in Fig. 2. The

Table II. Synthetic aperture compound setups used.

Setup Apodization Ls

I Hamming unchanged

II Hamming Ls 7→ D/fxmt/rcv, fxmt/rcv = 2.0

III Hamming Ls 7→ LsD/D0, D0 = 40mm

detail resolution is measured using the axial and lateral
FWHM of the PSF. The cystic resolution is measured us-
ing the CTR, represented by R20dB. For evaluating the
tissue contrast, the speckle information density, ρSID (3)
is measured as well as the contrast for a cyst at a depth
of 50 mm.

IV. RESULTS

To investigate the performance of synthetic aperture
compounding, a setup using a commercial 128-element,
3.5 MHz linear phased-array transducer was used for wa-
ter tank, tissue phantom, and cyst phantom measure-
ments. The sampling was performed using an exper-
imental ultrasound scanning system, SARUS, capable
of storing 12-bit individual channel data at 70 MHz7.
For synthetic aperture imaging, a 16 element subaper-
ture was used for 128 unfocused emissions with an f-
number of -0.5. For each emission, data from all 128
channels were stored. For all emissions, a two-cycle si-
nusoid was used for excitation together with a Ham-
ming apodization on the active subaperture. Compound-
ing is achieved by synthesizing Ns = 2, . . . , 10 transmit
and receive apertures and relative aperture translations,
x = 0.10, 0.15, . . . , 0.90 making a total of 153 different
configurations for compounding. The number of con-
figurations used for compounding together with a syn-
thetic aperture configuration are shown in Fig. 2. For
a given Ns and a given relative translation, x, the frac-
tional size of the subaperture, Ls/L can be computed
using Ls/L = 1/(1 + x(Ns − 1)). To experimentally ver-
ify the theory of O’ Donnell, the transmit and receive
apodizations were initially computed both to be of size
Ls. A necessary Hamming apodization was applied to
avoid edge artifacts, which otherwise give rise to a higher
value for Neff . This initial setup is referred to as Setup
I in the following. A more useful setup, where the loca-
tions of the subapertures are unchanged, but the individ-
ual apertures are scaled to maintain a constant f-number
across depth was also examined, Setup II in Fig 3 and
in Table II. Note, how the effective aperture is smaller
compared to that of Setup I. Finally, a setup where the
apodization were designed to give apertures of size Ls for
a certain depth, D0 and then scaled using an f-number de-
rived from Ls, i.e. f = D0/Ls. In Fig 3, the last setup is
shown using a depth D0 = 40 mm. In Table II, the three
setups are listed together with the formulas for comput-
ing the size of the apodization windows. The apodiza-
tion in transmit is handled in the same way. For the
last setup, the detail resolution will be reduced dramat-
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Figure 3. Receive apodizations for the three different setups
used for compounding. For Setup I, the subapertures are ex-
actly the same size as was used for the theoretical results of
Section III. Setup II is using an f-number of 2.0 to dynam-
ically scale the aperture. Finally, when using Setup III, the
apertures are scaled to have the size used for Setup I for a
depth of 40 mm.

ically for large values of x as apposed to using the same
f-number for all combinations of Ns and x. The setups
investigated in this article do not even closely cover all
configurations that can be established for synthetic aper-
ture compounding. The idea is to investigate a subset of
configurations, which illustrate the tradeoff between con-
trast and detail resolution.

A. Water phantom measurements

The water tank phantom consists of 4 wires at depths
of 8, 34, 59, and 83 mm. The transducer was submerged
into the water and data were collected using 128 unfo-
cused emissions. The data were downsampled to 35 MHz
using a mean filter of width 2. In addition to the apodiza-
tions illustrated in Fig. 1, transmit and receive apodiza-
tions were applied to ensure that no signals received or
transmitted with an angle of incidence larger than 45◦

contributed to the image. The axial and lateral FWHM
together with the CTR, represented by R20dB were mea-
sured using the wire at the depth of 34 mm. The results
for the four configurations, SA, SAC1, SAC2, and SAC3

are given in Table III and in Fig. 4b, the full CTR is
plotted together with the clutter levels. In Fig. 4a, the
CTR represented by R20dB is shown for all 154 configu-
rations. Note how the cystic resolution is degraded when
introducing compounding. This clearly shows, how the
introduction of compounding requires a sacrifice of aper-
ture and thereby resolution. In a clinical setup, where
the object is less homogeneous, one should expect that it

Table III. Detail resolution, FWHM and cystic resolution,
R20dB extracted from the water tank measurements for the
wire at depth 34 mm.

R20dB FWHMlat FWHMax [mm] Area6dB [mm2]

SA 0.96 1.09 0.62 0.54

SAC1 1.01 1.20 0.62 0.59

SAC2 1.17 1.53 0.64 0.78

SAC3 1.40 1.86 0.64 0.94
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Figure 4. The CTR represented by R20dB is shown in (a), and
in (b), the full CTR is plotted together with the clutter levels
for the four the configurations, SA, SAC1, SAC2, and SAC3

using Setup I.

is a lot harder to do proper focusing and if the inclusion
of more elements by enlarging the aperture does not im-
prove on the resolution, compounding should be used to
increase the contrast. In Fig. 5, the PSF is imaged using
a wire at the depth of 34 mm using Setup I, where the
size and positions of the subapertures are as in the the-
ory. The four images are made using the configurations,
SA, SAC1, SAC2, and SAC3 listed in Table I. From the
figures, it is clear that the detail resolution is degraded
when applying compounding, but as the theory states,
this is a necessary sacrifice for obtaining speckle reduc-
tion. In the next section, the compound effect is studied
by studying images of a tissue-mimicking phantom.

B. Tissue phantom measurements

The speckle artifact appears when imaging a target
with a finer structure than the detail resolution. The
speckle artifact is deterministic in the sense that the same
image are seen for repeated measurements of a fixed tar-
get. As mentioned in the introduction, for spatial com-
pounding, the speckle is reduced by adding decorrelated
images obtained with decorrelated apertures. To study
the effect of compounding, a tissue-mimicking phantom
with a speed-of-sound of 1540 m/s was scanned using
the same setup as was used for scanning the wire phan-
tom. The location and size of the region for extracting
SNR0 and the auto-covariance was directly in front of
the transducer at a depth of 40 mm and 182x256 pix-
els corresponding to a region of 20x20 mm. Images were
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Figure 5. The PSF imaged at a depth of 34 mm using the
four special configurations, SA (a), SAC1 (b), SAC2 (c), and
SAC3 (d) using Setup I.

created for all 154 configurations using the size and po-
sitions of the subapertures from the theory, i.e. Setup
I in Table II. In Fig. 6a and 6b, the theoretical and
the measured values for fm are shown. The measured
values are a little smaller than the theoretical ones and
the maximum is located at a position with larger and
more overlapping subapertures. This can be explained
by the fact that a necessary Hamming apodization was
applied and then of course, the theory is inherently one-
dimensional and therefore only an approximate model. If
no requirements are given for the detail resolution, an up-
per limit for R20dB, the measurements show that a setup
with many subapertures with a relative aperture trans-
lation of about 0.3 should be the ideal imaging configu-
ration. However, as we have seen earlier in Fig. 4a, the
detail resolution is quite poor for those configurations, so
some other comprise should be made. So far, only aper-
tures of fixed size have been considered. In an imaging
system, it is desirable to maintain a constant resolution
across depth and this can be achieved by using a constant
f-number. In Fig. 6c, the value for the figure of merit, fm,
are calculated for a common f-number of 2.0 for transmit
and receive. This translates into that the size of the sub-
apertures are changed according to, Ls 7→ D/2.0. Fig. 6c
shows that by maintaining the positions and number of
apertures, but at the same time increasing their size,
the effect of compounding is diminished for configuration
with large values of Ns. The apertures become larger and
less decorrelated and the maximum moves closer to the
synthetic aperture configuration without compounding.
In Fig. 6d, the size of the subapertures are tuned to be
of their original size at a depth of 40 mm and using the
f-number, f = Ls/40mm, they are scaled to maintain a
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Figure 6. Theoretical and measured values for the figure of
merit, fm. In (a), the theoretical values are shown and in
(b), the measured values are shown using a similar aperture
configuration, i.e. Setup I. In (d) and (c), values are measured
when using Setup II and Setup III.

Table IV. The effective number of images, Neff , the speckle
size, and the speckle information density, SID extracted from
images of speckle obtained using the four aperture configu-
rations in Table I and the three setups in Table II. For all
imaging configurations, the contrast, C̄ of a cyst at a depth
of 50 mm is measured using (5).

Neff Speckle [mm2] ρSID [mm-2] C̄

S
et

u
p

I SA 0.96 0.40 1.90 1.03

SAC1 1.33 0.47 2.24 1.50

SAC2 2.03 0.58 2.75 2.53

SAC3 2.82 0.69 3.21 3.55

S
et

u
p

II

SA 1.06 0.44 1.89 1.04

SAC1 1.32 0.48 2.15 1.45

SAC2 1.91 0.61 2.44 2.44

SAC3 2.58 0.74 2.74 3.51

S
et

u
p

II
I SA 1.14 0.52 1.72 0.98

SAC1 1.46 0.54 2.14 1.57

SAC2 1.83 0.58 2.46 2.33

SAC3 2.11 0.59 2.82 2.80

constant resolution. In this way, the values for fm are
almost unchanged. This is the expected outcome, since
the region examined is at a depth of 40 mm. In Table IV,
the effective number of images, Neff , the speckle size, and
the speckle information density, ρSID are shown for the
four selected configurations. In the next section, a cyst
phantom is measured to show how the figure of merit,
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Figure 7. Synthetic aperture compound images created using
Setup II. An image without compounding, (a) and two com-
pound images (b), and (c) created using aperture configura-
tion SAC1 and SAC2 respectively. All images are displayed
using a dynamic range of 60 dB.

fm, and speckle information density, SID relate to the
detectability of a cyst.

C. Cyst phantom measurements

It has been demonstrated through wire and tissue
phantom measurements how compounding reduces the
appearance of speckle at the cost of a reduced detail res-
olution. A performance measure for lesion detection, the
speckle information density, ρSID has been extracted. In
this section, the same aperture configurations and setups
are applied for scanning a cyst-phantom with a speed-
of-sound of 1540 m/s corresponding to human tissue. In
Fig. 7, images are created using a fixed f-number of 2.0,
Setup II, and 3 of the 4 aperture configurations in Ta-
ble I. In Fig. 8, the cyst at the depth 50 mm is imaged
using Setup I, where the size of the subapertures are kept
unchanged and the compound effect is more prominent.

The absolute contrast C̄ defined in (5) was measured
for the cyst at a depth of 50 mm for the 3 setups in
Table II using the 4 aperture configurations of Table I.
The ROI and background regions were selected as shown
in Fig. 7a. The values obtained for the contrast are shown
in Table IV and put next to the values obtained for the
speckle information density, ρSID. For all configurations,
an increase of the speckle information density extracted
from a tissue phantom is associated with an increased
contrast measured for the cyst.

More interestingly, the contrast was measured for all
aperture configurations for the three setups and in Fig. 9,
the measured contrast is shown relative to a contrast
achieved using a synthetic aperture configuration with-
out compounding. The measured contrast in Fig. 9a fol-
lows the theoretical and the measurements of the figure
of merit, fm, in Figs. 6a and Fig. 6b, respectively. In
Fig. 9b, the contrast is measured for a setup, where the
resolution is maintained across depth by using a constant
f-number, i.e. Setup II. The increase in contrast for this
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Figure 8. Cyst at the depth of 50 mm. imaged using Setup
I and the four configurations in Table I. All images are dis-
played using a dynamic range of 60 dB.

setup is in general much less and a large fraction of the
possible increase is obtained by replacing the SA configu-
ration (marked with •) with the compound configuration
SAC2 (marked with +). This setup is of particular inter-
est in the sense that by requiring a fixed resolution across
depth, a configuration which maximizes the contrast can
be found. Finally, in Fig. 9c, the contrast is measured
for Setup III, where the sizes of the subapertures are ad-
justed to their theoretical size at the depth 40 mm. The
results are almost similar to the results obtained using
Setup I. The small difference can be explained like this.
Using Setup III, an f-number is used for obtaining aper-
ture sizes equal to Ls at a depth of 40 mm. Further
away from the transducer, the synthetic apertures must
expand out of physical aperture and this causes an addi-
tional blurring. In Fig. 9d, the contrast measured using
Setup I is compared to the values for the figure of merit,
fm, i.e. Fig 9a is compared to Fig 6b. A correlation coef-
ficient of R = 0.81 with a p-value p < 0.0001 is obtained.

V. CONCLUSION

It has been demonstrated that spatial compounding
can be obtained using synthetic aperture data and using
the approach described, compounding can be achieved
without reducing the frame rate or temporal resolution.
In addition, the degree of compounding measured is close
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Figure 9. Contrast measured for the cyst at depth 50 mm
measured using Setup I (a), Setup II, and Setup III (c). Scat-
ter plot of the measured contrast vs. the figure of merit, fm,
for Setup I (d).

to a theoretical expression for the maximum compound-
ing possible. Aspects of the necessary tradeoff between
contrast and resolution was demonstrated by studying
different aperture configurations with more or less com-
pounding. A clear correlation was found between the
measured contrast for a cyst and the figure of merit, fm,
for compound images created using Setup I. Further, it
was demonstrated how an increase for the speckle in-
formation density was followed by an increased contrast
for a cyst. This relationship was not studied in com-
plete and deserves further investigation for how to relate
ρSID to contrast in ultrasound images. Also, the method
should be further developed and applied to e.g. a λ/2-
pitch convex array or a phased-array aperture of greater
width.
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Abstract—A synthetic aperture ultrasound beamformer is
implemented for a GPU using the OpenCL framework. The
implementation supports beamformation of either RF signals
or complex baseband signals. Transmit and receive apodization
can be either parametric or dynamic using a fixed F-number,
a reference, and a direction. Images can be formed using an
arbitrary number of emissions and receive channels. Data can
be read from Matlab or directly from memory and the setup can
be configured using Matlab. A large number of different setups
has been investigated and the frame rate measured. A frame rate
of 40 frames per second is obtained for full synthetic aperture
imaging using 16 emissions and 64 receive channels for an image
size of 512x512 pixels and 4000 complex 32-bit samples recorded
at 40 MHz. This amount to a speed up of more than a factor
of 6 compared to a highly optimized beamformer running on a
powerful workstation with 2 quad-core Xeon-processors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image quality and diagnostic capabilities of medical imag-
ing depend on the inversion of the measured data for the given
modality. For ultrasound imaging, the inversion is primarily
made by delay-and-sum beamformation. This comprises com-
putation and application of channel delays and apodization
for both the emissions and the individual receiving elements.
Ideally, one would like the result of the beamformation to
approximate the true inverse of the forward model, which itself
is a complex model of both time and space. A forward model
or simulation model is described by the ultrasound simulation
program Field II [1], [2]. This may sound like elements
of the future, but the evolution of ultrasound beamformers
moving from analog into digital implementations, described
by Thomenius [3], has made it possible to implement more
advanced beamformers and new and improved methods of
beamformation are still emerging. At the moment, one of the
more demanding methods is synthetic aperture (SA) imag-
ing [4] and variations hereof. Even though computers today
are fast, the limiting factor for a SA ultrasound system is still
the memory IO resources available.

An equally high demand for memory throughput is found in
the computer gaming industry, where hundreds of megabytes
of data are processed every second for rendering a scene
in a 3D computer game. The processing takes place on the
graphics processing unit (GPU), which is a many-core mas-
sively parallel throughput-oriented execution unit. It contains
a lot of arithmetic logic units (ALUs) and is suitable for
single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD) execution. Until the
fourth generation of GPUs, the GPUs were all fixed-function,

but since then the vendors have introduced vertex-level and
pixel-level programmability and several high-level graphics
languages have been released, which allow programs written
in C/C++ to use a runtime and load programs to be exe-
cuted by the GPU. In this paper, the most recent framework,
OpenCL [5] is used for SA beamformation of ultrasound data.
Previous work has already been done using multiple GPUs
for SA beamformation of ultrasound data [6]. This work is
different in the way that a more advanced apodization is used
and the beamformer can be configured using Matlab.

II. GPU HARDWARE

The GPUs consist of several compute units, which each
can be thought of as (a collection of) multi-core processors
sharing some local memory and a common pipeline. This
means in particularly that the groups of cores read and write
data simultaneously and this should be kept in mind when
implementing programs for the GPU to execute. Further, no
caching or very little caching is done by the hardware, so
memory handling is therefore more critical for GPU programs
than for programs implemented for CPUs. The two manufac-
turers of GPUs, Nvidia and AMD/ATI have created two very
different architectures for memory access on their devices.
AMD operate with vectorized memory reads and writes and
a uniform memory space exposition [7]. This is very similar
to how SIMD is implemented on CPUs and the programmer
has to think of organizing data as 128-bit vectors (4 floats) to
achieve good performance. This makes the programming less
flexible but potentially speed-up calculations involving vec-
torized input and output. Many programmers forget this and
falsely arrive at a poor performance. Nvidia work instead with
a two-level thread hierarchy and scalar memory addressing and
does not take advantage of instruction level parallelism to the
same extent as their rival [8]. The memory access pattern for
synthetic aperture beamformation is randomly shifted and very
few arithmetic operations are performed compared to load and
store operations. It is therefore an advantage to have a large
amount of L1 cache available for each compute unit. The latest
generation of GPUs from Nvidia, Fermi, have up to 48 kB of
L1 cache available for each compute unit, while the Evergreen
family of their rival AMD, only has 8 kB. Further, since beam-
formation of a single pixel using linear interpolation involves
only two consecutive values of RF data for each channel, you
do not directly benefit from vectorized memory reads, but
often more advanced interpolation is needed which can benefit



from this way of adresseing memory. These considerations
together with some initial performance measurements, made
us focus on the Nvidia architecture.

A. SIMD cores

The GPU primarily used in this article is the GTX-580 from
Nvidia. It has 16 compute units or streaming multiprocessors
(SMs), each containing 2 groups of 16 streaming processors
(SPs), 4 special function units (SFUs) and 16 load/store units.
The SMs have a SIMD architecture. Scalar threads are grouped
into SIMD groups called warps, with 32 scalar threads per
warp. Each SP can execute a sequential thread, the SPs
execute in what Nvidia calls SIMT (Single Instruction, Mul-
tiple Thread) fashion; all SPs in the same group execute the
same instruction at the same time, much like classical SIMD
processors. SIMT handles conditionals somewhat differently
than SIMD, though the effect is much the same, where some
cores are disabled for conditional operations.

The SM double pumps each group of 16 SPs to execute
one instruction for each of two warps in two clock cycles,
for integer or single-precision floating point operations. For
double-precision instructions, the SM combines the two groups
of cores to look like a single 16-core double-precision multi-
processor; this means the peak double-precision throughput is
1/2 of the single-precision throughput.

Another important feature of the GPUs is how multi-
threading is designed to hide memory and pipeline latencies.
To facilitate low-cost context switching, all simultaneously
running threads on an SM keep their register states in the
same resister file. The number of registers consumed by a
thread depends on the program and it is possible to create
more threads than what can fit simultaneously in the register
file, but the user should avoid this. In addition to the register
file and L1 cache, there is also a small local memory storage
on each SM called shared memory that is partitioned among
groups of threads called thread blocks. This can be used by
the programmer for explicit caching of data.

The scheduling of the threads takes place by a dual warp
scheduler that can occupy both 16-wide groups of SPs with
separate warps via dual issue. Each SM can track a total of
48 warps simultaneously and schedule them pretty freely in
intermixed fashion, switching between warps at will from one
cycle to the next. Obviously, this should be a very effective
means of keeping the execution units busy, even if some
of the warps must wait on memory accesses, because many
other warps are available to run. To give an idea of the scale
involved, consider 32 threads times 48 warps per SM. This
adds up to 25,576 concurrent threads in flight on the GPU.

This approach for keeping execution units busy is much
simpler than what goes on in a modern CPU, where a larger
instruction set is available, caching is done at multiple levels,
and branch prediction is used to improve the flow in the
instruction pipeline. In Fig 1, an illustration is given of how
much area is used for control logic, ALUs, and caches in a
GPU compared to what is used in a modern quad-core CPU.

DRAM

Cache

Control ALU

ALU ALU

ALU

(a) CPU

DRAM

(b) GPU

Figure 1. Simplified hardware layout for a quad-core CPU and a GPU with
60 SPs arranged in groups of 10.

Finally, we should mention that the previous Tesla gener-
ation has up to 30 SMs (GTX-285), but each SM contain
only a single group of 8 SPs and the cores in this group are
quad-pumped to execute one instruction for an entire warp,
32 threads, in four clock cycles. In addition to the 8 SP, each
SM contains a shared SFU, which handle transcendentals and
double-precision operations at 1/8 the compute bandwidth.
This is four times slower than the new Fermi architecture.

B. Memory IO

As stated in the introduction, beamformation of ultrasound
data comprises computation and application of channel delays
and apodizations. The former also referred to as focusing
amounts to massive distance calculations followed by memory
look-ups. The apodization part consists of a weighting based
on the pixel location and the origin of the ultrasound signals.
The amount of calculations are massive, but the memory
access pattern is randomly shifted. This is suboptimal for
the current GPU architectures and the result is a heavily
memory bound application. Because of this, to achieve a
high performance, a high memory bandwidth as well as low
latency for access to the global memory is preferable. The
main memory on the GTX-580 delivers 192 gigabytes per
second (GB/s). This is six times the bandwidth of a Core-
i7 with triple-channel DDR3-1333 memory, delivering 32
GB/s. The memory speedup is obtained using multiple 64-
bits interfaces (6 instead of 3) and higher clock values. The
latency for accessing the global memory is several hundred
clock cycles so a high bandwidth alone is not sufficient for
a high performance. Multithreading and caching done by the
programmer or by the hardware is used for hiding latency and
keeping a high memory throughput. The Fermi also features
a 768 kB unified L2 cache that services all load, store, and
texture requests. The L2 provides efficient, high speed data
sharing across the GPU. Algorithms for which data addresses
are not known beforehand, like beamformation benefit from
the cache hierarchy. Filter and convolution kernels that require
multiple SMs to read the same data also benefit. Members of
the AMD Evergreen family only contain 128 kB L2 cache.

III. DESIGN

To cover as many focusing strategies as possible and
thereby be able to make important conclusion on processing
capabilities and throughput, a full synthetic aperture (SA)



focusing system is implemented with possibilities for later
simplifications to improve on the performance. In addition to
this choice, the following decisions were made with respect
to design and functionality of the beamformer:

• The implementation should support beamformation of
either RF signals or complex base band signals.

• The input data should be read directly from memory or
from .mat files supported by Matlab. In this way, data
simulated with Field II as well as data acquired using our
research scanner SARUS [9] can be processed.

• Support for full parametric or dynamic apodization using
using a fixed F-number, a reference point, and a direction.

• Beamformation should support an arbitrary number of
emissions and receive channels.

• Parameters used for beamformation should be stored in
configuration files, which are read once before processing
starts with a given setup.

• The frame rate should be measured for continuous beam-
formation and display using a fixed setup.

IV. VALIDATION

To verify the correctness of the implementation, synthetic
aperture RF data were simulated with Field II for 7 scatterers
located on a line perpendicular to the transducer surface and
passing through the center position of the transducer. IQ
data were formed using Hilbert transformation and data were
initially beamformed using BFT3 - a Matlab toolbox written
in C++ [10]. The resulting image served as a reference for
the output of the GPU beamformed. Next, the data were
beamformed using a simple program written in ANSI-C, which
later was used as a reference for debugging the GPU kernels.
Initially, no apodization was included to focus only on the
correctness of the delay calculation and interpolation. Later,
dynamic receive apodization using a Hamming window and
an F-number of 1.0 was introduced. The parameters used for
the simulation and resulting image are shown in Fig 2
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Figure 2. 7 scatter phantom image and parameters used for simulation. The
image is beamformed using 1024 lines, each with 1024 samples.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

In the OpenCL framework, one operates with work-groups
which are groups of threads associated with pixels in the
resulting image. Several concurrent work-groups can reside
on one compute unit depending on the work-group’s memory

requirements and compute unit’s memory resources. The op-
timal dimensions of the work-groups therefore depend on the
registers and memory needed for the calculations, the amount
of ALUs required for the calculations themselves, and the
amount of IO to the global memory. The initial implementation
was made by starting with an OpenCL kernel reproducing the
results of the simple ANSI-C program applied to the RF data
for the 7 scatter phantom. The dimension of the work-group
was adjusted to achieve the best performance for this setup.
Apodization was introduced and by experimenting with doing
some calculations on a per work-item and some on a per work-
group basis, no effect was seen on the performance confirming
that the application is memory bound.

VI. OPTIMIZATION

Moving on to a larger dataset resembling what is actually
acquired using a synthetic aperture approach. RF data for a
cyst phantom was simulated for 192 channels and 16 emis-
sions. The image and parameters used for simulation is given
in Fig. 3 The total execution for synthetic aperture imaging
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Figure 3. Cyst phantom image and parameters used for simulation. The
image is beamformed using 1024 lines, each with 1024 samples.

of the 7 scatterers and cyst phantom using dynamic transmit
and receive apodization is given in Table I. The execution time
for beamformation using the BFT3 toolbox and a faster SIMD
implementation on a dual CPU workstation is also included.
We note that for this kernel, the GTX-285 is much faster
than the more expensive GPU from AMD, HD 5870. Several

Table I

Phantom
GPU 2× CPU, E5520, 2.26 GHz

GTX-580 GTX-480 GTX-285 HD 5870 SIMD BFT3

7 scatter 0.087 sec 0.089 sec 0.28 sec N/A N/A N/A
Cyst 0.46 sec 0.48 sec 0.92 sec 2.3 sec 5.48 sec 15.9 sec

attempts for optimization was made including:
• Using interleaved complex data rather than split format.

In this way, the real and imaginary part of the relevant
samples are next to each other memory-wise.

• Using the local memory for caching the samples used for
beamformation the pixels in each work-group.

• Precalculating all delays and/or apodizations to keep
calculations to an absolute minimum.



• Using the faster texture memory for loading a fraction
of the RF data at a time for beamforming the image in
multiple stages. The reason for this is that the texture
is not big enough for data from 192 channels, each
containing 4000 complex samples.

Using, the AMD HD 5870, we were only able to speed up the
calculation by 15% and this was obtained by using interleaved
data together with caching all samples used for a work-group
in the local cache and accessing the samples using the faster
cache rather than directly in the slower global memory. The
precalculation of delays gave no speedup, which was expected
since the application is heavily memory bound. We were not
able to achieve any improvements using the local memory, but
this deserves more attention.

VII. RESULTS

After having played around with different optimizations
using the AMD HD 5870 and the GTX-285 from Nvidia,
the latest generation of GPUs from Nvidia, here represented
by GTX-480 and GTX-580 were tested. Using pinned or
page-locked memory for the input data, it was possible to do
overlapped IO such that while the GPU was busy beamforming
data from one emission, data for the following emission was
being copied. Since, a sum of contributions is computed from
a number of emissions and for a set emissions the image is
read back once or continuously imaged on the screen, this
application is ideal for overlapped IO. Unfortunately more
time is spent on beamforming than copying data from the
CPU host to the GPU device, so only about a 50% speed up
was achieved using overlapped IO. Moreover, since we are
beamforming IQ data, it is sufficient beamforming a smaller
image, since the frequency content of the enveloped signals
is of lower values. Using the GTX-580 GPU, a work-group
size of 32x32 pixels, the frame rates listed in Table II were
obtained

Table II
FRAME RATES FOR AN IMAGE SIZE OF 512X512 PIXELS BEAMFORMED

USING 4000 COMPLEX SAMPLES FOR EACH RECEIVE CHANNEL. THE
FRAME RATES INCLUDE READING BACK EACH FRAME TO THE CPU.

# emissions
4 8 16 32

#
ch

an
ne

ls

192 42.8 23.7 12.5 7.2
128 70.4 39.9 20.0 11.2
96 77.6 44.8 23.8 13.3
64 137.3 75.4 39.7 21.1
48 171.3 80.5 49.7 26.2
24 226.2 143.7 86.1 44.2

VIII. DISCUSSION

The motivation for the implementation of the SA beam-
formed for this article was to speed-up development of new
beamformers rather than making a good enough solution
which can easily be adopted for a commercial implementation.

However, the results show that even with a naive kernel, where
only little work has been done for optimization, decent frame
rates can be obtained. Later experiments, where 16-bit samples
was used instead of 32-bit single precision floating point data,
revealed an additional speed-up of a factor of two. Other
attempts that could be made include; computing time-of-flight
and apodization using look-up-tables combined with piecewise
linear continuation.

Another way of speeding up the beamformation is to use
multiple GPUs and this will obviously work, since the PCI-X
2.0 x16 delivers easily 5 GB/s and the data rate for the fastest
setup in this article is still at least a factor of ten below this
value.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this article, proof-of-concept is given for synthetic aper-
ture beamformer running on the GPU supporting dynamic
transmit and receive apodization. Experiments show that a
naive beamformer performs much better on Nvidia Fermi
GPUs than on the AMD Evergreen GPUs using the OpenCL
1.0 framework. Having studied the little information the ven-
dors give on their hardware, the better performance on the
Nvidia GPUs for naive kernels is most likely due to their
two-level thread hierarchy and larger amount of L1 and L2
caches.
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